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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 2601 
SHEPP .A.RD C. BELL AND SANDY TURNER, Plaintiffs-
in-Error, 
versits 
CLARA KENNEY, ADMINISTRATRIX OF THE ES-
TATE OF KA THER.INE 'l'HJiJRESA KENNEY, 
DECEASED, Defendant-in-Error. 
PETITION FOR A WRIT OF ERROR 
To the Honorable the Chief Ji~s#ce and the Jirntices o.f the 
Supreme Ooiwt of Appeals of Vfrgi11ia: 
PRELIMINARY STATE,MENT 
Your petitioners, Sheppard C. Bell and Sandy Tumer, re-
spectfully represent unto this 'Honorable Court that they are 
aggrieved by a final judgment of the Circuit Court of Henrico 
County, Virginia, in the sum of Thirty-five Hundred 
($8,500.00) Dollars with interest from August 1, 1941, until 
paid and costs rendered on the 28th day of November, 1941 (M. · 
R., p. 10), in the above entitled case wherein your petitioners 
were the defendants. Int.he Court below Clara Kenney, 
2* Administratrix *0£ the Estate of Katherine Theresa Ken-
ney, Deceased, was the plaintiff and ·Sheppard 0. Bell 
and Sandy Turner, your petitioners, were the defendants. 
The parties will hereafter be referred to according to their 
positions in the Court below. 
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This was an action institut~cl hy the -giving and filing of 
a Notice of Motion seeking damages for the death of Ka th-
erine Theresa Kennev. Defendants in the Court below filed 
their Plea to the general issue. The case came on for trial 
whie.h began on July 31, 1941, and which terminated on Au-
gust 1, 1941. At the conclusion of the plaintiff's evidence, 
the defendants, by counsel, moved the Court "to strike out 
all the evidence in the c.ase on the ground that there is no 
evidence -of a probative nature that the defendants or either 
of them were guilty of negligence. whieh constituted a proxi-
mate cause of this c.ollision '' (M. R., p. 67). The Court over-
ruled the motion of the def enclant~ and the defendants pro-
ceeded to produce evicloncP on their . behalf. At the conclu-
sion. of a11 of the evidence, the def en clan ts, by counsel, moved 
the Court/to strike out a.11 of the evidence, which motioni was 
overruled and to whic.b action of the Court the def endan,ts, 
by counsel, excepted (M. R., p. 186). After being instructed 
by the Court, the jury returned a verdict in favor of the 
plaintiff against both defendants in the sum of Thirty-five 
3* Hundred ($3,500.00) ~Dollars. The defendants, by ·Coun-
sel. then moved the Court to set aside the verdict of the 
jury and enter final judgment for the defendants or in the 
alternative award them a new trial (M. R.., p. 196). This 
motion was overruled bv the Court and its action in over-
ruling said motion was· excepted to by the· defendants (M. 
R., p. 10). .Judgment was thereupon entered by the Court 
upon the jury's verdict ( 1\f.. R., p. 10). 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
The accident forming the hm,is of this litigation occurred 
sometime between 11 and 12 o'clock P. l\f.. on April 14~ 1941, 
on U. S. Hi.Q,·hway No. 250 some distance west of the City 
of R,ic.hmond, Vfr;t>.foia. U. S. Hig;hway No. 250 runs ap-
proximately west from Ric,hmond to the City o:f Charlottes-
ville, Virginia, and while it does not follow strictly an east 
and west course, such course has been assumed in the evi-
dence and will be so assumed in this statement. Katherine 
'l'heresa Kenney, the plaintiff's decedent, and five other peo-
ple were riding in a Ford car, known as a e.lub coupe, which 
car has a. sea.t in front and a smaller seat behind (M. H,., 
p. 23). This car was proceeding eastwardly toward the City 
of Rfohmond. Lutl~er Artemus Jones was driving the car. 
Next to him sat Elizabeth Talley and next to her, Howard 
Kenney. Katherine Theresa Kenney, tbe decedent, •was 
4• sitting in the lap of Howard Kenney, all of the four per-_ 
sons aforementioned being on the front seat. William 
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Henry Starke and Dorothy Price were riding in the back 
's~at of this automobile. The truck of the defendant, Shep-
pard C. Bell1 was being operated on U. S. Highway No. 250 
by the defendant, Sandy '1\1rner, in a westwardly direction 
toward the City of Charlottesville. This truck consisted of 
1.1. Ford truck proper, sometimes ref erred to as a tractor, and 
a trailer. The front end of the trailer was attached to the 
rear end of the tractor, the tractor having dual wheels on the 
rear and the trailer also havin2; dual wheels on the rea.r. '1.1lte 
trailer was loaded with lumber. 
The accident occurred on or near a. curve, which curve is 
to the rig·ht as you approach HfolJmoncl from Charlottes-
ville. It was the contention of the plaintiff that the vehicle 
of the defendants was driven on the improper side of the 
road, thus causing the accident. Suffice it to say that at 
this point, tha.t an accident occurred between the vellicle of 
the defendants and the car in which the plaintiff's decedent 
was riding, resulting in the death of the plaintiff's decedent, 
Katherine There8a Kenney, and al~o resulting in the dea.th 
of Luther Artemus .J cnes, Elizabeth Talley ancl William 
Henry Starke, the only surviving occupants being Dor-
5• othy Price and *Howard Kenney. After the accident 
both the tractor and the trailer were on their proper side 
of the road. The car in ,vhieh the plaintiff's decedent wa8 
ridin~· was some distance east of a tele.p11011e pole, herein-
after referred to in the evidence, off of the road on the south 
side. which telephone pole had been broken by the impact and 
which was some distance east of the tractor and the trailer. 
It is the content.ion of the defendants tha.t the car in which 
the plaintiff's decedent was riding- was itself being operated 
on the improper side of the road. Inasmuch as the evidence 
will be thoroug·hly c!iRcu~sed hereinafter, we believe that 
thii-:: is a sufficient statement of tl1e facts at the present time. 
Counsel for the petitioners desire to call the Coul't's at-
tention to the fact that suits arc now pending against the 
petitioners in the Circuit Court of Henrico County for dam-
ages for the deaths of Luther Artemm, Jones, Elizabeth Tal-
ley .and William Henry Starke and also for injuries to Dor-
othy Price and Howard Kenney. Counsel for -the petitioners 
have agreed with Leith Bremner and Robert .L. Hicks, coun-
sel for the plaintiffs in the case for the death of William 
Henry Starke and in the case for injuries to Dorothy Price, 
that the evidence in the instant case is to be regarded as 
~vidence taken in those two casei;i with a like verdict to be 
entered in those cases and that they will abide in those 
6* cases the results *of the appeal herein applied for in the 
instant case. 
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ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 
Assignnient of Error No. 1. 
The .Trial Court e1rrecZ-in refusing to grant the motion of 
the defendants to strike the ev·idence, 1-vhich ,,not-ion wa.c; made 
at the conclusion of all the te.r;tim.011y (M. R., p. 186). 
Assignment of Error No. :!. 
The Trial Court erred in refusing fr> grant the ·mution of 
t·he defendants to set asv!l·e the verdi.ct of the j,ury ,ind in .. 
failing to e-nter final juil,qment in favor of the defendOAits 
(M. R., p. 196). · 
Assigmnent of Error No. 3. 
The Trial Co1.trt erred in _qranting the plaintiff's Instruc-
tion No. 1. for the reason tlwt th<'re, was no evidence that the 
i!,efendants' vehicle was being dri1,,en at an exc.essive ra.te of 
speed nor that excessive speed ,was a prnximate caitse of the 
acrident (M. R., pp. 1.89-1.91). 
~4ssi.qmnent of Error No. 4. 
Th1-· Trial. Court erred in pra1iting the vlaintiff's Instmc-
tion N '>. 1. f 01· tlrn reason that there was no evidence tha.t the 
driver of the def enrlants' vehicle ioas f ailin,q to keep • a 
7'* vmper look.ou,t an,d f ailin.q to keep the vehicle itnder rea--
,(tonable control (M. J-: .• , pp. 189-191) . 
.Assiqnment of Error .No. 5. 
7'h.r Trial Court rwred in pmntin.<J the plaintiff's Instruc-
tion No. 1. for the reason.. that there was no evidence sufficient 
to s1tbniit the q1te.~tion to the j1iry tha.t the lights on the de-
f en··la.nts' 1,P.hicle un?te not controlled, nor that they did pro-
ju:t a dflzzlin.Q or glarin.q lipht into the eyes of the driver of 
th"- r.ar in which the plain.tiff'.~ dec.edent was riding, nor that 
tltt! fa.ilure fo control sych. lights was a. proxim·ate cau.se of 
the ac<J'ident (M. R, pp. 189-191.) .. 
Assignment of Error No. 6. 
The Trial C!ourl erred in granting the plaintiff's lnstruc-
tirm No·. 1. for the re a.son that there was no evidence that~ 
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the ·vehicle wns being dTi·1}en to tlie left l()j the center of the road 
(lf. R., pp. 189-191). 
Assi_qrn.mrnt of Error No. 7 .. 
~Phe Trial Cowrt erred i-n refusing to grant the defe'll;dants' 
In.struction No . ...4. .. (M. R., pp.194, 195). 
Assignt1ient of Error No. 8. 
The T1·ial Court errr.d iin refusi?ig to declare a 11nistrial fol-
l(niin,q the statement of counsr-.l /01· the plaintiff that the 
driver of the defenda,nt . .:;' ?iehic1e did not 7iave a permit 
ge on the •occasio,n of the a.ccident, which statement was 
folfowed bv the statement of the Coitrt that if he did nof. 
ha1.,e a permit "he wmdd lu1,t1e bee'fl, guilty of ftegligence» (-M. 
R,., pp. 127, 128). 
ARGUMENT 
Assignment.~ of Error No.1 & No. 2 
Since Assignments of }~rror No.land No. 2 really involve 
the same question, they will be discussed together. · 
It is the contention of the defendants that there is insuffi-
rdent. evidmwe from wl1ich the jury could conclude that the 
·def eudants w,wc g-nilty of 11eg·1ig·ence sufficient to justify a 
verdict, a:ncl 1:1mt an examination of all of the evidence reveals 
tlrnt the verdict is plainly wron~. Tf, as above stated, the 
def enclant~ be correct in this contention, then the Court will 
reverse the judgme.nt of the Trial Court and enter &al 
judgmm1t for the defendants nncle-r Virginia Code Section 
6251. 
Before discussing_ tlrn ev~dence in detail in this matter, we 
desire t0 point out te the Court that in order :ror the plain .. 
tiff to prevail it is necessary that it affirmntivelr appear that 
the verdict and judgment rest on evidence havm~· a definite 
p:rnbative value, and that it is a proper f.un.ction 0£ the 
Court to analvze the evidence in a case and to some extent 
9.. .,pnr,;s upon the weig·ht thereof. Merely because a wit-
ness makes a statement that a particular thing is true, if 
from all the facts and circumstances of evidential value it is 
demom.;irated either that such ~iatement is against th~ weight 
of all the other evidence or incredible, a judgment based 
thereon cannot stand. The Court must necessarily, there-
fore, to some extent pass upon the weight of the eviden<3e. 
Counsel mnke this <Ybservation at the outset because they 
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will proceed to demonstrate that the only evidence in this 
ease that the defendant's clriver was in any way negligent is 
the single statement of one witness for the plaintiff. In the 
case of Ricketts v. 111/cGrory Co., 138 Va. 548, 121 S. E. 91~ 
the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia in reviewing a case 
where the Iow·cr con rt had set aside the verdict of the jury for 
the plaintiff and entered final judg1nent for the defendant, 
said as to the function of the J udg·e in such cases : 
0 TJ1e · very fact t1mt 11e is given the power to set aside a 
verdict as contrary to the evidence necessarily means that he 
must, to ~omc (~xtent at least, pass upon th~ weig·ht .of the evi-
dence. 'It would, indeed, be a futile and idle thing for the 
law to giv~ a court a supervisory authority over the pro-
cettdings a:nd tlw manm~r of con¢lucting· a cause before the 
jury, and the rig-ht to set ttRide the verdict of the jury thereh1 
because contrary to the evid<mce, unless the Judge vei:1ted 
with Ruch power could consider, to some extent at least, the 
evidence in the eause.' C:ardwell v. Norfolk ancl Western Rr. 
Co., 114 Va. 500,506; 77 S. E. 612, 614." 
10-'=' eThe above principle has been applied on numerous .oe-
~asions in w11ich courts have set aside the verdict of a 
jm·y and eutercd :final judgment contrary thereto. Among the 
ca~es in which this has been done are Bailey v. Fore, 163 Va. 
611, 117 S. E. 100; Braswell v. V"a. Elec. d~ Powr-r Co., 162 Va. 
27: 173 S. E. 365·; Lermon v. Srnitli, 173 Va. 322, 2 S. E. (2d) 
340. 
·w c will now proceed to a discussion of the evidence. Nine 
witnesses testified on belrnlf of the plaintiff, one of them 
being Sheppard C. Bell, one of the defendants, who was called 
as an adverse party. Of tl1e nine witnesses only one wit-
ness, Dorothy Price, an o~cupant of tlie car in which the 
plai.ntiff 's decedent was riding, attempted to state how the 
accident occurred. Her entire evidence as to the accident 
is as follows, in response to questions by counsel for the -
plaintiff: 
"Q. Will you pleaRe statP, to these gentlemen what you 
saw, what attracted your attention 1 Just all that you saw 
about the accident. 
"A. Well, the first that I saw was when we were coming 
down Broad Street Road, coming into Richmond. This 
truck was coming, and the truck-the light was very brig·ht, 
and the driver, he never dimmed them, and we was on the 
right-l1and side of the road, and he was in tl1e middle of 
, the road and never got over into it; he always stayed in the 
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middle of the road, steered in th€ middle of the road. That 
is all I can tell vou. 
11 * *'' Q. That is .. all that you can tel11 
'' A. Yes, sir. 
'' Q. Did he ever dim his lights at all? 
"A. No, sirree. 
'' Q. Do you remember anything ~fter you were struck Y 
'' A. I looked kind of in front, and I couldn't say exactly 
how it was. The first, I know that, and then I don't. 
'' Q. You mean after you were struck? 
'' A. Yes, sir. 
'' Q. But you know at the time you were struck that the. 
lights were not dimmed at all? 
'' A. Yes, sir, I really know that.'' ( M. R., pp. 23, 24.) 
On cross-examination, Dorothy Price testified as follows : 
"Q. I will try to, certainly. vVI1at were you doing from 
Tilly's Tavern to where the accident occurred Y 
'' A. I couldn't have been doing anything ,but sitting in the 
car. 
''Q. "\Vere you talking to anybody1 
"A. Yes, sir, I was talking. 
'' Q. vVhom were you talking to? 
'' A. I was talking to the boy in the automobile. 
"Q. And where were yon lookin,q? 
'' A. Looking a.t hfrn. 
*'' Q. You were looking at him when you were talking 
12• with him from Tilly's Tavern to 1where the accident 
hapipen.ed? 
"A. Yes, sir. . 
'' Q. And all four of these veople were in front of you.? 
"A. Yes, sir. 
'' Q. Weil, tell the Court and jury l1ow you saw this situa-
tion that vou have described. 
'' A. If you see any car coming to you and it wasn't noth-
ing but light, couldn't you tell if the car dimmed it if you 
were looking at it? I could, anyway. I could tell that the 
mom, never dimmed his liahts on account of all that light in 
there, and I could see all the lights and yoit conldn 't see the 
car. If it was in the middle of the road you could see it, you 1 
know, when you are looking. 
'' Q. When you are looking you could see Y When that 
light flashed up in your eyes, you were still looking· at the 
boy in the back with you t 
'' A. Yes, sir. 
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'' Q. Then please tell us how you knew what part of the 
road it was in. · 
"A. Because it was in the middle of the road. 
''Q. How do you know it? 
'' A. How do I know it? 
''Q. Yes. 
"A. Because I seen it when thev hit in the middle of the 
1road. · 
"Q. ls that. the only time you looked, ivhen they hit? 
'.' A. I may ha.ve lookP:d nv a little bit. I don't know. 
13* *"Q. Yoi~ don't know 1whether yo1u. looked up or not? 
"A. I think l did. .Anyira!J, I could see that. 
"Q. Isn't it a matter of fact that you just guessed where 
the accident happened and you don't know where the ac-
cident .happened? 
"A .. No, that is not a. guess. I knew where it happened. 
''Q. You don't know wl1at part of the vehicles came to-
gether, do you? 
''A. It was head on. 
"Q. It was a head on collision? 
"A. Yes. 
"Q. Did you see that too? 
"A. I don't k110w whether I did or not. 
'' Q. vVhy do you tell the Judge and the jury that they hit 
head on if vou don't know V ' 
'' A. Because I know it did. 
"Q. Because yo~ know it did?. 
"A. Yes, sir." (.M. R., pp. 29-31) . (Italics ours). 
Tihree of the :other witnesses, namelv Ruth Belcher, C. E. 
Moss and Wiley Collins, for the plaintiff, testified that they 
visited the scene of the accident before either the truck or 
car was moved. An exijmination of the evidence of all of 
these witnesses does not reveal' anything- from which the jury 
could draw an inference that the defendant's truck was be-
ing driven on the 'improper side of the road or that the de-
fendant's driver was in any way negligent. Three of 
14* ~them stated that one of the gas tanks which had been 
mounted on tbe tractor portion of the truck just behind 
the ca:b wa.s burning in the road , on the south side thereof. 
(Ruth Belcher, M. R., p. ·34) (C. E. Moss, M. R., p. 43) (Wiley 
Collins, M. R., p. 45). 
As to the position of the tru~k and trailer at that time, 
Ruth Belcher states that it was on the proper side of the 
road (M. R., p. 31). Wiley Collins stated that it was on .its 
proper side of' tlie road (M. R., p. 45). C. ·E. Moss was un-· 
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certain, but a fair statement of his evidence seems to be that 
the truck and trailer was on its proper side of the road (M. 
R., p. 43). · 
One other witness for the plaintiff, Charlie Johnson, tes.:. 
tified that he visited the scene of the accident the . next day 
and that there was a spot in the · Toad apparentlv where 
'' the gas tank looks like it burned on the south aj.de of the road,.1 
a little to the south -side of that line in the center" (M. R.; 
p. 40). · . 
The other witnesses for the plaintiff, namely Clara Ken-
ney, W. E. Harris and Charles H. Fleet., knew nothing about 
the accident. Clara Kennev testified that she was the mother ' 
of ,Katherine Theresa K ennev and aclministra trix of , her es~ 
ta te. Charles H. Fleet, a surveyor, testified that he hap in-
spected what purp·orted to be the scene of the aomdent 
15• and described *the roadw!l-y at this point (M. R., pp. 63-
65). W. E. Harris testified that he sold beer to the 
three occupants of the defendant's truck on the night in ques-
tion and that the truck was carrying a heavy load of lumber 
(M. R., pp. 4'9-51). Mr. Harris did not state that the driver of 
the truck or any of its occupants were in any way under the 
influence of intoxicants. 
It was agreed among the witnes8es for the plaintiff· who 
testified as to the location of the car in which the plaintiff's 
decedent was riding, after the accident that it was some dis-
tance east of a telephone pole off of the _road, -on the south 
side, which telephone pole. had been broken by the impact 
and which was some distance east of the truck and trailer. 
'l1he a.hove constitutes all of the evidence of the plaintiff 
as to how the accident happened. ,Ve submit that witho~t 
considering the evidence of the defendants, none of which is 
helpful to the plaintiff's case, but all of which shows con-
clusively that the accident happened on the defendants' side 
of the road, that the evidence of the plaintiff does not jus-
tify an inference or finding by the jury that the defendant's 
driver was neglig·ent. It will be noted that Do_rothy Price 
was sitting· in the back seat of a club coupe with four people 
in the front seat' in front of her; that the accident happened 
on a curve or slightly west of the curve ~and that the 
16• automobile and truck were visible by the drivers of each 
only for a short distance. It will further be noted that 
Dorothy Price stated that she was talking to and looking at 
William Henry Starke, the l)oy in the back seat of the auto-
mobile. It will be further noted that while Dorothy Price 
~tB.tE>d that the lig;hts of the truck were not dimmed; that 
her reason fo~ stating that was, ''I could ·tell that ·.the man 
never dimmed his lights on account of all that light in 
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there * * ~ '' ( M. R., p. 29). It will also he noted that the 
witness admitted on cross-examination that she did not know 
whether she looked up at all at the oncoming truck before 
the accident, when she stated as follows: 
'''Q. Is that the only time yon looked, wl1en they hitf 
"A. I rpay have looked up a little bit. I don't know. 
'' Q. You don't know whether you looked up or not? 
'' A. I think I clid.'' (M. R., p. 30.) 
In the light of the position of the witness in the car, the 
activities of the witness at the time of her observations. the 
opportunity which she had for observing the lights of the 
oncoming truck, and the rea~on given for her statement that 
the lights were not dimmed, and in the lig·ht of the fact that 
the lights could have been dimmed and were, according 
IT~ to the eevidence of the defendant's driver and the oc-
cupants before reaching the curve, it is submitted that 
the statement that the lights were not dimmed was not cred-
ible evidence for the consideration of the jury. It will be 
further observed that the witness stated that the truck ''was 
in the middle of the road" (M. R., p. 24). Attention is also 
called to the fact that she stated, referring to the truck, "I 
could tell that the man never dimmed bis lights on account 
,of all that light in there, and I coitld see all the lights and you 
couldn't see the car': (:M. R, p 29). We have, therefore, 
from the mouth of the only witness for the plaintiff who tes-
tified a.s to the happening· of the accident, that she did not 
know where the truck was in the road. All of the· other·evi-
dence presented by the plaintiff shows all parts of the· truck 
and trailer on the proper side of the road. 
While it is the contention of the defendants that the state-
ments of Dorothv PriC'e in themselves show that she did not 
observe and does not know the position of the defendants' 
vehicle in the highway at the time of the accident, the de-
fendants have also argued that regardless of her statements, 
her position in the car and the position of the other occu-
pants of the car made it impossible for her to observe the lo-
cation of the vehicle of the defendants. All statements 
18* of all *witnesses must, of course, be taken in the light 
of surrounding circumstances and common sense. The 
truth or untruth as to things seen can be determined bv ask-
ing ourselves the question~ could a person in the position 
of the witness have seen the things claimed to have been· 
seen¥ Counsel for the defendants have taken the libertv to 
place four persons in the front seat of an automobile ·and 
two persons in the rear seat, all situated as the occupants 
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of the car in which the plaintiff's decedent was riding, and 
under these conditions counsel state to the Court that a per-
son seated in tl1e position whfoh Dorothy Price occupied 
cannot see a vehicle approaching sufficiently to determine 
upon what side of the road it is being driven. This we. sub.,. 
mit is a pure qm~stion of fact wbfoh can hP. demonstrated by 
a simple test. 
There is nothing in the evidence introduced on behalf of . 
the defendants from which anv conclusion of negligence on 
behalf of the defendants could ·be drawn, but an examination 
of it shows positively and conclusively tha.t the accident was 
not due to any negligP.nce of the defendants. While making 
the statement in this form, we realize that it is not nec-
19• essary *for the defendants to account for the happen-
ing- of the accident~ hut unless it is shown by a prepon-
derance of the evidence that the accident and injuries were 
due to the negligence of the defendantR, then the judgment 
uf the Trial Court should be revcr~ed and final judgment 
entered for the defendants. 
Nine witnesses testifi~d on behalf of the defendants, in-
cluding the driver, Sandy Turner, and the other two occu-
pants of the defendant's truck, ·wmiam Dobie and Linwood 
Edwards, all of whom were eyewitnesses to the accident, 
and three police officers, .J. P. Pettyjohn, J. W. Sadler and 
W. J. Eacho, who visited the scene of the accident ·before 
either of the vehic.les was moved. In addition, R.. N. Griffin 
and Sheppard 0. Bell: one of the defendants, both of whom 
visited the scene before either of the vehicles was moved, 
testified. The ninth witness for the defendants was Mrs. 
S. P. Cox; wl10 testified as to the speed of the automobile 
in which the plaintiff was driving and the manner in which 
it was driven just before the accident. In addition to the 
witnesses for the defendants, a pic.tnre of the roadway taken 
'soon after the accident showin_g· tbc marks on the road (De-
fendants' Exhibit "B"), a picture of the truck of the de-
fendant (Defendants' Exhibit "C"), a picture of the car in J'• -
which the plaintiff's d~cedent was riding (Defendants' 
20* Exhibit "D") and a picture *of the telephone pole 
which was broken off by the car in which the plaintiff's 
decedent was riding (Defendants' Exhibit "A") were intro-
duced. 
The three occupants of the trnck all testified as to the 
speed of the truck before the aecident. The estimates varied 
from twenty to thir!y-five m~les per hour (Linwood Edwards, 
M. R., p. 73) (Wil1iam Dobie, M. R., p. 90) (Sandy Turner, 
1\f. R., p. 136). 
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All of the oceupants of the truck testified positively that 
the truck was a.t all times driven on its proper side of the 
road (Linwood Edwards, M. R., p. 73) (William Dobie, M. R., 
pp. 88, 89) (Sandy Turner, 1\1. R., pp. 117, 118). All of the 
occupants of the truck stated that tlrn car in which the plain-
tiff's decedent was riding waR driven into the truck while 
it was on its proper side of the road; in other words, that 
the car was driven on its improper side of the road (Lin-
wood Edwards, M. R., p. 73) (\Villiam Dobie, M. R., p. 89) 
(Sandy Turner, M. R., p. 117). 
While Dorothy Price, the only person who testified for 
the plaintiff as to the happening- of the accident, stated tha.t 
the car and truck llit "head on" (M. R.., p. 30), it is _undis-
puted from the picture of the truck and the evid~nce of other 
witnesses that the car r·an into the side of the truck, 
21 * *scraping the· left front fender of the truck slightly to 
the rear of the front thereof, damaging the door of the 
truck, the car striking in the main the left rear wheels of the 
truGk and the . left front portion of the trailer where it is 
attached to the truck, and from there sweeping down the left 
side of the trailer breaking- the stays loose which held the 
lumber in place an~ thereby scattering the lumber over the 
road. The picture of the truck is marked ''Defendants' Ex. 
hibit C. '' Linwood Edwards testified, -and the picture shows, 
that the rear wheels of the truck were knocked completely 
off (M. R., p. 77). Sandy Turner, J. P. Pettyjohn and J. W. 
Sadler also testified to this fact (Sandy Turner, M. R., pp. 
118, 119, 123). (fJ. P. Pettyjohn, M. R., pp. 108, 109) (J. W. 
Sadler, M. R., pp. 162, 163). There is other evidence show-
ing this to be the fact in the Rooord, but since there is noth-
ing in conflict thereof we deem it unneces~ary to fully quote 
the other portions of the Record on this point. 
The testimony of the three occupants of the truck, the 
tllree police officers, Mr. Griffin and the defendant, Sheppard 
C. Bell, is all to the effect that the truck and trailer came 
to rest on its proper side of the road and that there . were 
marks made when the chassis of the truck dropped down after 
the rear wheels were knocked from under it, which marks 
22* *indicated that the car in which the plaintiff's decedent 
was riding struck the truck while it was on its proper 
side of the road. These marks are also shown hy the picture 
of the roadway, "Defendants'· Exhibit B,'' filed in the case. 
The testimony of {he various witnesses as to these marks may 
be found as follows: Linwood Edwards (M. R., pp. 74, 81, 86); 
William Dobie CM. R., pp. 89, 90); Sandy Turner (M:. R., pp. 
121, 122, 139) ; J. P. Pettyjohn (M. R, pp. 104-107) ; J. W. 
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Sadler (.M. R., p. 158) ; R. N. Griffin (M. R, 1>p. 158, 159); 
Wi J. Eacho (M. R., 1,. 173). 
It is significant that during the introduction of the evi-
dence for the plaintiff no witness was asked about marks .. on 
· the road and that after the evidence of the defendants ,vas 
in the plaintiff rec.alled Ruth Belcher, apparently to testify 
that there were marks on the left-hand siile of the road going 
west. She, however., agreed with the witnesses for the de-
fendants tha.t all of the marks were on the right-hand _side 
of the road going- west, or Qn the north side (M. R., p. 182}. 
It is the contention of the defendants that sinc.e the plain-
tiff failed to make out a case it would be ordinarily unneces-
sary to discuss the evidence of the defendants;. However, 
looking at all of the evidence, we submit that the verdict and 
judgment were plainly wrong· .. Tl1e citation of cases in ·sup-
port of the above argument is usually beside the point 
28"«' "'"because we realize that we are here discussing evi· 
dence. However, we believe that the error of the Trial 
Court can be demonstrated bv diseusi:;inQ." a few cases which 
are somewhat similar to t]1e instant. case in principle. 
In lVhite v. The Grevhou,nd Lines, 158 Va. 462, 163 S. E. 
78, the plain ti ff reeovered a verdict which was set aside by 
the Trial Court and final judgment entered for the defendant. 
The plaintiff's decedent was driving a. cal' in a southerly di· 
rection between Washington and Freclericksburg. At a point 
in the road coming· sout11 where the accident happened ther0 
was a guard rail on the right 140 or 150 feet long. On the 
left there was. also a. guarcl rail shorter at its south end by 
. 20 or 30 feet. The plaintiff's decedent was driving on the 
roHd between these fences when the clefenclant 's bus appeared 
over th~ top of a. low hill about 200 feet away. An occupant 
of the ca.r testified that the bui;; in approaching- the oar in 
which he was riding· ran the right-hand wheel of the rear off 
of. the concrete and that. the driY~r pulled it back so far that 
the front of the bus came over the white line onto the w1'ong 
side of the road when tbe rig'ht rear wheel came back on 
the concrete, so that about one-~1alf of the bus was over the 
white line: that at that time' the driver, the plaintiff's de· 
cede:rit, cut to the wrong side of the road to avoid the 
24• bus eand that the bus it-self ·cut back, causing the ool-
li sion. T.his witness was the onlv evewitness to the 
accident for the nlaintiff. Other witnesses for the defendant 
test.Hied that the· tmck C\f the bus in the soft shoulder of the 
road showed that the bus did not go back onto the road after 
it ran off and that there was no attempt to put it back as 
shown by the marks in the road. The upper court, in affirm-
ing the judgment of the lower court, stated as follows: 
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"If the bus had been turned at an angle of seventy-five de-
grees across the road, or indcecl at any appreciable angle, 
the wheel woulcl have scraped against the edg·e of the con-
crete and :the soft earth of the shoulder would have been 
disked in sueh an attempt. It was not disked, and this wheel,.· 
after it slipped from the pavement, did.not afterwards scrape 
against it.. . These physical fuc.ts make Boomer's statement 
incredible.· He must be mistaken.. It mav well be that he wa...:; 
confused by the presence ·of sudden aiicl deadly peril, but 
that cannot help the plaintiff's ca~e. He must prove it, and _in 
this instance there is no other proof but Boomer's testimony. 
If this wheel had come hack upon the pavement, or had there 
been any attempt to put it back, such as has been described, 
unmistakable evidence of that movement would have been 
written upon the road. 
'~ (1, 2) The plaintiff has failed to make out a case. . 
"In sncl1 circumstances, evidence for the defendant need 
not be considered, and it would be idle to. consider it in detail. 
As indicative of its general character, tl1at given by Cadet 
Melvin, of the Virginia ·Military Institute, may be briefly 
adverted to. Mr. Mehrin sat on the left-hand side of the bus, 
in the second seat behind the driver, and when he first saw 
the automobile it was on thP- left-hand side of the road. His 
estimate is that it was going hetween thirty-five and 
25*' forty miles *an hour, ancl that 'it looked to me like, it 
. wa.s skidding, came over on the right-hand side of the 
road (that is, on our right-hand Ride of the road) and humped 
into the bus.' He further said that the. bus staved on its 
. side. of the road, and that its left front wheel never at any 
time crossed the white line. There is other testimony to the 
same eff ec.t. 
'' (3) In this c.ase we have to do with. a verdict disap-
proved by the trial court. So· stamped, it is, in the nature 
of things, of less authority than one approved by it,· for the 
presiding jud~re saw the \vitnesses and heard them testify. 
llla1wagan v. Northwestern Muti~al L.- Ins. Co., 152 Va. 38, 
146 K E. 353. Even when it has been sustained it must be 
supported by evidence. 
~' '"When a verdict has been returned and been confirmed 
by the trial court, it should be sustained if there is evidenc.e 
to ~mpport it, unless suc-h eviclence is so wanting- in verisimili-
tude as to be inherently improbable and to cballen?:e credu-
lity.' Boggs v. Cornnionwn,zai, 153 Va. 828, 149 S. E. 445. 
'' 'It is said that all of these mntters are for the jury, and 
that our court has frequently so held. All of this is true, but 
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in all cases of this character there was something- for the jury 
to decide, some issue made by the evidence. .It is our duty 
to support a verdict when possible, while it, in turn, must ·be 
supported by the evidence. Any other rule would make of it 
a fetish and put away tliat respom:;ibility which must always 
rest upon the court.' Norfolk <f!: Wesforn Ry. Co. v. Wellons' 
Admr., 155 Va. 218, 154 S. E. 575,579; Bohlkin v. Portsmouth, 
146 Va. 340,131 S. E. 790, 44 A. L. R. 810; Meade v. Saunders, 
151 Va. 636, 144 S. E. 711." . 
We believe that the statement made by the Court in this 
case is particularly appli(lable to the instant case. The 
only eyewitnesses testifying for the plaintiff was Dorothy 
Price. The physical facts make her statement incre~- . 
26* ible. *Her own statement is confused and contradic-
tory. There is no other ·proof in the case but the ambig-
uous statement· of Dorothv Price. On the other hand wit-
nesses for the defendant. ,vhicb are uncontradicted and the 
physical facts affirmatively show lack of negligence on the 
part of the defendants. 
In the case of Fa_gg v. Carney, 159· Va. 118, 165 S. E. 419, 
J a.ck Carney, a ten-year old boy, was struck ·by .an automo-
bile driven by J. W. Fagg. The boy recovered a verdict and 
judgment, from which Fag·g; a.ppcaled. Carney was skating-
behind a wagon which was driving north on its proper side 
on R.m1dolph Avenue in Pulaski. He wa.s skating about ten 
or :fifteen feet behind the wagon. E,agg was· meeting the 
wag·on and his car struck and injured Camey. The boy tes-
t:ufied that Fagg was driving· "fifty or sixty." Carney further 
stated, in answer to the question, '' Did you see the car be-
fore it struck you f'' "No, sir, I saw it about half way 
around the wagon.'' The other witness for the plaintiff who 
testified as to the excessive speed of ],agg testified that he 
sat by a window in a' house on Randolph Avenue and that 
he saw Fagg coming clown Handolph Avenue at about sixty 
miles an: hour. Fag·g's car tracks, which were plainly visible, 
turned sharply to the rig·ht and ran off the concrete at a dis-
tance from the point of tuming estimated to 1be from ~3 
to 29 feet. These trneh began near the center *of thn 
2T" street. Carney had testified that he was skating near 
his right side of Randolph Avenue. Fagg stated that he 
was not running at an ~xcessive speed. The Supreme Court 
reversed the lower court, holding· that the defendant in er-
ror, the plaintiff in the lower court, must fail because ''pri- , 
mary negligence has not ·been shown.,., In reaching this con-
clusion the Court stated that young Carney's staiement _as 
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to the speed of Fngg;'s car was incredible .and had no pro-
bative value since he did not have a good opportunitv to 
estimate the same. The Court further stated that a verdict 
could not rest on the evidence of Vernon Flick, the other 
, witness for the plaintiff, as to speed because of his oppor-
tunity to o bservc the speed, saying, '' If Vernon's head was 
out of the south window it was possible for him to have seen 
this car for 60 feet, but if he was looking out an east window 
' at Fagg· as he came from the north, he could not have seen 
him from his seat bv the south window at all when he cleared 
the house, and probably could not have seen him at the time 
of the accident. If he actually, saw him in such circumstances, 
bis g'liinpse must have been too fleeting- to afford any fair 
1basis for estimating- speed." So Dorothy Price in the in-
stant case, we contend, ha<l no fair opportunity while sitting 
in the back seat with four people- in front of her talking 
28* to and looking- at ·wmiam Henry Starke .,and not lrnow-
ing· whether she looked up before the accident or not, 
to observe the position of thP truck· in the road or the state 
of its lig·hts. 
In the ease of Meade v. Saunders, 151 Va. 636, 144 S. E. 711, 
the plaintiff~ a pedestrian, was injured by the car of the 
defendant. The plaintiff was crossing Broad 1Street in the 
-Citv of Richmond at Second Street from the southern to the 
no1:thern side and was struck bv the car of the defendant 
driving1 east on Broad Street. ii.he plaintiff testified tl1at he 
looked up Broad Street when 11e started across and the car 
was a lialf a block awav and that the front of the car struck 
, him. From other evidence in the cai:;e it was apparent that 
the plaintiff wa.s struck by the side of the car, into wllich he 
walked. The plaintiff recoYererl a verdict which t1~e lower 
court set aside, entering final judgment for the defendant. 
In affirming· this judgment, the Supreme Court of Appeals 
stated: 
"From this testimony it is quite apparent that the plain-
tiff has no knowledge of how tl1e accident occurred .. That he 
never saw the car aftei' leaving- the sidewalk .until he was 
struck, is the only rational i.nfei·ence to be drawn from his 
testimony. ·while he says he iva.,; .strucl, by the front of the 
car it is perfectlv manifest, 1when his c1;idence is taken as a 
whole, that this statem.Pnt is ·i·n, cnnflict with his ent-ire narra-
. th'P. of the acc.idcnt, 'Wa.s a mere conclusion, and not bn.so,f, 
on the facts of the case. 
'j 
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"\Vhere it can be fleen from tho evide.nce as a whole that 
the verdict has recorded a finding in J?lain deviation from 
rights and justice, the court may, mdeed .should, set it 
29• aside. Gre.r;ory v. Seaboard 'i'Air Line Railway Co~ 
pany, 142 Va. 750, 128 S. E. 272. 
'' 'While the court 'might be compelled to accept ·evidence 
given 1by the plaintiff on a demurrer to the evidence by the, 
defPndant, yet, under this seetion (6251) and section 6363, 
such evidence need not be accepted, when to do so would 
strain the ereduli'ty of the court, and require the entry of 
a judgment contradic.ted by every other fact and cirmun-
stance of the case. It is extreme cases of this sort that the 
statute was enacted to meet.' Van Denbergh db Hitch,.Jnc. 
v. Buckingham .Apartment Corp., 142 Va. 397,.128 S. E. 561." 
(Italics ours.) 
In the instant case, while the witness for the plail).tiffl states 1 
tha.t this was a head-on collision ancl that the truck was driv-
ing in the middle of ,the road, yet the physical facts and 
the otlier ev'idenee in the case as well as the plaintiff's own 
witnesses all show that these statements of Dorothy Price 
were mere conclusions and not ·based on proper observation,· 
and that tl1e verdict as recorded is in nlain deviation of 
1·ight and justice. 
It may be a.rgued by the plaintiff that considering all the , , 
facts and circumstances in the caRe. such as the location oi 
the car in whieh the plaintiff's decedent was riding after the 
accident, the location of the bodies of the various occupants 
thereof, the g·as tank of the truck, and other circumstances, 
that the evidence justifies a verdict for the plaintiff. , We 
submit that these circumstanc.es are of no evidential value 
in the li.ght of the positive testimony as *to how the 
30* accident. occurred, which testimony is made conclusive 
by the physical facts in the case, which are clearly dem-
onstrated by the photographs and statements. _In Temple 
v. Ellington, 177 Va. 134, 12 S. E. (2d) 826, where there was 
a conflict between physical facts and mere ~tatements, the 
Court said, "The tire and other marks established that the 
collision occurred on the north side of the highway. This was 
the proper side for the truck and the improper side for the 
car of Mr. Moses.,., In the case of Bailev v. Fore, 163 Va. 611, 
177 1S. E. 100, in reversing- a case for tl1e plaintiff ior lack 
of evidence of a probative value to show negligence on the 
part of the de,f endants, the Court stated: 
'' The fact that the jury had a right to consider all the 
circumstances in the case is stressed. This is entirely · true, 
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but the circumstances which it mav consider must be of evi-
cl.ential value. Under the guise of ·considering· circumstances 
it is not left free to roam at will. The verdict must rest on 
fact!:! proven, fair infPrences therefrom or circumstances hav-
ing· a ~endency to establish the necessary facts. 1Vhere aff inn-
ative . ·relief is asked it m1"8t aff irmatiirely appear that the 
vet·dict·re8ts a-t least nn som ..e 01ie of thes<-.: foundations." (Ital-
ics ours.) 
In the case of Noland v. Fowler, 179 Va. 19, decided by the 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia on January 19, 1942, 
'a verdict had been returned for the plaintiff which had been 
-set aside by the Trial Court and final judgment entered for 
the defendants. This action of the Trial Court was as-
31 * sig11ed as error. *In that case the plaintiff r:ontended 
that the defendant's ca1· WM on the plnintiff's right-hanJ 
side of the road where the car had no rig·ht to be. Plaintiff 
was corroborated by his brother, an occupant of the plaintiff's 
car. There was further testimony tba.t the defendant Fow-
ler admitted his fault to the plaintiff after the accident. The 
defendant Fowler contended at the moment of impact his ear 
wa:::, wholly within its lane of travel. It. also appeared in evi-
dence that at the, point of impact the skid marks of the .. plain-
-tiff's car were astride the center line of the highway and 
approximately thirty-four inches over on the defendant's side 
of t.he road. Photographs taken of the two cars a short time 
aftt}r the accident were introdueecl in evidence. It was the 
contention of the plaintiff that the jury having resolved all 
confliets in his favor and there being sufficient evidenc-e upon 
whieh to base' a verdict there was no warrant in law for the 
action of the Court in setting the verdict aside. The Court 
in affirming the action of the lower court stated: 
"This court, in numerous decisions, has dealt with the 
exerci~e of power hy the trial courts in setting aside a ver-
dict of a jury and entering judgment contrary to the verdict. 
How,wer, it is unnecessary to enter upon a discussion of the 
,authorities dealing· with the question. Suffice it to say that 
we aclher.e to the rule stnfod hy Mr.. tTnstice Gregory in Price 
v. B1trton~ 155 Va. 229, 154 S. E. 499: 'It must be borne in 
-rriind t11nt unless the verdict ·of the jury is plainly wrong·, or 
without eviden~e to sup11ort it, :this court will sustain it.' 
-31a *' ., 'On the other hand, even though all the co!)flicts 
in the oral teRtimmi-v· have been 1·esolvecl in favor of a 
plaintiff by tbe verdict of a jury, if the physical facts are 
such as to demonstrate that the oral evidence ·upon which 
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th~ jury based its verdict is incredible, then the trial court 
and this court are not bound by the verdict of the jury. 
'' The controlling rule is that reaffirmed in Chesapeake & 
0. R. Co. v. Barlow, 155 Va. 863, 156 S. E-. 397. In that case, 
Mr. Justice Hudgins quoted with approval this doctrine: 
" 'Tl1is court has repeatedly declared that courts are not 
required to believe that which is contrary to human experi-
ence and the laws of nature, or which they judicially know 
to be incredible. Though the case be heard as upon a de-
. muner to the evtdcmce, the court will not stultify itself by 
allowing a verdict to stand, although there may be evidence 
tending to support it, when the physical facts demonstrate 
such evidence to be untrue, and the verdict to be unjust and 
unsupported in law and in fact.' Chesapeake & 0. R. Co. v. 
And<-wson, 93 Va. 650, 25 S. E. 947; Harvey v. Connnonwealth, 
1.03 Va. R50, 49 S. E. 481; Norfolk & W. R. Co. v. Crowe's 
.Adm'x., 110 Va. 798, '17 S. E. 518; Pcwnsylvania R. Co. v. 
Jenkins, 119 Va. 186, 89 .S. ]]. 96·; Southern: R. Co. v. lJ!Jasmi; 
I:HJ Va. 256, 89 .S. K 225, 2,29; Virgi111,ia, & S. W. R. Co. V\. 
Skiwner, and Virginia & S. W.R. Co. v. Harris, 119 Va. 843, 
89 S. E. 887,888; Hancock v. Norfolk & W.R. Co., 149 Va. 820, 
141 S. E. 849; Norfolk & TV. R. Co. v. Hardy, 15:2 Va. 783, 
148 S. E. 839. 
'' Though it be conceded that the defendant, Fowler,, was 
guilty of negligence, that does 1~ot help the contention of plain-
tiff. ·with tho uncontraclicted evidence before us that the car 
of plaintiff was thirty-four inches on his wrong side of the 
road when the collision took place, and the photograph of 
the defendants' car before us, which demonstrates to a mathe-
ma tiral. certainty that the h1jury to it could not have been 
inflicted as stated by plaintiff, there is but one logical 
32* conclusion to be drawn, and *.that is, that the aooident 
could not have occurred in the manner stated by the 
plaintiff. That the car of the defendants was not struck by 
the plaintiff's car when it wa.s (as claimed by plaintiff) stand-
ing at an angle of two and a half or three feet on plaintiff's 
side of the road is sh0wn by the physical facts of the skid 
marks and by the phy~ical facts of the injury done defendants' 
car. The only injury to defenchmtg' car was on the extreme 
left-hand side tlwreof. From the left side of the hood and 
the radiator grill to the extreme outside of the right front 
fender, there is no indication of impact whatever. Not even 
the front bumper of defendants' ca.r was dislodged nor was 
the licem,e plate on the right-lmnd side disarranged. In 
other words, clef en clan ts' c.ar suffered no damage to the right 
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of the lPft-hand fender. This demonstrates that a head-on 
collh,ion could not ba, ... e occurred.'' 
The defendants could continue to cite and quote from num-
erous cases in Virginia wherein verdicts of the jury have been 
$et aRide and final judgment entered for the 032posing party 
due to the· fact that the burden of proving negligence affirm-
atively has not been canied. In some of these cases it has 
appeared from the statements of the party's own witnesses 
that he is mistaken; in others the physical facts of the case 
l1ave sh~wn the witness to be mistaken; in others the sta.te-
ments have been deemed incredible; in others the Court has 
determined that the witness or witnesses did not have an 
opportunity to observe accurately the tlrings about which 
they testified. In a.11 of the~n the Rctting aside of the verdict . 
of the jury by the lower court l1as been approved by the Su-
preme Co~rt of Appeals~ or the Supreme Court of Appeals 
itself has reversed judg1nent of the lower court. In the 
33* *instant case we submit that Dorothy -Price did not 
have an opportunity to observe the conditions ab'out 
v:rhich she testified; that her statements are contradictory in 
themselves and hence have no probative value; that the physi-
cal facts in the case concluHively prove that she is incorrect. 
The cases holding· as noted are Shoema.ker v. Andrews, 1Q4 
Va. 170, 152 S. E. 370; 8aitmlers Y. Temple, 154 Va~ 714, 153 
S. E. 691; Bailev v. For<:i: supra; Bmswell v. Va. Elec. &· 
Pnwer Co., supra; Stubbs v. Prirke.r, 169 Va. 67,6, 19S 18. E .. 
363; Arnold v. ·wood~ 173 Va. 18, 3 S. E. (2d) 374; TT aind'e1i-
bergh v .. Buc.Hngham CO'rp., 142 Va. 397, 128 S. E. 561. 
It is, therefore, submitted that there being no evidence to 
support the verdict and it being· plainly contrary to all of 
· the evidence the judgment of the Trial Court should be re-
' ve1·secl and final jnd~ment entered for the defendants. 
A ssi,g111nM# of Error No. 3. 
· Assignments of Error Nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6 all deal with In-
struction No. 1. Instruction No. 1 was as follows : 
''.The Court instructs the jury that under the laws of the 
State of Virginia a person operating a motor vehicle on the 
highway is required to drive the same at a careful and pru-
dellt sp·eed not gTeater than is reasona.bl.e and proper having 
due regard to the traffic, surf ace and width of the highway 
and of any other conditions then existing; to keep a proper 
· lookout and to keep his vehfole under reasonable control at 
all times: and if operating· in the nighttime to control the 
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lights of .such motor vehicle so driven *hy shifting. de-
34 ~ pressing or tilting or dimming the headlight b~ams 
thereof so as not to project ,into the eyes of the driver 
of any oncoming; vehicle a dazzling or glaring light or to drive 
to the left of the center of the road upon which the operator· 
of sueh motor vehicle is driving3 and if vou find from . the 
evidence that the defendant, ,Sa~dy Turner, was at the time 
of the accident mentioned in the Notice of Motion upon, which 
this action was brought employed by and was operating the 
motor vehicle mentioned in the Notice of Motion ior the de-
fendant, Sheppard C. Bell, and you further find from the 
evidence that tl1e de.fondant, Simdy Turner, was guilty of any 
viola.ti on of the laws of Virginia as hereinbef ore set forth, 
such. violation on his part constituted negligence, and such 
negligence, if you believe that such existed, is imputed to the 
defendant, Bell, as the employer of Sandy Tturner. And if 
you further believe that such negligence constituted a proxi.- · 
mate or contributing- cause of the collision you should find in 
favor of the plaintiff." 
If it was improper to give any part of this instruction then 
the judgment sl10uld be reversed and a. new trial gTanted. 
'l'he test to be applied in .determining- whether there is suffi. 
ci,\nt evidence to furni~h the basis for! a.n instruction is stated 
in Shiflett's A.dnir. v. Va .. Ry. & Pou:er Go., 136 Va. 72, 116 
S. E. 500, as follows: · 
'' The test to be a pp lied·' in determining whether there is 
sufficient evidence to furnish the basis for an instruction is, 
would a verdict in accordance with the instruction be set 
aside for lack of evidence to suppo,rt it? If not, then the in-
struction mav be properly g·rantecl. ,·whenever there is evi-
dence hef ore· the jury which would support a verdict UJ?On a 
motion to set it aside, the Court is obliged to instruct 1f re- 1 
quested so to do.' Ches. & Ohio Ry. Co. v. Stock, 104 Va. 97.'' 
It will he noted that several elements of possible negligence 
of the defendants are combined in this instruction, •and 
35* unless, therefore, there is credible evidence in the ca.se 
on everv one of these possible elements of negligence 
wl1ich would ·support a verclict in favor of the plaintiff then 
the instruction is erroneous. 
There was no evidence that the defendant's truck was 
being dnven at an excessive rate of speed nor that excessive 
speed was a proximate cause of the accident. . 
The only positive evid,~nce as to the speed of the defendant's 
truck is the evidence of the three occupants as shown abo'\fe. 
I 
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·These statements estimate the speed _to have been from twenty 
to thirty-five miles per hem·. Certainly this c-onld not pos-
sihly be excessive wl1en it is shown that the accident hap-
pened on a. state highway where the legal limit is forty-five 
miles per hour, and und.er circumstances showing that .there 
was no other ear save the one with which the truck collided 
_in the vicinity. It is s~g-ni.ficant that Dorothy Price did not 
make any statement as to the speecl of the truck, and it is a 
fair inference that had the truck been goimt a.t an excessive 
speed Dorothy Price would certainly have 
O 
attempted to so 
state. It may be argued th Ht an inference of excessive speed 
on behalf of the truck could be drawn from the force of the 
impact and other surrounding· circumstances. It is shown 
that the truck was heavilv loaded. Its. brakes $were nec-
36'~ essarilv rendered of no effect when the rear wheeLc;; 
were knocked therefrom, and the truck stoppecl almost 
where it was struck. There is testimonv tliat the car in which 
the plaintiff's decedent was riding was driving- immediately 
before the accident in the neighborhood of seventy miles per 
hour (M. R., p. 153). It is further shown that this car struck 
the truck with sur h force in the , side that it knocked the 
wheels completely loose and from under the load of lumber, 
st.ripped off f om two by four oak stakes bolted on to the side 
of the body with half-inch bolts (:M.". R., p. 183), and then pro-
ceeded some distance across the road, struck a telephone 
pole, breakinp; it off, a11d careened some distance further 
along the road; that the car was broken in about four parts 
and scattered along the highway (M. R.., p. 109). The picture 
of the \}ar introduced in evidence also testifies to its great 
,flpeed. It is submitted that under these circumstances no 
inference of speed on behalf of the truck can be dra:wu from 
the physical facts surrounding the collision, but that tl1e only 
inference which could be drawn therefrom as to the speed 
of the vehicles is that the car was traveling at an excessive 
rate. In Armstrong v. Ros<~, 170 Va. 190, 196 S. E. 613, the 
plaintiff ran into the rear of n parked load of logs. The jury 
found a verdict for the plaintiff and the defendant secured 
a writ contending, among other things, that the Court 
37"' *'erred in refusing an instruction on the excessive spcecl 
of the plaintiff. The Supreme Court of Appeals, in af-
firming the judgnwnt, stated, ''In addition, the instruction 
failed to recitei that tl1e proof of an improper speed must he 
found to exist from a preponderance of the evidence. There 
wa.s no evidence that Rose was traveling more than forty-five 
miles per hour. There ,vas nothing in the physical facts sur-
rounding the collision to fix the rate of speed.'' 
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~,urthermore, we think it an inescapable conclusion that 
even if it could be found that the truck of the defendant was 
proceeding at an excessive speed such speed could not have 
been a proximate cause of the accident .. The only elements 
of neglig·ence of the defenclanb:; mentioned in the instruction, 
assuming there was any negligence which could possibly have 
been a proximate ca.use of the accident, were the failure to 
drive on the proper side of the highway and the failure to 
keep a proper lookout. 
Assi_qn1meJit of E'rror No. 4. 
There was no evidence ths.t t]1e driver of the defendant's 
truck was failing to keep a proper lookout and failing· to 
keep the truck under reasona:hle control. ·. 
l\Ierely because an acci<lent happens is not sufficient evi-
dence to submit to the jury on the question as to whether 
the drivers of the r~~pective vehicles were keeping a 
38* proper . ~{'lookout and kee1)ing; their vehicles under con-
trol. . Unless, however, that be the fact, instruction on 
either of these theories was erroneous. Tihe evidence is un-
contraclicted that the driver of the defendant's truck saw the 
lights of the car in which the plaintiff was riding as soon a.s 
it was physically possible for a person in his position to see 
them; that he saw the car aLso; that he at that time had the 
truck under control and on its proper side of the road. As 
argued above, all of the evidence in the case also shows this 
to he a fact. That the happening of the accident itself with-
out positive evidence of lack of control or lack of lookout is 
not sufficient to instruct on these matters is shown bv the 
ease of Gale v. Wilber, 163 Va. 211,175 S. E. 739. In that"'case, 
the plaintiff, Dorothy l\f. Wilber, wB.s r~ding in a car with the 
defendant, Mrs. Gale, ·when the car which Mrs. Gale was op-
ernting· collided with another automobile at the intersection 
of Simpson Street and ] 1airview Avenue, sometimes known 
as the Boulevard, in the City of Norfolk. The Boulevard 
runs nearly north ancl south. !Simpson Street runs into the 
Boulevard· but does not cross it. Mrs. Gale testifi'ed th.a.t 
she approached the Boulevard on Simpson Street at a-bout, 
twentv miles per hour, having seen the lights of a car on the 
Boulevard rapidly appronching the intersec.tion. She 
39* crossed a. portion of *the Boulevard and when tl1e front 
wheels of her car ·were on the first rail of the north-
bound track of the street car line which operates on the Boule-
vard it was struck on the rear of the left-hand fender by 
the Chevrolet automobile. There was no evidence that Mrs. 
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Gale's car went out of cqntrol, but the sole evidence wa.s .that 
she did not hav.e time to cro:~A in front of the oncoming cai·. 
The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff and the defendant 
nssigned error. The Court instructed the jury, among other 
things, rt.hat it was the duty of the defendant, Mrs. Gale, to 
keep a proper lookout and also that it was her duty to keep 
her car under control. rrhe Court, as to proper lookout, 
stated at page 221: 
'' This instruction is erroneous, we think, for there is no 
evidence upon which to predicate it. There is no evidence 
that Mrs. Gale was not keeping· a proper lookout.'' 
In the case of Linton v. Ya. Elec. & Power Co., 162 Va. 711, 
174 8. E. 667, the plaintiff was riding in a car driven by one 
of his relatives south on Bainbridge Boulev-ard in the City 
of' Norfolk. Hollv Avenue crosses or intersects the Boule-
vard. The street ·c.ar of tl1e clef ('.lndant proceeds north on the 
Boulevard and then c.rosses and go.es east on the A. venue. 
It pr0ceeds on the west side of the Boulevard and turns 
into the Avenue across the Boulevard on a long curve. 
The street car of the defendant, while crossing the 
Boulevard aftei· havin~ proceeded north on the west 
40* side thereof and while practically *facing· the automo-
bile. collided with the car in which the plaintiff was rid-
ing going· south on the Boulevard. The Court in this case 
stated af pa~·e 730 that '' the ei1idence is silent as to whether 
the m.otonnan- 1was keevin g a lookout.'' See also Lennon, v. 
Smith, su.pra. 
Assirrnment of Error No. 5. 
'.rl1ere was no evidence s~1fficient to submit the question to 
the jury that the lig-hts on the defendant's truck were not 
controlled or that they did project a dazzling· or glaring 
farht into the eves of the driver of the car in which the plain-
tiff rs decedent ;vas riding, or that the failure to control such 
lig·hts ,vas a proximate cause of the accident. 
The plaintiff's theory of the case, as we understand it, is 
that the accident was caused by the defendant's truck being 
drh-en on the improper side of the road. The only eyewit-
ness for the plaintiff who testified to the facts of the accident 
Btates that fhe li~·hts of thej truck were· never dimmed and 
that the truck was in the middle of the road (1\tl. R, p. 24). 
'l'his witness further states that she could see the lig·hts but 
could not see the car, referring to the truck (M. R., p. 2,9). 
In the first.place no one can say there was projected into the 
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eyes of the driver of the car in ,vhich.the plaintiff's decedent 
wa.s riding· a dazzling or gl'a.ring light so as to affPct 
41 ~ *the driving thereof except the driver himself, who is 
dead. If the truck could be seen .on its improper side 
of the road, the fact that the lights may or may not have 
been dimmed could not have been a cause of the collision. If 
the light.s blinded the driver of the c·ar in which the plam.-
tiff 's decedent was riding, then there is no evidence of any 
. nature on behalf of the plaintiff as to where the truck was 
trnveling on the road. 'l'he jury cannot be left to guess as 
to what neg·ligence of the def en clan ts, if anyJ caused the ac-
cident, but the evidence of the plaintiff must show both negli ... 
gence and that su~h negligence was a proximate cause. We. 
r~fer here also to the argument advanced above that the plain-
tiff's witness who was riding· in the car cannot be believed 
when she states that the lights were not dimmed in the face 
of all the circumRtanccs surrounding her testimony and her 
tcstimonv itself. · 
In the .. case of Garrison v. Buni,q, 178 Va. lJ 16 S. E. (2d) 
306, a jury returned a verdict ag·ainst two defendants. The 
Court overruled the motion of the defendants to set aside the 
verdict and ente1~ed j ndgment thereon. A writ was granted 
by this Court as to one of the defendant~. The plaintiff in 
the case was a g·uest in a car driven by one Clements and was 
injured when that car was in collision with a ().ar driven by 
one Garrison. It was conceded that Garrison, on whose 
42~ *petition the writ of error was g-ranted., had no lights 
on his car. It was also conceded that Clements saw the 
cm· of Garrison before the collision. The judgment of the 
lower court was reversed and final judg,nent entered for 
Garrison. The Court stated ns to the possible negligence 
of Garrison in having no lights that: · 
· "In view of the admission of Clements that he saw the 
Garrison car approaching three hundred yards away, it is 
inconceivable that the absence of lig·hts led him to attempt 
to enter the hig·hway. '' 
In other words, even tho11~h the1·i~ .being eviclence of tile 
violation of a duty owlld to the plaintiff, it is error to instruct 
the jury on the failure to exercise this duty if its failure 
c.cmld not have been a proximate cause of the aceident. Other 
Virginia cases to the same effect are: Shoemaker v. Andrews, 
s1u.pra,· Hitbbard v. Mu 1rray, 173 Va. 448~ 3 S. E. (2d) 397; 
Nor.folk Soutlwrn R. Co. v. Banks, 141 Va. 715, 126 S. E. 662; 
I1ennon v. Smith., su.pra. 
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.Assig,wment of Error No. 6. 
'rhere was no evidence that the truck was being driven to 
the left of the center of the 1·oad. But. there is nositive evi-
dence that such was not the fact. "" 
lnasmnch as we have under ARsignments of En"or No. 1 and 
2 ,liscussed this phase of the case thoro_ughly, we shall not re-
peat that arg·ument here but merely refer the Court to that 
portion of the petition. 
".Assi,qnment of E'rror No. 7. 
T11e Court refused to give Instruction No. A requested by 
tbe defendants on the contributory negligence of the plaintiff~ 
This failure we believe constituted error and for that reason 
.the judgment of the Trial Court should be reversed and a 
tiew trial granted. 
It is undisputed tlmt the plaintiff was sitting in the la.u of 
another person on the front seat of a coupe, on which seat 
were three other persons. The physical facts in the ease, as. 
detailed a,bove, show that the car in which the plaintiff's de-
.cedent was riding was driven at an excessive rate of speed. 
The ~yewitnesses for the defendants stated that the car was 
bein~ clriYen at a hig·h rate of speed at the time of the acci-
dent. }frs. S. P. Cox stated that the car came up to her 
place of business, whirh was about a half a mile from the 
· scene of the accident and "skidded" a.round at a high rate 
c,f speed and went out of sight making about seventy miles 
.an hour, which speed was maintained until the time of the 
collision (M. R., pp. 151-15f>). It is true that the negligence 
of the driver of the car in which the plaintiff's decedent ,vas 
riding cannot be imputed to the plaintiff's decedent. It seems 
clear, however, that the above evidence justified instruction 
on the personal neglig·ence of the plaintiff's decedent. 
44* •» As to when neglig·ence is a question of law and a 
question of fact the Court, in Va. Elec. & Power Co. v. 
W ri_qht, 170 Va. 442, 196 S. E. 580, said: 
'' This Court has said time after time that if fair-minded 
men ma.v honestlv cliff er from the proofs submitted as to the 
negligence or co1itributory negli~ence charged, the question 
is ·not one of law, but one of fact for the jury under proper 
instructions from the Court * * #. There have been neg·ligence 
cases clothed with so much doubt that even the Justices of 
this Court have differed as to whether neg·ligenc.e or con--
tributary negligence was a law question to -he decided by 
· the Court or of fact for a jury. ,Vben such is the case, it 
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is conclusive that it should go to the jury, for the Justices 
must be presumed to be fair-n1inded men, and if they differ, 
they honestly differ.': · 
There is no evidence in this case that the plaintiff's de-
cedent protested ag·ainst the manner in which the ear was 
being· operated. The failure of the plaintiff's decedent to 
protest, we belie.ve, was evidence of negligence which should 
be submitted to the jury. In the case of Y 01.m,q v. Dyer, 161 
Va. 434~ 170 S. E. 737, the plnintiff was injured when the 
automobile in which she was rjding ,vas driven around a 
curve a.t such a rate of speed, estimated by the plaintiff to 
be aNund 50 miles an honr, 'that it tnrned over. In that 
case, and it would seem that the instant case is much stronger 
on this point, the plaintiff pointed to the curves in the road 
and told the defendant to watch out for them. It was 
45.i, held, *however, that the statements made by the plain-
tiff did not indicate any real apprehension on her part 
find that the evidence disclosed hPr complete acquiescence in 
the defendant's operation of the automobile. 
A.gain in the case of Su,tton v. Bland, 166: Va.. 132, 184 S. E. 
231, the doctrine that a guest must exercise ordinary c.are 
for his own safety and that a failure to protest against ex-
cessive speed of an automobile or the manner of its opera-
tion will render a guest clearly g1.1ilty of contributory neg-
ligence, was reaffirmed. 
In 5-6 Huddy, Enc. of Automobile Law, Section 144, the 
cases are collected which hold, in support of the text, that 
one riding in a moto1· vehicle may be properly charged with 
11eg;ligence if he encournp:e$ or permits the driver to proceed 
at an unreasonable speed without remonstrance. 
In the case of 8tate v. Phillinger, 142 Md. 365, 120 Atl. 878, 
the Court said : 
'· It would be unreasonable, we think, to hold that a pas-
seng·er in an automobile, who knew that it was being driven 
at a. speed so excessive as to endanger the lives of persons 
in the lawful use of the pul,lie highways of the iState as well 
as the occupants of the marhine, and who so far acqu.iesced 
in, apvrrn.,erl anrl pa:rticipatcd in, the cond1.tct of the drive11 
that 7tc nwde no profo3t or objection to it when he conlrl, 
if he had wished to haYe done so, was not himself guilty of 
negligence directly contributing· to the injury complained of. 
If he knew tlmt the speed at whirh the car was being driven 
was so great as to imperil the lives and safety of its oe-
4ff~ cupants~ *it was his plain du.ty to have warned the driver 
aml to have vrotested against the speed of the machine, 
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and if l1e failed to nerform that clutv when it was within his 
power to perform ft,, and the acciclc~'iit which he knew might 
happen actually did happen, tJien he at least could not then 
for the first time complain of the driYer 's negligence. These 
principles are eminently just and reasonable and harmonize 
with the common experiencf ancl conduct of men and are 
abuntlantly supported by authority." (Italics supplied.) 
In the case of Clisi v. Prnnty, 108 vV. Vn. 635, 152 S. E. 201, 
the Court said : 
'' Under Pennsylvania law when automobile guest knows or 
by due diligence should have known that driver is not tak-
ing pr<JJer precaution, Im must remonstrate, or be barred 
from recovering damages in ease of injury.'' 
Again in the case of Herold v. Clendenen C\V. Va.), 161 
S. E. 21, the rule was repeated in these words: 
'' Guest, when he knows, or by clue diligence should know, 
that driver is not exercising proper degree of care, has dutJ~ 
to remonstrate with driver." 
This doctrine is unquestionably the law of this State, hav-
ing been established by a long· line of decisions. 1See N. db W. 
Ry. Co. v. TVellon's A.dnir., 155 Va. 218, 154 S. E. 575; So. Ry. 
Co. v. Jones' .Adm,r., 118 Va. 685, 88 S. E. 178; Va,. Ry. Co. v. 
Bacon, 156 Va. 337, 157 S. E. 789; Hon.cock v. N. & W. Ry. Co., 
149 Va. 829, 1.41 S. E. 849; Outla·w v. PP.arce, 176 Va. 458, 11 
S. E. (2.d) 600; Howell v. n1fordnck, 156 Va. 669, 15,8 S. E. 886; 
Poole v. Kelley, 162 Va. 279~ 173 S. E. 537; Mize v. Gardner 
Motor Co., 166 Va. 415, 18G S. E. 108. 
47* *The fact that the plaintiff's decedent was riding with 
four in the front seat also is sufficient to submit her 
contributory neg:lig-ence to the jury. 
In Abrams v. 1Vinesburq, 165 Va. 241, 182- S. E. 233, the 
plaintiff's decedent wns killed when she was riding in, an au-
tomobile which collided with a truck driven bv the defendant. 
T;he touring· car and truck were being clrive11 in opposite di-
rections. It was contended by opposirig parties that the 
driver of the other vehicle wag on the improper side of the 
road. The plaintiff's· decedent was sitting· on the front seat 
of the car in the lap of another, there l)eing· four persons on 
the front seat, as in the instant case. A joint verdict was 
rendered against the driver of the car in which the plaintiff's 
decedent was riding· and the driver of the truck. The verdict 
agttinst the driver·· of the car was set aside because of in-
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fancy of the defendant, he not heing represented by a guardian 
ad lile.1n and j:ndgm-ent having been entered on the verdict 
as to the driver of the truck, a writ or error was g1.·anted. 
'fhe defendant drive1· of t.lJe trnck contended that the plain-
tiff's <l.ecede11t was g'Uilty of contributory negiigence as a 
matter of law. The Court, however, disagTeed with this 
contention and affirmed the judgment, stating that u the ques-
ti01i nf the contributory ·'JU[Jli.fJence of the plaintiff's decedent 
was sub,nitted tm,der proper instructions to the jury and 
48* *this as well as the primary negligence of Abra,ns were 1 
jury questions.,:, ( Italics ours.) 
In Grinstead v. M ayhe.·w, 167 Va. 1'9', 187 · S. E. 515, tlie 
plaintiff occupant and three others were ridh-,.g· in the front 
seat of a car when it went off tl1e road, killing the driver 
and injuring the plaintiff. The jury brought in a verdict for 
the defendant driver and the refusal of the trial court to set 
aside this vei·dict as being conh~ary to the law and evidence 
was assigned as error by the plaintiff. The defendant had 
contended that the plaintiff was guilty of contributory negli-
gence and tbat the proof failed to s}1ow that the defendant 
1vas guilty of gross negligence. The Court said, in affirming· 
this case: 
' 
'' The question of contributory negligence was grounded 
upon the fact that the four occupants of the automobile oc-
cupied the front seat and in the very nature of thing-s in-
terfered with the caref·ul operation of the automobile, and 
that the question should at least lJe submitted to the jury for 
ci.etermination. In support of this contention defendant cites 
the followin_g cases: 'lJfcD,~nnott v. Sibert, 218 Ala. 670, 119 
So. 681; Fra,ilc v. Markley, 315 Pa. 257, 173 'A. 186; Ra,qland 
v. S11u/.zmr>ier, 186 Ark. 778, 55 S. W. (2d) 923; White v. Stan-
ley. 169 Wa.sh. 342, 13 P. (2<l) 457; Bushnell v. Bushne!l, ~ms 
Conn. 583, 131 A. 432, 44 A. L. R. 785; Howse v. Weinrich, 
133 Kan. 132, 298 P. 766; Oppenheim v. Barkin, 262 Mass .. 281, 
159 N. E. 628, 6f A. L. R. 1228; Parker v. Helfert, 140 :Misc. 
Rep. 905, 252 N. Y. S. 35; Balle v. Srnith, 81 Utah 179, 17 
49~ P. (2d) ~224; Hawthorne v. Gunn, 123, Cal App. 
452, 11 P. (2d) 411; City of Pampa v. Todd (T'ex. Civ. 
App.), 39 ,S. W. (2d) 636; Mitc!iell v. Raymond, 181 ,vis. 591, 
195 N. vV. 855; Lor.ance v. S,nv1th, 173 La. 883, 138 So. 871. . 
'' The trial court refused to submit the first question to 
the jury and this action is made the basis for a cross-assign-
ment of error. 
"In view of our ultimate conclusion, we think it is nn-
necessarv to discuss the croRs-assignment of error. 't 
.. .... 
iSnpreme Conrt of Appeafa of 'Virginia 
In lValker v. Crosen, 168 Va. 410, 191 S. E. 753, the plain-
tiff's decedent was a guest in a F'orcl automobile where she 
was riding on the front seat of the car. T!\vo other persons 
were riding on the front seat, referred to as a "split seat." 
:Miss K ern,the driver of the car, occupied the left side, while 
the plaintiff's decedent and Mr. Benham occupied the right 
i;ide. The plaintiff's decedent. was killed when their car col-
lided with an ice truck driven by ,vilbur Grosen, which was 
going in the opposite direction. There wa.s a verdict and 
judgment for the defendant, to which a writ of error was. 
g-ranted the plaintiff. The Court stated that the essential 
question ''to be decided which will be determinative of the 
case is whether we mav sov as a matter of law that ·wnbur 
Crosen, the driver of· the"' truck, was guilty of negligence 
which efficiently contributed to the death .of Mrs. Harrison; 
and tl1at she was free from contributory neg·lig·ence. '' The 
Court held that Wilbur Crosen was guilty of negligence. 
50* as a *matter of law and that he was liaible unless Mrs. 
Harrison was g·uilty of contributory negligence. In tbis 
reg;ard the Court stated: 
'' The c1efenclants make tliat contention but it is not sup-
ported by the evidence. The only evidence to which they 
point as sustaining the charge of contributory negligence is 
tha.t Mrs. Harrison sat on the front seat of the car with the 
driver and Mr. Benham. It is clearlv established that she 
did not sit on the left front 'split' ·seat with Miss Keru, 
the driver. Likewise. it is clearlv established that her oc-
cupancy of the right' 'split' sea( with her relative, Mr. 
Benham, in no way interfered with the operation of the ca.r 
bv Miss Kern. Under thes0 circunrntances we are driven to 
the conclusion that l\1Irs.' Harrison was guilty of no negli-
gence and that no instruction should have been given on 
contributory neg·ligence because of the entire lack of evi-
dence to sustain it.'' 
Vl e believe that Abrams v. TVinesburg, supra, definitely 
decides that the issue of the contributory negligence of the 
plaintiff's decedent in the instant case should have been sub-
mitted to the jury and that the language of Gr-instea,d v. May-
hew, tnpra, and .A.bm-111.s v. lVinesbu-rg, supra, is clearly indic-
ative of such a holding. As a further indication of the Court's 
attitude, the Court, in Ban·y v. 1'yler, 171 Va. 381, 199 S. E. 
496, stated: 
"Ttere is no evidence that the deceased passengers ob-
se1·ved the truc.k, and certainly the presence of four persons 
- ( 
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?n a single front seat lent no aid, in making an urgent change. 
rn the course of the car. '' 
There are numerous cases from other jurisdictions on the 
neg·ligence of an occupant w110 rides in a. crowded car. 
51 * ~·some of these cases hold tha.t a person who rides with 
four on the front seat is g1.1ilty of negligence as a mat-
ter of law. All the cases either so hold or conclude that the 
question is one for the jury. 
In Balle v. Smith, 81 Utah 179, 17 Pac. (2d) 224, 1932, the 
plaintiff occupant riding in the lap of another with four on 
the front seat of 'a coupe recoYered a verdict and judgment 
against the driver of a car going in the opposite direction. 
'l'he jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff. The Court, 
in its opinion, observed that "the question of whether plain-
tiff was g·uilty of neg·ligence which proximately contributed 
to the accident by riding in a one-seated Ford Coupe, with 
four others, including· the driver, was properly submitted 
_to the jury." 
T'he Court, in Ro,gers, et al. v. French B-ros., Bauer Co., 31 
Ohio App .. 77, 166 N. E. 427, 1928, oibse·rved in affirming· a 
verdict for the defendant where the Court had submitted the 
negligence of the plaintiff occupant to the jury: 
"The bare presQnce of three persons in the driver''s seat 
warranted the Court in pladng the issue of contributory neg-
ligence before the jury under proper instructions.'' 
In Lo.ranee v. S.mith, 173 La. 883, 138 So. 871, 1931, the Court 
in holding the plaintiff occupant gnilty of neg'ligence when 
a car in which she was riding collided with another car 
52* •going in the opposite direetion, said: 
'' That Alphonsine Lorance and Adelia Meumt, the guests 
in tl1is case, were guilty of independent neglig·ence which con-
tributed proximately to the aecident and to their injury and 
death is manifestlv clear * ~ ,ic,. It is self evident that the 
crowding of four grown people into the seat of a small car 
built to accommodate only two deprives the driver of the 
full use of both hands and arm~, without which he cannot 
operate it efficiently and with safety." 
Other cases also so holding are: Herr v. Thomes, 165 So. 
5~0, (La.); City of Pompa v. Todd, 391 S. W. (2d) 636 (Calif.) 
1931.; llawthorne v. Gnn.n~ 123 Cal. App. 452, 11 Pac. (2d) 411, 
1932; Shapiro v. The Union Strr.et Railway Co., 247 :Mass. 100, 
141 N. E. 505; ,h.tne v. The (Jra11d Tntnk Western. Ry. Co., 
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205 N. W. 181, 232 Mich. 449; 1lVashington B. & A. Rr. Co. 
· v. Hall, 136 Md. 103, 111 ·Atl. 164; lllclntyre v. Pope, 326 Pa. 
172, 191 Atl. 607. , 
.Assionment of Error No. 8. 
During the. cross-examination of Sandy Turner, driver of 
the defendant's truck, the following questions and ans,vers 
were made before the jury : · 
''By Mr. Ratcliffe: 
''' Q. Sandy, you have been driving trucks, you say, for 
how long¥ 
''A. I have been driving· trucks for ten years. 
"Q·. ]1or Mr. Bell and other people? 
'' A. Yes, sir. 
5,3" ""· • Q. If you have been driyi.ng trucks for ten years, 
Sandy, why didn't you have a permit on this occasion 
to opei;ate a motor vehicle Y 
''Mr. May: If Your Honor please, we haven't had any 
testimony of that kind. There is not the slightest suggestion 
that that is so. 
'' The Court: Objection sustained. 
"Mr. Ratcliffe: If Your Honor please, can I ask him if he 
did lmve one.? · · 
'' The Court: He cannot he driving without a permit. If he 
did, he would have been g11ilty of negligence. 
":Mr. Rfltcliffe: All rigl1t, Sir. -
' '1\fr. May: If Your Honor, please, there are some features 
of this matter I would like to take up with the Court. (M. R., 
pp. 127, 128.) ' 
At this point the Court and counsel retired to chambers 
wbere certain obje()tions ancl statements regarding the fore-
e:oin2' were made. Counsel and the Court then returned to 
the courtroom ancl Mr. Ratcliffe, counsel for the plaintiff, 
proceeded to examine the witness ·on other matters (M. R., 
p. 132). .. 
That the violation of a statutory duty such as the failure 
to ha-\re a car licensed, the failure to report -an accident or 
the f~Hure to ha,c a driver's permit, such being violation~ 
of criminal statutes, is not proper testimony to go to a jury, 
is a question about which there is no dispute. 
In Moore v. Hart, 188 S. ,v. 861, 171 Ky. 725, the plaintiff's 
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54• ·•struck and forced o:Jf of the road, injuring the plaintiff.· 
There was .a verdict and judgment for the plaintiff. The 
de~endant appealed, contending among other thin.gs that he 
~]1ould have been, allowed to plead in bar of the action and 
show in evidence the failure of the plaintiff to register his 
machine .and the failure of the chauffeur to be licen;ed. The 
c~se w~ reversed on other gTounds, but the upper court held 
that the lower court was rig·ht in this ruling. 
The Court,in Schuster v. Gillespie, 217 Iowa 386,251 N. W. 
7'35, 19R3, refused to reve1·se a judgment· in favor of a plain .. 
tiff, stating: · 
'' The driver of the car in w11icl1 th~ plaintiff was riding · 
did not have a driver's license as required by law. A.pp~llnnt · 
insists that this prevents recovery on the part of the plaintiff . 
.Appellant suggests no ca.usal relationship ·between plaintiff'~ 
injuries and the fact that the driver of the car had no license, 
and WE- a.r.e tmable to disc·over any such relationship • " "'." 
. The Connecticut Court, in Black v. Hunt, 96 Conn. 663, 115 
.A tl. 42'9, stated as to the ruling in a Massachusetts case that 
it was immaterial that the driver of the car was unlicensed: 
''The ruling: in the latter case is in a.ooord with the well 
e.stablished law of this state..? Broschard v. Tuttle, 59 Conn. 
1, 21 .Atl. 925, 11 L. R. A. 33: 111 on.roe v. Hartford Br. Oo., 76 
Conn. 201, 56 .Atl. 498. These cases hold that 'In doing an 
unlawful ac.t a person does not necessarily put himself out• 
side t1Je protection of the law. He i~ not barred of redre8s 
for an injury suff cred by himself nor liable for an 
55~ injury suffered by ~another merely because he is a law• 
breaker. *' *' • but tha.t in action~ for negligence the fa.ct 
tlmt the plaintiff or defendant was a lawbreaker at the time 
of the injury is ordinarily immaterial., unless the act of. vio .. 
lating the law is in itself a breach of duty to the party in- . 
jured in respeet to the injury suffered.' 
~ '' The1~e is in the c.ase 110 claim, a.nd there could be no 
claim, that the failure· of the driver to possess a license di- ' 
rcctlv contrihnted to cause the collision. It was merelv a 
condition attendin~ the collision, not a cause of it.'' ~ 
In Soitthern Ry. Co. v. Vaiighan's .Admr., 118 Va. 692, 88 
S. E. 305 the Virginia Court adopted the above rule. .Among 
-the oihe; cases so holding are 1.'inker v. The Yellow Cab Oo., 
74 S. W. (2d) 5·21 (Texas) 1934; .llolson v. Johnson, 155 Ore. 
583, 65 Pac. (2d) 661; Head v.1Wilso-n., 97 Pac. (2d) 509 (Cal.). 
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A note in 16 A. L. R. 1108 ale:;o indicates this to be the rtrle. 
·while it is true that the Court agreed in substance with 
the contention of the defendants that such evidence was iii-
admissible1 the evidence had already been given to the jury 
in the statement of counsel for the plaintiff. While the Court 
offered to instruct the jury to disregard this evidence, coun-
sel for the clefendants believed tllat this would only make 
a bad situation worse and insisted upon a mistrial. In the 
light of the statement made by counsel for the plaintiff and 
in light of the statement macle by the Gow-t that if true the: 
defendant's driver "would be guilty of negligence/' we 
56-«r do not *believe that any rights of the defendants were 
-waived hy the stand taken by counsel for the defendants .. 
·we take the position that the·eviclence was improper and that, 
the jury in the nature of things could not and would· not dis-
regard the same, that the error was prejudicial and could 
11ot have been eured by a mere statement to the jury, and 
that, therefore, the judgment of the Trial Cow·t should be 
1·eversed and a new trial awarded. 
CONCLUSION 
It is, therefore, earnestly submitted that the judgment is 
against the weig·ht of the evidence and that there is no evi-
dence of a p1·01hative value to show negligence on the- part of 
the defendant. It is further carncstlv submitted that the 
Trial Court erred in granting In~truction No. 1 at the request 
of the plaintiff and also in 1·efusing to instruct the jury on the 
contributory negligence of the plaintiff and also in failing 
to declare a mistrial because of prejudicial statements made 
by counsel for the plaintiff. For these reasons your petition-
ers pray that a writ of error from and a supe·rsedeas to the 
juil.gment of the Circuit Court of Henrico County be awarded; 
that the judgment of the Trial Court be reversed and 
57* final judgment entered here in favor of the *petitione1:s 
or in lieu thereof that the judgment of the Trial Court 
be reversed and a new trial awarded. 
Counsel for the petitioners desire to state orally to tho 
Court the reasons for reversing the decision complained of 
and adopt this petition as the original brief. Counsel for . 
the petitioners desire fur~er to state ~hat this p~tit!o~ was 
filed with the Clerk of this Court at R.1chmond, Virgm1a, on 
the 16th dav of March, 1942, and a copy was mailed to Alex-
ander H. Sands, of counsel for the plaintiff, on the same 
dav. 
Your petitioneri:, having executed a sitpersedeas bond in ae-
cordance with Section 6338 of the Virginia Code as amended 
J 
r 
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by the Acts of the General Assembly of 1934, conditioned as 
required for a sitpersedeas bond in Section 6351, as amended 
in the penalty of Thrc~e Thousand and Nine Hundred 
($3,900.00) Dollars (M. R., p. 100), it is respectfully sub-
mitted that if the writ of error and S'Upersedeas be awarded, 
your petitioners not be required to execute a further super .. 
udea.c; bond. 
SHEPP ARD C. BELL and SANDY TURNER,, 
·By JOHN C. GODDIN, 
JOHN G. M.AY, JR., 
EDWARD P. SIMPKINS, JR. 
Counsel. 
58'* 9 W e, John C. Goddin, whose address is 201 West 
Brookland Park Boulevard, Richmond, Virginia, John 
G. May, Jr., and Edward P. Simpkins, Jr., whose address is 
l 233 Mutual Building, Richmond, Virginia, attorneys practic-
ing in the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, do certify 
that, in our opinion, the judgment of the Circuit Court of 
Henrico County in an action at law wherein Clara Kenney 
Administratrix of the Estate of Katherine Theresa Kenney, 
was plaintiff and Sheppard C. Bell and Sandy Turner, were 
defendants, rendered on the 28th of November, 1941, a tran-
script of the record of which is attached hereto, should be 
1·eviewed by the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
Given under our hands this 16th clay of March, 1942. 
,JOHN C. GODDIN 
JOHN G. !iLi\.Y, JR. 
EDWARD P. SIMPKINS, JR. 
JOHN C. GODDIN 
201 1V est Brookland Park Boulevard, 
Richmond, Virginia. 
JOHN G. MAY, JR., and 
EDWARD P. SIMPKINS, lR., 
1233 Mutual Building, 
Richmond, Virginia. 
Received :March 16, 1942. 
M. B. WATTS, Clerk. 
April 13, 1942. vVrit of error and supersedeas awarded 
by the Court. No additional band required. 
M.B. W. 
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RECORD 
VIRGINIA: 
County of Henrico, To-wit: 
Pleas before the Circuit Court of 'the County of Henrico, 
at the Courthouse~ on l~riday, the 28th day of November, 
1041: in a certain action at law, wherein Clara Kenney, Ad-
ministratrix of the Estate of Katherine Theresa Kenney, 
deceased, was plaintiff, and Sheppard C. Bell· and Sandy 
Turner, were defenda_nts. 
Re ]t Hememberecl, TJmt Heretofore, To-wit: On June 13, 
1941, ca.me the plaintiff and filed his Notice of Motion against 
the defendants, which Notice of Motion is in the following 
words and :figures: 
"NOTICE OF MOTION'' 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of Henrico County 
Clara. Kenney, Administratrix of the Estate of Katherine 
~rheresa Kenney, Deceased, Plaintiff, 
'V. 
Sheppard C. Bell and Sandy Turn.er, Defendants. 
NOTICE OF MOTION 
To Sheppard e. Bell and Sandy Turner, 
:B1ranklin, Virginia : 
TAKE NOTICE, that on the 14th day of February, 1941, 
at 10 :00 o'clock a. m., or as soon thereafter as counsel may 
he heard, I, as ~.t\dmini.stratrix of the· estate of Katherine 
Theresa Kenney, duly qualified in the Circuit Court of Hen-
rico County, Virginia, shall, by -counsel, move the Circuit 
Court of Henrico County, a.t its court room then sitting, at 
22nd and Main Streets, in the City of Richmond, for 
pasre 2 ~ a judgment against you, and each of you, in the 
.. sum of $10,000.00, which sum is justly due and ow-
ing· to me by you, and each of you, by reason of the following 
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FIRST COUNT 
That on or abo'ut the 27th day of September, 1940, at about · 
11 :30 o'clock p. m., you, Sheppard C. Bell, were the owner 
of a certain Forµ truek which you were then operating 
through your agent, servant and employee for you then act· 
ing within the scope of his employment, over and along Route 
#250 in Henrico County, Virginia, in a westerly direction; 
and it thereupon was and 1became your duty to keep your said 
truck under reasonable -0ontr0I so as not to injure the per .. 
-son or property of other persons lawfully using said highway 
at such time; but notwithstanding your duty aforesaid you. 
did, through your agent, servant and employee for you then 
Bcting·, fail to keep youi· said truck under proper control but 
did lose eontrol of same in a negligent, re-cltless and careless 
manner so that your said truck did run upon and collide 
with a certain. Ford automobile in which Katherine Tfheresa 
Kenney was riding at the. time and whieh was bein~ op-
erated in an easterly direction along and over said Route 
#250 in Henrico County, Virginia, and as a direct and proxi-
mate result of said collision· and your negligence aforesaid 
Ka.theril}.e Theresa Kenney was crushed, mang-led and in. 
stantly killed. 
AND FOR THIS FURTHER, to-wit: That on or about the 
27th day of September, 1940, at about 11 :30 p. m., you, Sandy 
Turner, were operating· a certain Ford truck owned hr. Shep-
Jlard C. Bell over ~nd along Route #250 in Henrico County, 
Virginia, in a westerly direction, ·and it thereupon · 
page 3 ~ was and became your duty to keep your said truck 
· under reasonable control so as not to injure the 
person or property of other persons lawfully using said hig-h-
·way at such time; but notwithstanding your duty -aforesaid 
you did fail to keep your said truck under proper control but 
did lose control of same in a negligent, reckless and careless 
manner so that your said truck did run upon and collide with 
a certain Ford automobile in which Katherine Theresa Ken-
ney was riding at the time and which was being operated in 
.an easterly direction along and over said Route #250 in 
Henrico County, Virginia., and as a direct and proximate re-
sult of said collision and your neg·ligence aforesaid Katherine 
Theresa Kenney was crushed, mangled and instantly killed. 
All of which was occasioned through the negligence of you, 
and each of vou, as hereinbefore set out, and through no 
fault on the part of the said Katherine. Theresa Kenney, ·and 
all of which is to my damage as Administrat);'ix of the estate 
of Katherine Theresa Kenney in the sum of $10,000.00 £or 
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which sum judgment will be asked at the time and place 
hereinabove mentioned. 
1SECOND COUNT 
That on or about the 27th clay of September, 1940, at about 
11 :30 o'clock p. m., you, Sheppard C. Bell, were, through 
yonr then agent, servant and employee for you then acting, 
operating· your certain ]ford truck over and ·along Route 
#250 in Henrico Couuty, Virginia, in a westerly direction, 
and it thereupon became and was your duty, through your 
then agent, servant and employee aforesaid, to operate your 
said truck at a reasonable rate of speed under the circum-
stances and conditions then obtaining so as not to injure the 
person or property of other persons using said highway at 
such time, and particularly Kathe_rine Theres&, .Ken-
page 4 ~ ney; but notwithstanding, and in disregard of your 
duty aforesaid, you did, throug·h your ag·ent, serv-
ant and employee for you then acting, operate your said 
truck a.t a reckless, careless and unlawful rate of speed under 
the circumstances and conditions then obtaining_. As a. direct 
result of your negligent, careless and unlawful operation as 
aforesaid you did cause your truck to collide with a certain 
}.,orcl automobile in which Katherine Theresa Kenney was 
at that tinw then riding and which was 1being operated in 
an easterly direction over and along Route #250 in Henrico 
County, Virginia, and as a direct result of s1;1ch negligent .. 
ea.reless and unlawful operation of your truck and of the 
aforesaid collision Katherine Theresa Kenney was mangled, 
crushed and instantly killed . 
. AND FOR THIS FUR'l'HER, to-wit: That on or about the 
27th clay of September, 1940, at about 11 :30 o'clock p. m., you, 
Sanely Turner, were operatin~ a certain Ford· tn1ck owned 
by Sheppard C. Bell over and along Route #250 in Henrico 
County, Virginia, in a westerly clireetiou, and it thereupon 
was and became your duty to operate your said truck at a 
reasonable rate of. speed under the circumstances and condi-
tions then obtaining· so aR not to injure the pereon or prop-
E.>rtv of other personi::. using· said highway at such time, and 
particularly Katherine? Theresa Kenney; hut notwithstanding 
and in disreg·ard of your duty aforesaid, you did operate 
speed under the circumstances and conditions then obtaining. 
As a direct result of your negligent, careless and unlawful 
oueration as aforesaid you did cause your truck to collide 
with a certain Ford automobile in which Katherine Theresa 
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opera.ted in an easterly direetion over and along Route #250 
in Henrico County, Virginia, and as a direct result of such 
negligent, careless and unlawful operation of your 
page 5 } truck and of the aforesaid collision Katherine Ther-
killed. 
esa Kenney was mangled, crushed and instantly 
All of which was occasioned through the negligence of you, 
and each of you, as hereinbefore set out, and through no fault 
on the part of the said Katherine Theresa. Kenney, arid all 
, o.f which is to my clamage as Administratrix of the Estate 
. of Katl1erine Theresa Kenney in the sum of $10,000.00 for 
whicl1 sum judgment will be asked at the time and plaee 
liereina,bove mentioned. 
THIRD COUNT 
That on or about the 27th day of Septeinber, 1940, at about 
11 :30 o'clock p. m., you, Sheppard C. Bell, throug·h your then 
agent, servant and employee for you tl1en acting, were oper-
ating your said Ford truek over and along Route #250 in 
Henrico County, Virginia, in a westerly direction, and it 
thereupon became and was your duty t.o operate your said 
truck in a careful and prudent manner under the .circum-
stances and conditions then obtaining· so as not to injure the 
person or property of other persons using· said hig·hwav at 
snch time; but notwithsbnding- your said duty aforesaid, 
yon did, throug·h your then agent, servant and employee for 
yon then acting, negligently and carelessly fail to operah! 
your truck in a. careful and prudent manner, but on the con-
trary you did drive your said truck upon the wrong, -or tbc 
southerly, side of the llig·hway, you did fail to dim your lights 
ur>0n the approach of on-coming traffic as required by law, 
you did fail to keep a proper look-out and as a direct and 
proximate result of each and all of your negligent and reck-
less acts aforesaid vour truck did collide with a certain Ford 
automobile in whic]1 Katherine Theresa Kenney at the time 
was riding and which was being operated in an easterly di-
1·ection over and along Route #250 in Henrico County, Vir 
ginia, and as a direct and proximate result of your 
page 6 ~ neglig·ent and careless acts aforesaid and of the 
aforesaid collision Katherine Theresa Kenney was 
crushed, mangled and instantly killed. 
AND JrOR THIS FURTHER, to-wit:: That on or about thr-
2'ith day of September, UJ40, at about ~1 :30 o'clock p. m., you, 
Sandy Turner, were operating a -certain F·ord truck owned. by 
Sheppard C. Bell over and along· Route #250 in Henrico Coun-
40 Supreme Cou~t of ~ppealR. of Virginia 
ty, Virginia, in a westerly direction, and it thereupon became 
and was your duty to operate your sai9- truck in a careful 
and prudent manner undel' the circumstances and condition:,; 
1:hen obtaining so as not to injure the person or property of 
other persons using said hig·hway at such time; but notwith-
standing your said duty aforesaid, you did negligently and 
carelessly fail to operate your truck in careful and prudent 
manner under the circumstances and conditions then obtain .. 
ing· so as not to injure. the perso1i or property of other persons 
-using said highway at such time; but notwithstanding your 
said duty aforesaid, you did negligently and carelessly fail 
to operate your truck in a car~ful and pruaent manner, but 
on the contrary you did drive your said truck upon the wrong, 
or the southerly, side of tbe highway, you did fail to dim your 
lig·hts upon the approach of oncoming traffic as required by 
law, you did fail to keep a proper look-out, and as a direct 
and proxill1ate result of each and all of your negligf\nt and 
reckless acts aforesaid your truck did collide, with a certain 
Ford automobile in which Katherine Theresa Kenney at the 
time was riding and which wM being operated in an easterly 
direction ove~ and along· Route #250 iu Henrico1 County, Vir-
ginia, and as a direct and proximate result of your negligent 
and careless acts aforesaid and of the aforesaid collision 
Katl1erine Theresa Kenney was crushed, mangled and instant-
ly killed. 
page 7 ~ All of which was occasioned through the neg·li-
gence of you, and each of you, as hereinbefore set 
out, and throug·h no fault on the part of the said Katherine 
Th(-;resa. Kenney, and all of which is to my damage as Ad..; 
ministratrix of the estate of Kn.tberiue Theresa Kennev in 
the sum of $10,000.00 for which sum judgment will be asked 
at the time and place hereina.~ove mentioned. 
Respectfully, 
CLARA KENNEY, 
Admr. of the Estate of Kath-
erine TJ1eresa Ke~ney, dee 'd. 
By Counsel. 
HAROLD RATCLIFFE 
ALEXANDER I-I. SANDS 
ALEXANDER H. SANDS, JR. 
Connse1, p. q. 
And at Another Day, To-wit: At a Circuit Cour·t continued 
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Courthouse, on the 14th day of February, 1941, the following 
order was entered.: . 
''ORDE~ OF FEBRUARY 14, 1941,. 
Clara Kenney, Aclministr.atri.x of the Estate of Katherine 
Theresa Kenney, Deceased, Plainitff, • 
'i}. 
Sheppard C. Bell and Sanrly Turner, Defendants .. 
NOTIC}J OF AIOTION 
'l~his day crone the plaintiff, by her attorney, and the de-
f endauts having been duly notified of this motion, were sol-
enmly called, but came not; and on motion .of the plaintiff 
this e:aRe is docketed . 
.A11d at Another Day, To-wit: At a, Circuit Court continued 
.. by adjournment and held for the County of Hen• 
page 8 } rieo, at. tbe Courthouse, on the 31st day day of July 
1941., the following order was entered: 
HQRJ)ER OF JULY 31 1941" 
' 
(Hara R eimev. · .Ac1w1nistra.trh: of the Estate of Katherine 
Theresa Kenney, Dece3.sed, Plaintiff, 
~ I 
Sheppard C. Bell and Sandy Turner, Defendants. 
NOTICE OF' MOTJ:ON 
This day came again the parties by their attorneys, and 
the dofe:µdants pleaded not guilty and issue was joined on 
said pleas. 
vvriiereupon came a jury, to-wit: - J. D. Garton, J. J. Dyer, 
Jr., John J. Fry, John A. Clarke, Ernest L. Cotman, W. (\ 
Womack, and ,John C. Timberlake, who were sworn the truth 
to speak upon the iss~e joined, and having fully heard the 
evidence were adjourned until to-morrow morning at 10 
o'clock and the further consideration of this case is ad· 
journecl until that hour. 
And at Another Day, To-wit: At a Circuit Court continued 
by adjournment and held for the County of -Henrico, at the 
Coutthouse on the 1st day of August, 1941, the following 
order was entered: . · 
4Z Supreme Conrf of Aprreals of Virginia 
"ORDER OF .AUGUST 11 1941'' 
Clara Kenney,. Administratrix of the Estate of Katherine 
Theresa Kenney, Deceased, Plaintiff, 
'I}. 
Sheppard G .. Bell and 'Sanely Turner, Defendants. 
page 9 ~ NOTICE OF :MOTION 
This day came again the parties by their attorneys-, and. 
the jurors sworn to try the issue in this case appeared ·1n 
Oonrt according to' their adjournment on yesterday, and hav-
ing fully heard the evidence and arguments of counsel, re-
tired to their room to consult of their verdict, and after som,f'-
fime returned and in open Court, found the following ver-
dict. "Aug-ust 1, 1941,, We the jury, on the issue joined fincl 
for the plaintiff and fix the damages at $3,500.00 to be awardecl 
solely to the mother of the decedent.'' (Signed) Jas. J. Dyer,. 
lr., Foreman .. 
The defendants bv their attorney moved the Court to set 
m:;ide the verdict of "the jury and enter up final judgment for 
the defendants, or, in the alternative, award the defendants. 
a new trial, upon the following grounds : 
J.i,irst: ~at the verdict is contra.rv to the law and the evi-
dence and without evidence to 81.lpport it. 
Seeond: That, the verdict is without probative evidence to 
support it. 
·Third: For the granting and refusing of instructions. 
:B.,.ourth: For the admission and non-admission of testi-
mony, to which motion the Court continued . 
.A.ncl Now, at This Day, 'ro-wit: At a Circuit Court con-
tinued by adjournment and held for the County of Henrico, 
at the Courthouse, on the clay and year first herein written, 
to-wit: On Friday, the 28th day of November, 1941, the fol-
lowing· Judgment of the Court was entered: 
"JlTDGMENT OF THE COURT-NOVEMBER 28, 1941" 
1;ag-e 10 } Virginia : 
In the Circuit Court of the County of Henrico 
November 28, 1941. 
Clara Kenney, Administratrix of the Estate of Katherine 
Theresa Kenney, decea.sed, Plaintiff, 
v. 
Sheppard C. Bell and Sandy Tmner, Defendants. 
I 
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ORDER. 
This day came again the plaintiff and defendants, by coun-
sel, and the Court having heard argument upon the motiom~ 
of the defendants to set a.side the verdict of the jury rendered 
in this case and enter judgment in their favor, or ·in the al-
ternative award them a new trial, and now being advised 
of its judgment to be rendered herein doth overrule the said 
motions; to which actions of the Court the defendants ex-
ceoted. 
Therefore, it is considered by the Court that the plaintiff 
recover against the defendants the sum of Thirty:.Five 'Hun .. 
dred (~500.00) Dollars, with interest thereon to be computed 
after the rate of six per c.entum per annum from the, 1st day 
of August, 1941, until paid, and her costs by her about her 
suit in this behalf expended; to which actions of the Court 
the defendants excepted. 
Memorandum: Upon the trial of this case the defendants, 
by counsel, excepted to sundry opinions of the Court given 
against them and on their motion leave is hereby given them 
to file bills or certificates of exception or a properly authen-
ticated or certified copy or report of testimony and other in-
ddents of the trial herein at any time within sixty (60) days 
from this date as prescribed by law . 
.And the defendants having indicated an intention to apply 
to the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia for a writ of 
error and supersedeas to said judgment, execution thereon 
is suspended for a. period of four ( 4) months from this date, 
and until the Appellate Court has acted on a pe-
page 11 ~ tition for a writ of error, presented to said Court, 
or one of the justices thereof, within four ( 4) 
months from this date, and until this Court shall thereafter 
authorize execution to -issu<?, upon condition, however, tha.t 
the defendants or one of them~ or someone for them, shall 
within· thirty (30) days from this date enter into ibond in the 
Clerk's Office of this Court with surety to be approved by 
its Clerk, in the penalty of Thirty-Nine Hundred ($3900.00) 
Dollars with all the couditionR prescribed by Section 63!11 
. of the Code of Virginia relating to siipersedeas bonds. 
And at Another Da.y, to-wit: At a Circuit Court continued 
hy adjournment a.nd held for the County of Henrico, at ~he 
C;)urthouse, on the loth day of December, 1941, the followmg 
order was entered: 
44 
:Virginia.: 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
''ORDER OF DECEMBER 10, 1941'' 
In the Circuit Court of Henrico County 
December 10, 1941. 
Clara Kenney, Administratrix of the Estate of Katherine 
~rheresa Kenney, Deceased, Plaintiff, 
'l.J. 
Sheppard C. Bell and Sanely Turner, Defendants. 
ORDER 
On motion of the defendants, by counsel, and after due 
written notice to the plaintiff, the stenog·raphic transcript of 
the testimonv and other incidents of the trial in this case was -
certified pu~suant to Rule 21 of the Supreme Court of Ap· 
peals by the J u<lge of this Court and· is ordered 
pag·e 12 r to be made a part of t}1e rec.Ord in this case. 
The stenogTaphic transcript of the testimony and other 
incidents of the trial in this cause, is in the following words 
and figures : 
page 13 } Virginia : 
In the Circuit Court of Henrico County 
Clara Kenney, Admx. of the Estate of Katherine Theresa 
Kenney, Deceased1 Plaintiff, 
'l'. 
Sheppard C. Bell and Sandy Turner, Defendants. 
StenogTaphfo report of testimony and other incidents of 
the trial of the cause of 1Clara Kenney, Administratrix. of the 
Estate of Kath~rine Theresa Kenney, deceased, plaintiff, 
against Sheppard C. Bell and Sandy Turner, defendants, in 
the Circuit Court of Henrico Countv before Honorable Julien 
Gmm and a. jury, which 1began on the 31st day of July, 1941, 
and ended on tbe 1st day of Aug·ust, 1941. The plaintiff was 
represented by Alexander H. Sancls1 Esq., and Harold M. 
Ratcliffe, Esq., and the defendants by ,T ohn C. Gocldin, Esq., 
·and John G. May, Jr., Esq. 
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Clara Kenney. 
page 14 } All of the testimony of the case. 
CLARA KENNEY, 
a witness introduced on behalf of .the plaintiff, being first 
duly sworn, testified as follows: ~ 
DIR.ECT EXAMINATION 
Bv Mr. Sands: 
"'Q. Now, Clara. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You are a resident of Henrico County? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long· have you lived in Henrico County! 
A. All mv life. 
Q. How old a.re you, Clara? 
A. Fortv-seven. 
Q. Your last name is Kenney? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Are you a married woman t · 
A. vVell, my husband is dead. 
A. Your husband is dead? 
.A.. Yes, sir. · 
Q. What was your name before you were married? 
A. ,Jones. 
Q. Sister of Marcellus Jones 7 
A. Sylvanus. 
Q. Sylvanus Jones Y 
.A.. Yes. 
Q. Clara, where do you live Y_ 
page 15 }- A. I live out on the Broad Street Road. 
Q. Are you a taxpayer in Henrico County! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And have been for years back! 
A. Yes, sir. ' 
Q. Will you please state as to what relation was Katherine 
Theresa Kennev to you Y 
A. Tro me? .. 
Q. Yes. 
A. Daughter. · 
Q. How old was she when she was killed, Clara t 
.._~. Nineteen. 
Q. Nineteen. Clara, how many children-
A. · Just the two. 
Q. -do you have? 
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Clcira K enne11. 
· A. Just two. 
Q. Have you lost any other childr~n ! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Just the two! 
A. ,Jnst the two. 
Q. Have you a son or daughter surviving! 
A. A son. 
Q. A son Y How old is heY 
A. Eig·hteen. 
Q. He is eig·hteen t 
page .16 ~ A. Now, yes, sir. 
Q. Now, this suit is brought by you as Admin-
i~tratrix of Katherine Theresa Kenney, and yourself and 
your · son would be, as you are advised, those who are en-
titled to .any rec.overy; is that correct! 
. .A. Yes, sir. 
Q. · Now, will you please state to these gentlemen as to 
when was the last time that you saw your daug·hter alive f 
A. I reckon about 9 :30 that night. 
Q. Where was that Y 
A. At the place I was working, on the Cary Street Road. 
Q. Cary Street Road f , 
A. On the Ridge Road. 
Q. On the Ridge R-0ad t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Whom wa,s she with t 
A. She was, with her ,first eousin. 
Q. ·what was his namef 
A. Luther Artemus Jones. 
Q. Luther Artemus .Jones¥ 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·was it in his car that she was killed¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When vou saw her the last time did you see 
pag·e 17 ~ the car start"' off 1 • 
A. No, sir, they went up to the car-
Q. Went to the ear Y 
A. Went up to the party. 
Q. They left there and went up to the partyf 
A. Yes, sir, they left me and went up to the party. 
Q. They left you Y 
.l\.. Yes, sir. 
Q. When did you learn that she was killed f 
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Dorothy Price. 
Q. How far do you live from the place of the accident Y · 
You know where the place of the accident was, do you 7 
A. I reckon about three miles, I guess. · 
Q. You reckon about three or four miles Y 
A. I reekon somewhere rubout that, three or four. 
Q. Now had Clara been to school¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Had she been throug·h high school! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where had she been working! 
A. T. & E. Laundry. . 
Q. Did she at the time of her death contribute to your sup-
port! 
_'1. Yes, sir, she did. Her salary about two weeks before 
she cliecl-
Q. She was unmarried1 
_page 18 ~ A. Oh, yes, sir. 
Q. And did she contribute to your support Y 
A. Yes., sir, she did. , 
Q. She and your son were :_\"Our support 7 Do you work 
11owf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where do you work if 
A. This same place on Hid!?,'e Road. 
Q. Place on Ridge Road 1 What is the name of the place, 
_I\.. Adams' Place. 
Q. How long· have yon been working there T 
A. Three years last June. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
Bv Mr. May: , 
·Q. You don't know how this accident happened, do yol1 ! 
A. No, sir. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 19 ~ DOROTHY PRICE, 
a witness introduced on behalf of the plaintiff, 
· beino· first dulv sworn, testified as follows: 0 • 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Sands! 
Q. Dorothy, what is your name? 
.A~ Dorothy Price. 
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Dorothy Price. 
Q. Dorothy Price? How old are you, DorothyY 
A. Twenty-two. 
Q. Dorothy,- did you know Katherine Theresa Kenney f 
A. I did. 
Q. How long had you known Katherine? 
A. About seven or eight years. 
Q. w·here do you Jive now, Dorothy! 
A. Out in Henrico County. 
Q. Out there near Ridge Church Y 
A. That is right. 
Q. V\T ere you. with Katherine when she was killed Y 
A. I was. 
Q. Will you please state to these gentlemen as to whose 
car vou were ridinir in at. that time T A: Artemus Jones'. 
Q. Artemus Jones' f 
A. Yes. 
Q. In what direction were you going when the 
page 20 ~ accident happened which resulted in her death Y 
.A.. Coming to Richmond. 
Q. Coming towards Richmond?. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Well, now, where had you been, you all been Y 
A. Now here special. J 11st riding. 
Q. You had been riding 6? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What direction had you driven before the accident? 
A. We had driven out towards Spring-field, out the other 
wav. Q. Did you stop at anybody's house or home out theref 
~.t\.. Ne, sir. 
Q. Where did you get in the car that nightt 
A. At my home. · 
Q. At your home Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVhat were you all having at your home that night? 
A. My sister was having· her anniversary. 
Q. And Howard and Katherine came up to the anniver-
sary"? 
A.. Well, they were invited .. 
Q. They were invited. And you got in the car after they 
got there? 
A .. I did. 
Q. And then when they left you left with them 
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Dorothy Prwe. 
A. Yes., sir, I did. 
Q. Started towards· Ricl1mond? 
A. No, we didn't g·o towards Richmond. Wben we left, 
we went out in tl1e country, like. Then we turned around 
and came to Richmond. · 
Q. Well, uow, about what time did you leave home! 
A. I left home about--it was about 11 :30. 
Q. About 11 :30 f 
A. Yes, sh. 
Q. And then how long l1ad you all been riding before the 
accident? 
A. A.bout 20 minutes. 
Q. About 20 minutes. Well, now, how far down Broad 
Street did you come? Where did you get back into Broad 
Street aud where did vou leave Broad Street? How far down 
Broad Street did you" come before you reached the plaee of 
the accident? 
A. How far? 
Q. How many miles 1 You lmow that country up there, I 
reekon. How far do"rn Broad Street Road had you gotten 
before the accident happened Y 
.A. I don't know. I really don't know what you mean. 
Bv the Court: 
"'Q. One minute, Mr. Sands. Do you know the Springfield 
Road? 
A .. Yes, sir. 
page 22 } Q. When you come out of the Springiield road, 
there is the Broad Street Road? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. How far on th~ Broad Street Road, down the Broud 
Street Road, was it to the accident; two or three miles f 
A. About two miles. 
The Court: Go ahead. 
By Mr. Sands : 
Q. Now, in the car at the time of the accident, Dorothy, 
who was in the car. besides you? 
. A. Howard Kenney, Elizabeth Talley-
Q. Howard Kenney, Elizabeth Talley. All right, who else? 
A. I don't know the Starke boy 1s name, but I know Us 
residence. Starke. 
Q. And then-
A. Howard Kenney. 
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Dorothy Price· .. 
Q. Howard Kenney 1 
fi. Yes,· sir. 
Q. And then who was driving the car? 
A. Artemus Jones. 
Q. Artemus ,Jones 7 It was his car, was it 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ,,rm you please tell ns how. you all were sitting 1n 
the car at that time t It was a double enclosed carY 
A . . It was a closed car, but it was one of those 
page 23 ~ -it was a larg·e s~at in front and a small-just two 
sea ts in the back. 
1 Q. I see. You had a larg·c seat in front, a larger seat in 
front than vou had behind Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know whether yo-q call it a club coupe or not t 
Do you ever hear that called thatf 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q: ,ven, now, who was sitting in the back seat¥ 
A. I was sitting in the back seat, and Price Starke was 
t-:itting- on the back seat. . 
Q. You and Price !Starke were sitting on the iback seat, 
and in the front seat who was sitting next to the driver 01 
A. Elizabeth-from the driver or what Y 
Q. Just before the accident. 
A. Elizabeth and Katherine and Howard Kennev. 
Q. And Howard f Now, was Howard sitting on "the right 
side and the two girls in the middle, or do you remember? 
. .A. Howard was sitting on the rig·ht side, Katherine on .his 
lap; Elizabeth Talley, and Artemus Jones driving. 
Q. Artemus Jones driving·. Now, do you remember the 
ace,.-ident 1 
A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. Will you please state .to these gentlemen what' you saw, 
what attracted your attention? Just all that you saw about 
the accident. 
pag-e 24 ~ A. Well, the jirst that I was was when we were 
- coming down Broad Street Road, coming into ltich-
mond. This truck was coming, and the truck-the light was 
very bright, and the driver, he never dimmed them, and we 
w:a.s on the rig-ht-baud side of the road, nnd he was in the 
middle of the road :md never got over into it; he always 
staved in the middle of the ro1-1d, steered in the middle of the 
road. That is all I can tell you. · 
Q. That is all that you can tell? 
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Dorothn Price. 
Q. Did he ever ·dim his lig-l1ts at all! 
A. No, sirree. 
Q. Do you remember rmything after you were strnckf 
A. I looked kind of in frorit, and I couldn't. say exactly -
how it was. The first, I know that, ancl then I don't. 
Q. You mean after you were struck 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. But you know at the time you were struck that the lights 
were not dimmed at all f 
A. Yes, sir, I really know that. 
Q. Who was killed in that accidenO 
A. Elizabeth Talley, Katherine Kenney, Artemus Jones and 
Price Starke. 
1 Q. Four out of six were killed 7 
page 25 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS ~JXAMINATION 
Bv:Mr. Mav: 
. Q. When you came out of the Springfield Road, which way 
did you go? 
A. We went towards Richmond. 
Q. Did you g·o toward Charlottesville at any time? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know where Tilly's Tavern is 7 
A. Yes, sir._ 
Q. Where is that with reference to where this accident oc-
curred? 
A. It is about two miles-I don't know. I couldn't say 
exaotlv. I don't know miles. · 
Q. Did you all go by Tilly's Tavern that night? I mean, 
did vou pass by it? · 
A: We turned around at that point. 
Q. Well, when you came out of the Springfield Road, then 
did you turn around there f Yon first ,vent west and then 
turned around and came bac.k towards Richmond, didn't you'? 
A. What did you say1 What dirl he say! 
Q. With reference to the points of the compass, Tilly's 
Tavern is west of the Springneld Roa.d, isn't it, up towards 
Charlottesville from the Springfield Road? Up towards 
Goochland wav t i.. Yes, I know where you are talking about. 
page 26 ~ Q. Y 9u first went up Goochland way and turned 
arnund at Tilly's Tavern and came back, didn't 
you? 
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.Dorothy Price. 
A. That is right. 
Q. How many cars turned around, that had been to yo11r 
party, at Tilly's Tavern? 
A. One. Hadn't but one been to the party. That was the 
one I was in. 
Q. "\Vas another car anywhere near you when. you turned 
around that had some peoplf\ in it that you knew? 
.A.. It was a car behind us, but I don't know whether I 
knew them or not, beca11se I never saw them again. 
Q. You never saw them again? 
.A. No, sir. 
Q. Were-there some relativef:1 in that car to the people who 
\\Tere in your car? 
A. I couldn't say, berause I didn't see who was in the ea1· 
in back. 
Q. "\V ell, do you know whether that was one of the cars that 
had been to your party! 
A. I couldn't say tbat-
M r. Ratcliffe : If Your Honor please -
A. -because I don't know who the car was. I couldn't say, 
because I don't know wlw the car was. 
Q. Very well. When you turned aroti.nd, where 
pnge 27 ~ was this automobile when you turned around at 
Tilly's Tavern 1 
Mr. Sands: ,vhat automobile, Mr. May? 
A. What automobile are you talking about¥ 
Q. The other automobile that you spoke of. 
A. Well, I never spoke of it, because I don't know which 
automobile you are talking about. 
Q. Well, was there any tmtomohile anywhere near you when 
von turned around at Tillv's Taven1, 
., .l-i. If it was, I never paid any attention, you know, going 
up the road, I never paid any attention. 
Q. You said you saw one! car but you didn't know who was 
jn it. Where did you see that car! 
A. Oh, it was behind us all the time, just like I told yon. 
Yon asked if a car wasn't far behind, and I said, yes, a car 
was. 
Q. How long had the car been behind you? 
A. I never noticed. 
ti~ ,v as your attention directed to the car ibehind you Y 
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Dorothy Price. 
A. No, sir, not particularly. 
Q. When you turned around at Tilly's Tavern, do you know 
whether this other car turned around there too and was 
f o1lowing you back towards Richmond 7 
A. No, sir, I don't know. I clon 't know anything about 
that. · 
Q. "Where did you last fose 8ight of this other automobile 
you are talking about? 
A. I am not talking about another automobile.-
page 28 } You are. . · 
Q. Very well. ,vhere did you lose sight of the 
car I am talking about 1 
A. I wasn't p3:-ying any attention to it. All I know, it wasn't 
RO far behind us. I never paid any attention to it. 
Q. So you don't know whether it ever turned around at 
Tillv 's Tavern or not 7 
A: That is right. I don't know. 
Q. Did I understand you to say that there were so many 
in the front seat that somebodv bad to sit in the othe1·'s 
]ap? N 
Mr. Sands: If Your Honor please., I object to the fonn of 
the question. He has a bad recollection on that. Was some-
body sitting· near her~ or-
Q. Well, sir, I will ask whether anyone was sitting in an-
oiher's lap? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And where were those two, 
A. In the front seat. 
Q. And whereabouts on the front seat? 
The Court: She testified they were on the right-hand 
side. 
A. That is what I !Said, on th€' right--hand side. 
Q. Very well. From Tilly's Tavern down to where the ac-
cident occurred, where was your attention directed 1 
A. Would you make that more plainer? I don't 
page 29 ~ know exa~tly, what you ~re talking about. . 
Q. I will try to, certamly. What were you rlo-
ina- from Tilly's Tavern to where the accident occurred? 
A. I couldn't have been doing anything but sitting in the 
car. 
Q. vVere you talking to anybody? 
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Dorothy Price. 
A. Yes, sir, I was talking. 
Q. Whom were you talking· to f 
A. I was talking· to the boy in the automobile. 
Q. And where were you looking! 
.A.. Looking· a.t him. . 
Q. You were looking at him when you were talking with 
him from Tilly's Tavern to where the accident happened¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·And all four of these people were in front of you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Well, tell the Court and jnry how you saw this situa-
tion that vou have described. 
A. If you see any car coming to yon and it wasn't nothing 
hut light, couldn't you tell if the car dimmed it if you were 
looking a.t it Y I could, anyway. I could tell that the mnn 
never dimmed his lights on account of all that lig·ht in there, 
and I could see .all the lights and you couldn't see the car. 
If it was in the middle of the road you could sec it, you know, 
when you are looking. 
Q. When you are looking· you could see1 When 
page 30 ~ that lig·ht flashed up in your eyes, you were still 
· looking at the boy in the back with you 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then please tell us how you knew what part of the 
road it was in. 
A. Because it was in the middle of the road. 
Q'. How do you know it 1 
A. How do I know it! 
Q. Yes . 
. A. Because I seen it when tlie.v hit in the middle of the road. 
Q. Is that the, only time you iookecl, when they hit? 
A .. I may have lookf\cl up a little hit. I don't know. 
Q. You don't know whether you looked up or not? 
A. r, think I did. Anyway, I could see that. 
Q. Isn't it a matter of fact thut you just guessed where 
the accident happened and you don't know where ihe ac-
cident happened 1 
A. No, that is not a guess. I knew where it happened. 
Q. You don't know what part of the vehicles came to-
gether, do you 1 
A. It was head on. 
Q. ft was a head on collision t 
A. Yes. 
,·~-· 
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Miss R'Utli BP-lcher. 
Q. Did you see tlrn.t too f 
11age 31 ~ A. 'I don't know whether I did or not. 
Q. Why clo you t.e11 the ,T uclge and the jury that 
thev hit head on if vou don't know f 
A. Becan~e :r know it did. 
Q. Because you know it did 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
\.Vitness stood aside. 
page 32 ~ l\1.1 SS RUTH ·BELCHER, 
a wit1w~~ .introduced on behalf of the plaintiff, be-
ing first duly swor11, testified ns follows: 
DIRECT EXA.MINATION 
By Mr. Sands: 
Q. Y: our nam() iH Mi~s Ruth Belcher t 
A. Yes, ~ir. 
Q. "(.,,There do you live, Mids Belc]1er, 
.A. I live rigl1t tht•rP 011 tllf~ eorner wl1ere the accident hap-
pened. · 
Q. You hvca 1·1p:ht thcr() on the corner where the ncridcnt 
bn.ppened! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How far above Short Pump is that, or below Short Pump 
h; that? 
A. I am 11nt Hn·e. I think it is something like tlm~e an~l 
n l.ialf rnilcf::. 
Q. 8omethjng mm three nnd a half miles? Will yon please 
tell those gentlemen then a.s to whether there is a curve 
there! A:. Yes, sir, it is. ' 
Q. It is a curve. Now, if Y(?ll will tell me here, right here 
<drawing diagram). Yon E!Ce what I am trying to dot I want 
' to ask von: Isn't there a .little ice house where 
page 33 ~ they seli i()e on the side of the road/7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Your l1ouse is just beyond that, is it not, up towards 
Charlottesville f 
A. y cs, Sll'. . 
Q. Suppose I put your house right there . 
.A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. And I will put that little ice house right down here. 
A. That is about right. · 
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Miss Ruth Belcher. 
Q. Now, then,. will you tell tho gentlemen of the jury if 
· there is a pine tree on that curve, if you remember, a big 
pine tree¥ ·where would that be, tlie hig pine tree? 
A. There are several large pine trees there. 
'The Court: Hold it so the jury can .see it. 
A. There is one past tl1e ice house. clown here, and there 
is a mess of pine trees here. 
Q. Well; now, where this accident happened; this truck 
was here and the car was there. 
A. And the car was there. 
Q. Now, this road here, how wide is that road, would be 
your guess, is that hard s11rface Y 
A. Hard surface for two cars. 
Q. It is just two car lanes' 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And are there at the present time two white marks on 
there? 
. A. There is now, yes. 
page 34 ~ Q. But there were not then Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Now, which of those two marks is an unbroken mark Y 
Now, is that on the side of the nol'th lane of traffic Y 
A. I think it is. I am not quite sure. 
Q. You are not positive? But those marks run down abc,ut 
the middle of that road·? 
A. Ye~, sir. 
Q. Now, then, in reference to the place of the accident. 
When was the first time you got there f 
A. "Then I was in there washing my dress out, I heard nu 
awful racket. I grabbed a lig·ht and ran down there, ran 
out ·of the hall and out of tl1e house to where it was. 
Q. And when you ·got down there, did you see as to tht1 
position of the cars? 
A. Well, I didn't pay a whole lot of attention to the car, 
because the g·as tank was, flaming, and I thought a.t first tbe 
woods was on fire around there, and I was paying more at-
tention to the fire than 1 was to the cars. 
Q. vVell, now, tell the gentlemen of the jury on which 
side of the road the gas tanks were flaming. 
A. The g·as tank was on the south side of the road. 
Q. On the south side of the road~ 
A. Yes, ·sh:. 
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lJfiss Ruth Belcher. 
Q. And where was the truck? 1Vhat do you re-
page 35} call as to where tl1at wasr 
A. Well, it was~-the tra(ltor was along here, iike 
this ( in<lica ting), ancl the trailer was there. The tractor· was 
up here. 
Q. And whereabouts Qn the south side of the road was the 
tank 1 "What portion of the south side was it on 1 
A. Well, it was about two and a half or three feet south 
of the middle line. · 
Q. The middle of tlie roacl f And how iar was the trailer 
from that flame when you got t.here ¥ 
A. Well, the tank was-oh, a. little better than half way 
past the middle of the trailer. 
Q. Past the middle of the trailer 1 vVas there anv evidence 
· of-What was: the position of the trailer when you·got therc1 
·w"hich side of the road was the trailer on? 
A. The trailer was on tlie north side. It had whirled away 
or it jumped away in hitting·. But the inside of the trailer 
-vou couldn't see it because it was covered with lumber. Q. Covered with lumberi 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And how far away from the tanks, or the exploded 
tanks, was it that the trailer was! · 
. A. Well, the back end of the trailer was about here, and the 
tank was just half of that back here. 
page 36 ~ Q. Now, the other car, the car in which tl1ese 
colored people were that were killed; where had 
that car gone wpen you got there? 
A. Well, it had rolled on clown and hit a telephone polo 
and had stopped. 
Q. ,Yas it south too? 
A. Oh, there was pieces of tin, of automobiles and all, yon , 
know. and the gas tank, and pieces of tin and all kinds of 
scraps and stuff over on the south side of the cars-
Q. On the south side t 
A. Yes. 
Q. On the south side of: the road 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Pieces of tin thrown over on the--? 
A. And a negro woman's 11ancl, and some meat, and so forth. 
Q. Was the negro woman's hand on the soutl~ side. of the 
road also! 
A .. Yes, sir. 
Q. How far was that hancl, clean cut off, how far was that 
on the south side of the road? 
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ill iss R 1u.th, BelchP.r. 
A. Well,. it was a rig-ht good distance, but-alongside of the 
gns tank, but the hand was between the cars and the gas 
· tank. 
:Mr. May: Wl.1at was t.haU 
A. Between the gas tank an<l the ears, on the 
page 37 ~. south side of the road, was the ha11d. 
l\fr. May: "\Vas the lrnndlet 
A. vV as the hand. 
Mr. Sands : The hand that was cut off. 
Mr. :May: Oh, yes. 
By Mr. Sands : 
Q. Now, bow long was it, would you say, before you got 
there after vou heard the terrible-1 
A. It couidn 't have been more than a minute or half a 
, minute·. I went immediatelv down there. 
Q. A minute and a half, .. 
A. I went hnmediatelv down there. 
Q. Had they all got out of the truck when you got there! 
·A. No, sir, there was still a boy back in the truck when I 
got down there. 
Q. Now, the cab of the truck: what positiou was that in! 
.A. The front end of the cab was facing· north on the side 
of the road pointing· the wny he was going. 
CROSS I~XAl\UNATION 
Bv Mr. ]\fay : . 
· Q. Does ·this pictm·e represent a fair 1·~production of the 
teleg-raph pole that you stated that automobile hit f 
A .. Yes, sir, but I didn ~t pay a whole lot of attention to that, 
because I dicln 't 2'0 all the wa v down to where the 
car was:. I Raw enough n1osR on the highway that 
page 38 ~- I didn't want to go all the way. 
Q. But you £:::ay it is like the one you saw, this 
·is a fair reproduction 1 
A.. Yes, sir. 
Mr. :May: I file it in evidence and ask that it be marked 
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Charlie Johnson. 
"De:fendant 's Exhibit A," and I ask that it be handed· to 
the nearest juror and passed among the jury. 
Note : Photograph in question so marked and filed, and ex-
amined by the jury. · 
Witness stood aside. 
page 39 ~ CHARLIE JOHNSON. 
a witness introdu~ed on behalf 'of the plaintiff, be .. 
. ing first duly sworn, testified as follows : · 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
Hv Mr. Sands: 
.. Q. Do you know Dorothy Price? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where do you live, Charlie? 
A. I live on the Croxton Road. 
Q. You live on the Croxton Road¥ How far from Ridge 
Church? 
A. A.bout a mile. 
Q. How long have yqu been living there¥ 
A. Ever since 1910. 
Q. How long have you known Dorothy Price Y 
A. Well, she is my daughter. 
Q. Dorothy is your daughter 7 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. So you have known her all of her life? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you recall this accident? 
A. Yes, sir, I went up there the next day. 
Q. You went up there the next day? 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Ar.e you in a position to ti?ll th0.se gentlemen what time 
,. Dorothy left your home that night Y 
page 40 ~ A. Well, I don't know exactly the time, but it 
was somewhere between eleven and twelve, I think. 
I clon 't know exactly the time~ because they were just going . 
riding· out, you know. 
Q. Do you recall who ·w·as with lier? 
A.. I ·don't know-let's see; all these children were wi.t.h 
her . 
. Q. Sylvan us-I mean Artemuf:: Jones! 
A. Yes. 
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C. E. Mo.ss. 
I 
Q. They went in his car? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Aud you don't remember how many were in the carY 
A. No, sir, I don't. 
Q. You saw them start off? 
A. Yes, sir, I seen them ~tart off. 
Q. You made no objection to their going·? 
.A. No. 
Q. Now, the next morning;, you say, you went up there? That 
curve, Charlie; is t]ia.t right much of a eurve? 
A. "\V ell, yes, you can say it is right much of a curve. 
Q. Yes. \'Vhen you got up there the next day, was thert, 
anything in the road to show where there was any blaze, 
or there had been a fire, or burnt oil 1 
A. Yes, the gas tank, looks like it burned on the south 
side of the road, a little to the south side of t.hnt line in 
the center. 
page 41 )- Q. And that was plainly visible the next dayY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. May: We do not have any questions. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 42 )- 0. E. MOSS, 
a witness introduced on he.1rnlf of the plaintiff, be-
ing first duly sworn, testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
C By ]\fr. Sands: 
Q. Wha.t is your name? 
.A. C. E. Moss. 
Q. "\Vhere do you live 1 
A. I live over on the Ridge Road. 
Q. On the Ridge Road? Yon keep a store there. do you 
noU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long have you had a store there? 
A. About twelve vears, I would sav. 
Q. Do you remember this accident'? 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Will you please state to theRe gentlemen when was the 
first time after· this accident that you. were at the scene of 
the acc.ident ! · 
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Wiley Collins. 
A. I didn't quite un dc~rstand you. 
Q. I say, how long after thi~ accident occurred. to the best 
of your knowledge, was it before you· went np 'there Y 
.... ~. I guess about 30 minutes. 
Q. About :30 minutes? And when you heard of it you went. 
on up there! Vi7ill you please state as to whether vou saw 
anything· burning· in the road when you o-ot there? 
page 43 ~ A. I saw a gas tank burning in the roail It was 
kind of over to the south side of the road, and-I 
don't lmow, as near as I can remember., the left side-the 
front part of the truck was over on the left side of the roRd, 
and the rear part was kind of ]mocked off on the right-hand· 
side of the road .. 
Q. I see. 
A. That would be on the north side. 
Q. Did you see this Katherine Kenney that nigbU 
A. Yes, sir, I saw her early, that part of the night. 
Q. Well, the next time yon saw her, was she living or 
dead! 
A. Dead. . 
Q. Yes. Diel you ~ee her body at the scene of the acci-
dent! 
A. No, sir, they carried her away when I got there. 
Q. They had carried her 11way when you got there 7 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Witnei;s stood aside. 
page 44 } vVIL EY COLLINS, 
a witm~Rs introduced on behalf of the plaintiff, be-
ing first duly sworn, te~tifiecl ::lS follows: 
DllffijCT EXAl\HN A.TTON 
Bv .Mr. Sands~ 
·Q. Will you please state to these gentlemen your namet 
A. ·wney Co1lins. . 
Q. Mr. Collins, where do yon live! 
A. Cbadottesvil1e, Virginia. 
Q. ·where wer~ you JiYing, or. were you li~iug in Char· 
lottesville in Seutemhrr of lasi Yenr? 
A. Yes, sir. ' · 
Q. w·m you please ~tate. us to whethC1_r or not you know 
anvthino· about thP l,appPnm~· of an accident on the Broad 
• :""I 
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lY ilf.y Collins. 
, Street Road between Richmond and Charlottesville last Sep-
tember¥ 
A. Yes, sir, alone· :1bont th,~ fast of SPptemlwr, I dou 't 
know, the 27th· or 28th, I was coming from Richmond on the 
way to CharlottE-svi11<1: ~nd "IUW '1Ui.t1? a light and some peo-
ple, and I stopped there and T saw t11is accident, and I think 
four colored people wer<! d<'arl and om: appm.·P.ntly rl~"'ing .. 
Q. You got there rrb lly hef 01·<?-? . 
· A. I got there be for(' .an off:for•r Ot' tlie t1mhulancE·. I sup-
pose I wa,s ahout th~ fonrih or fifth cnr, and I waR hrld up 
there about in l1our and n half he1cause I conldn 't 
pa,te 45 ~ get throngh. 
Q. W P,]l, no'Y, pfoase state to the gentlemen of 
· the illl'Y what observ'ltions 0r anything that you saw in con--
nection with the loc!ltbn of the c;;qme of thC' necident, whr.n·e 
yon saw the e;eneral pl1?Ri~~l condition~ when you g·ot the-re. 
A. Well, I would sa;v th.lt it wa~ around seven or eig·ht 
miles from Richmoncl. thi~ side of Short Pump, I think the 
little town u~, and wh<111 T got ther~ the truck WRS on the 
right-hand side of the road: and lnmber was running all over 
the road, and thics car that had been wrecked was over in the' 
b~shes down in the hnnk, I ·.v()11ld i:;ay: 20 feet from the rond, 
and two dead pm·sons lying· there and one over in the grass, 
that I think they finnlly brong:ht ont, ~nd one woman who 
was apparently clying·, rig·bt alongside of the road, the right-
hand side of the road. 
Q. Did vo11 Ree ~ns tank~? 
A. 1 saw a gas tank. ·wen, I would say it was half way 
from the left-hand side of the road g:oing towards Charlott~s-
ville, about half wnv bf.•tw<3t•n ihEtt. ::ind the center of the 
road, burning. 'rhnt is the light that I saw. And there were 
some rags bnrnirn2', lo,,ked liJrn ~l'e:.t~)' rag.·s, :ind of eonrHe 
lumber was piled, I ~upp0se, highrr thun that desk. I don't 
know; I would say so. I wou]rl ~ay that the left-hand side 
of the wheel<:; liendeil towarrh CbarlottP.sville were 
pag·e 46 ~ about in the middle of the road, and tl1e front of the 
cab wa~ rnt like that towards th<3 right-hand side 
of the} road. 1 stood aro1mcl quitP n whiltl. l talked with one 
of the bovs that was on thc- fruek. He saicl he was not driv-
ing, a yot~ng ·boy. colored hoy. I aRkecl him, I snid-
Mr. lfa~v-: No. 
Q. No, you can'i" talk ah011t. ·w·h[lt you asked him. By the 
way, was the colr,recl drivrr ptcsPnt when you l1acl this talk¥ 
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Wifoy Collins. 
A. I didn't see the colored clrivf'r. 
Q. Of the truck f 
... \.. No. This bov said that ,he ,vas with the driver. 
Q. You say that .. the truck had (_)Orne to rest, then, when you 
got there? 
.A.. Oh, yes. 
Q. And the wheels you ~nw· of the frnck, yo11 described as 
to where they were after they l1ad ·come to re~t 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, ip. refeJ'ence to tl1ic_; hmk, g-as tank: How far---· 
what would be your rPcoll<1ction 01· Y':)llr memory as to how 
far from that burning tank were the hind wheel~ of the truck? 
A. It was, I would s~y, ob, maybe fl.ye or ten feet, becaus,1 
it was behind the lmmii1g lumber, flf:Z well as I remember. 
Q. Behind the burning lnmher.? 
A. Behind the lumber. 
Q. Behind the lumber, yei:i. The lumber was 
page 47 ~ not burniug1 
.A.. T can't sav clefinitelv us to that. 
Q. Very well. . · .. 
A. I know that there w:1s a lmming tank, and I know 
there were some ragr. l:11rnmg, and I know there were some 
blankets in the road, and somebody's shoes. 
Q. Did you admini'Jter aid to nnybody1 
.A.. No, I didn't do first aid myse11f. Th(;\ man that was 
· with me was a doctor, be and his wife. We arrived there,. 
and he Raid a woma11 was d)rinp;, nnd there ·wa.s nothing we 
could do for hE-r. I didn't try it myself. 
CROSS EXAMIN.A.TION 
-:y l\fr. 1\fay: · 
Q. Mr. Collins, did you notice th~ automobile in relation to 
a teleg-raph pole near b?f 
A. ·wen, one of the colnrecl women was lying- right in 
front of it; and 0nP "i th hi~ head off was lying rig-ht in 
front of the. te]eg-raph pole, l1 cn.cled townrds Charlottesville, 
and one colored man was split open. 
Q. "'\Vell, l1ow far, wJrnt I am gc-tting· at, how far was 
the automobile from the telegraph ·pole·? 
A. "\VeH, the automobile ,1.7ns to,vards Richmond from the: , 
telegTaph pole, I would say. 
Q. Yes? 
A. The telegraph pole WM between ·the truck and the au-
tomobile. 
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JV. E. Harris. 
Q. Do you have any idea how far the automobile 
:-:iage 48 ~ was from the. pole Y 
A. Roughly I would say about ten feet. 
'~- .. A.ncl how far waR it from the edge of the south side 
of the highway f . 
A. I would sav about ten feet. 
Q. Yes, sir. i show you ~ picture and ask you if it i:.; a 
fair reproduction of the appearance of the automobile as you 
saw it. 
A. I saw the car over there, but I didn't go over. 
Bv Mr. Sands: 
"Q. You are not prepared to say as to whether any portion 
of the load of lumber fell right there at all T You really 
don't know as to that! 
The Court: Let l\fr. May :finish first, Mr. Sands. 
Mr. Sands: I beg your pardon. I understood he was 
through with the witne~s . 
. By Mr. May: 
, Q. There was no lumber on the car wl1en you saw it, was 
there1 · 
A. Well, I don't know, because it waS- in the dark. I could 
see that there was a car and people over there. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 49 ~ ,v. E. HARRIS, 
a witness introduced on behalf of the plaintiff, be-
ing first duly sworn, testified a~ follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
Bv Mr. Ratcliffe: 
·Q. Mr. Harris, will you just give your name, residence and 
occupation for the benefit of tlie record? 
A. ,v. E. Harris. Croxton Road, Route . 13. Just run a 
little grocery, lunch, wine, A. B. C. permit. 
Q. \Ir. Hard~, on tbe night of the 27th of September, 1940, 
do you remember whether or not three colored men came 
into' vour place of business from a lumber truck? 
... \.. ··These colored men stopped right in front of the door. 
They stepped off into the light.- . 
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·w. E. Harris. 
A. -so that I could see them. Thev came in the house 
and asked what did we serve_ °"re told ··them sandwiches, we 
could make them a cheese sandwich, and maybe some other, 
ham sandwich, and each one of them took a. bottle of beer 
apiece and a sandwich. It was three of them. Afterwards 
they took a11other bottle of beer and some sandwiches. And 
I looked at the load. I railroaded for 30 years, and I no-
ticed the freight cars for 911, a local, and I had intended to 
watch them load this car. It was a very heavy 
page 50} local. I asked the boy t~ be careful-
Mr. May: Just a minute. 
Q. Did you see any of the boys before! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Which one of them T 
.A. That one (indicating). 
Q. Sitting on the front seat there t 
A. The one sitting on the front seat. 
Mr. Sands: He is one of the defendants. 
Mr. May: We object, if Your Honor please, certainly as to 
Mr. Bell, as being hea.rsay, so far as Mr. Bell is concerned, 
and it should be restricted only in so fa.r as the driver is, 
concerned. 
Mr. Ra.tcliffe: If Your Honor please, mav I say something 
on thaU Now, if Your Honor please, Sandy Turner is a 
defendant, and Sandy Turner was operating this truck for 
lV[r. Bell as his agent and employee at the time of tllis col-
lision and at the time he was at his store, and anything as 
to Sandy Turner, certainly anything said to Sandy Turner, 
the agent and employee, certainly would not· ibe hears34y 
in reference with Mr. Bell, when he was hiR agent and em-
ployee at the time of the collision and at the time he was 
at the store. It seems to me we have a perfect 
page 51 }- right to show-
Mr. Sands: If Your Honor please-
The Court: ·wen, Mr. Ma.y stated that he was his driver 
and acting for him. Objection overruled. 
1Ir. May: I respectfully reserYe the point, Sir. 
By Mr. Ratcliffe: 
Q. -You say you noticed the truck of lumber stopping out 
in front of your place? 
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W. E. Harris; 
.A·. Yes, sir. It is generally my business to watch out and 
see them and wait on them. 
Q. What" did you tell these boys Y . 
.A. I always watched out as ca.rs go. I Raid: "Boys, be 
careful. You certainly have got a heavy load, high load.'' 
Q. Would you say whether or not that was a· beavv load 
of lumber on that truck, Mr. Harrist · 
.A. Well, all of them made the remark around there that. 
it was the heavi0st load of lumber thev hacl ever seen. 
Q. Don't tell what ·other people saic( 
A. I myself will say there was the heaviest load of lumber 
I have ever seen on a truck. 
Q. Approximately how long ,vas it after. they left your 
·place before you knew that the accident had happened, Mr. 
Harris~ 
A. I could :fig'llre very near on what It would be, but I 
couldn't tell you exactly how long it was before I could hear 
the people going·, talking that they had an accident. 
Q. Approximately l1ow far from your place was-
page 52 ~ the scene of the accident, or do you know where 
the scene of the accident was 1 
.A. Well, what they told me where the accident was. 
Q. I mean-
A. No, no, I didn't go there mys~ If .. 
Q. You didn't go there yourself? 
.A. No. 
Q. Well, do you know wl1ere .Mr. Belcher lives up there 
on the highway¥ 
.A. yes, sir. 
Q. How far would you say it was from your place of busi-
ness to where Mr. Belcher lives? 
.A. I shouid think it would be about three miles. 
Q. About three miles t 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was your attention directed or attracted later to any-
thing- going to the scene of this aceident? 
.A. Yes, the ambulance. 
Q. Ambulance, very shortly afterwards 7 · How long after 
. they left your store was it before you beard the ambul:mce 
g~~~' . 
A. I just can't tell, because I was 111 bed. 
Q. You were in bed when you heard that! 
A. Ye:.;, sir. 
Witness stood aside. 
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page 53 } SHEPP ARD . C. BELL, 
one of the defendant~, called as an adverse wit-
ness on behalf of the plaintiff, being first duly sworn, tes-
tified as follows: . 
DIRECT EXAl\HN ATION 
Bv Mr. Sands: 
.. Q. Mr. Bell, will you please state the character of that 
truck, the size of that truck? 
A. Sizef 
Q. ~ize of the truck? 
A. Well, the truck and trailer over all is 40 feet long. The 
trailer is 30 feet long· itself. It is seven and a half feet wide, 
the cab part, and four feet higl1. 
Q. ··what width did you say it was? 
A. The trailer-the truck and trailer at the widest point 
was seven and a l1alf feet. 
Q. Seven and a half feet? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And as far as the c.ab, what waR the width of that 7 
A. The cab was narrower tlmn that. The cab I imagine 
would be four feet. · 
Q. About four feet 1 
A. Yes, sir. It was n three-man cab. 
Q. Yes. Now the weight? 
A. The weight varied two or three hundred 
page 54 ~ pounds. It would weigh empty 10,300 pounds, and 
10,000 sometimes. 
Q. How many feet of lumber were loacled on that trnck 
when it left your place of hm.iness that afternoon, sir? 
A. The loads vary, and I don't know that particular load, 
but I would say 4,000 feet. 
Q. 4,000 feet ·r 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·what was the character of it 'l 
A. vVhat is that1 
Q. What were the dimensions, the width f 
A. Oh, the lumber varied. It was one-inch stock, but some 
of it was four inches wide, 16 feet long; some of it was 
twelve inches wide. All of it was inch stock. It was varied 
in length and width. 
Q. Whom was it consigned to? 
A. You mean who-! . 
Q. ·whom were you sending it to in Charlottesville? 
A. Oh, that went to-I c.oukln 't tell you the name of the 
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conr.en1 it went to. I know the shippers. I don't know who 
it went to. I know the shippers. ' 
Q. I understand, but whom did you consig'l1 it toY 
A. It wasn't my lumber. I was moYing it for somebody 
else. 
Q. You were moving- it for somebody else Y 
A. That is right. 
Q. You don't know wh()m it was consigned to Y 
page 55 ~ A. No, I don't know the name of the store. I 
did at that particular time. 
Q. You mean to tell the jury you don't know the quantity 
of lumber on that truck a.t that time? 
A. 'Nell, I would say 4~000 feet. The loads vary. 
Q. They vary between what? vVlmt do they vary M-
tweenf 
A. "'\Vell, I would say thirty-eight to :forty-five. 
Q. Yes. How long after the accident was it that you saw 
that trailer again f 
A. l saw the trailer in, I would say, three hours after the 
accident. 
Q. After the accident¥ 
A. Yes. Mv driver called me from Richmond at one o'clock 
and I left home ancl I got to the accident in about a couple 
of hours. 
Q. How far was that from your home~ 
.A.. 80 miles. 
Q. To Richmond¥ 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the trailer, ,vhen c1ic1 that return to Franklin? 
A. The trailer returned to Franklin the next-let's see; we 
loaded it that day and cttrried it in that night, that affa:.1r-
noon late ; carried the load just before night. 
Q. You carried it back! 
A. Carried it back to Franklin. 
page 56 ~ Q. Carried it back .to Franklin Y 
A .. On another trailer. 
Q. What iR that! 
.A. On another trailer. 
Q. On another trailer1 I am talking about the trailer tha.t 
was involved in the accident. ' 
A. That is the trailer I am talking about. ,ve loaded that 
trailer on another trailer and carried it back to Franklin the 
same day, late that afternoon. 
Q. The same afternoon 1 
A. Yes. 
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Q. Now, the condition of the trailer was such that it could 
11ot go back under its own power; it had to be carried? 
A. It had to be carried, yes, sir. 
Q. Yes. Now the hunber: what became of the lumber Y 
A. "\Ve loaded that on another trailer and carried it to 
Charlottesville the same day. 
Q. The same day? Now, with reference to the gas tanks of 
that trailer: where were they located 7 
A. It isn't any gas tanks on the trailer. 
Q. None on the trailer? 1Vell, now, on the front portion of-
the truck; where were they on the tractor f 
.A.. 011 the tractor the gas tanks a re mounted just behind 
t~Je cab. In other words, one on each side, across the chas..:. 
SIS. 
page 57} 
Q. ·what size are they? 
A. Twenty-five gallons each. 
Mr. May: If Your Honor please, this is a point that should 
he taken up with the Coud in chambers. 
In Chambers. 
The Court: ·what is the object of this? 
Mr. Sands: The object of this iR simply this: I understand 
that, as far as the condition of that cab is concerned, we 
have a right of inspection when an accident of this character 
occurs. It was one of the incidental matters which were in-
volved, and which botl1 sides had a rig;ht to view. So imme-
diately afterwards I took this up with Mr. Bell through Mr. 
Phillips and asked the privilege of seeing it there and having· 
pl1otographs taken of it for the advantage of the physical 
showing. 
The Court: "Wny don't you ask that question? You have 
got him on the stand . 
... Mr. Sands: The only question is this: I can't ask-I am not 
allowed to see it. In other words, he wrote and told me I 
could-
The Court: You could ask Mr. Bell: "Didn't I request 
von to let me examine the cab before it was repaired?'' ''Yes, 
sir." And you say: "We 11, did you do so?" He says: "No." 
"Did you decline to do so?" He says: "Yes, I declined to 
do so." And so you have got it. 
page 58 }- ]\fr. Sands: The only question is this, that he 
would say that he aequiescecl in it and then de-
clined. 
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The Court :·Yot-i can ask him that, and then if he denies it, 
then you can put this in. 
Mr. Sands·: Suppose he acquiesces in it. ~en the question 
comes up, he ·did it nncler advice of counsel. 
Mr. Mav-: I think that is immaterial evidence. 
The Court : I don't know what he is going· to testify. y OU 
can examine him on that. You have ~wt him on tl1e stand. 
Mr. Sands: That is what I want fo .......... 
Mr. May: We object to the introduction of any of that 
evidence on the g-rotmd that it is immaterial, and that coun-
sel were dealing with each other at that time at what might 
be said to be arm's length, and that there was no duty to 
disclose it, and for that reason the evidence is immaterial 
on the issues of this case. · · 
The Court: I didn't know you were counsel at that time. 
Mr. May: Judge, we can show you the Insurance Company's 
correspondence- · 
page 59 ~ The Court: You can tell me that you were in 
the case. 
l\fr. Mav: We told him not to clo it. "\"\; e told liim not to 
exhibit the property. 
Mr. Rareliffe: You didn't tell Mr. Sands. 
Mr. Sands: There is another letter in there from H. N. 
Phillips. I ·submit those, judge. I offer these and claim 
the right to show these three letters to the witness. The 
first was a letter to Mr. Bell asking the privilege of exam-
ining the truck which was involved in the wreck. That letter 
was written after conference with Mr. Phillips, who at that 
time was representing 1\fr. Bell. 
The Court: Did you request counsel to let yon examine 
the truck? 
, Mr. Sands : Yes. sir. 
The Court : And counsel declined f 
Mr. May: Acquiesced? 
Mr. Sands: I beg· your pardon, sir7 
Mr. Mav: I think it was acquiesced in first. It was ac-
qni~sced in by an adjuster for the Insurance -Company, and 
when the thing came to _my hands as attorney for them, I 
refused it . 
. l\fr. Ratcliffe: I agree ·with Your Honor there 
page 60 ~ that I see no necessity for introducing the let-
ters. 
Tl1e Court : I am going· to exclude. the letters. 
Mr. Ratcliffe: And Your Honor would let us ask the 
question whether· or not we asked for the privilege of seeing 
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it, and he declined to let us see it. That, it seems to me, covers 
that. Doesn't that cover us, Mr. Sands f 
Mr. Sands: ·what is tbaU 
Mr. R,atcliffe: Allowing us to ask this witness if we did 
not request the privileg·e of seeing and examining this truck 
and trailer, and if that request was first acquiesced in and 
then was refused. 
Mr. May: Judge, that is the same .thing that is disclosed 
by the letters. 
Mr. Ratcliffe: That is all we want to sho"'· We can argue 
those questions to the jury. You have got a picture of the 
automobile which you are going to introduce. We can get 
the picture of your car, you could let us ha.ve it. 
Mr. Sands: It is certainly pertinent testimony. 
1;he Court: Let this go in the r:ecorcl here, that counsel · 
for the defendants first acquiesced in au examination of that 
truck and subsequently, before the examination 
page 61 ~ was made, they withdrew permission and declined 
to let the examination be made. 
::M:r. Sands : Judge, that is in tlrn rec:orcl, in other words, 
but-
The Court: That is what counsel told you. 
Mr. Sands: Is that what he said f I didn't know whether-
The Court: Counsel savs he declined on advice of coun-
sel. L do not think it is material to go to the jury. I am let-
tm~ you g·et it in the record, thong·h. . 
Mr. Sands: If Your Honor please, I am askmg that these 
three letters, namely, a letter from A. H. Sands to Sheppard 
C. Bell dated October 4, 1940, asking an opportunity to inspect 
the wrecked truck; letter from Bell of October 14, 1940, ac-
quiescing·, and letter from Bell elated October 17th declining 
to allow inspection, be offered by the plaintiff as E~hibits . 1, 
2 and 3, to the exclusion of which counsel excepts as being 
pertinent testimony. I can ask him these questions t 
The Court: No, no, I am going to exclude that. 1 am ex-
cluding it, Mr. Sands. 
Mr. Sands: JudgeJ you mean I can ask this 
page 62' ~ question? -
The Court: No, I am not going to let it go to 
the jury. If you want to call him in here and get it in the 
record, let us do it. But you have the statement by counsel. 
Your letter shows he dee lined. There is no use to ask him 
that. 
l\fr. Ratcliffe: If Your Honor please, we can agree to put 
it in the record afterwards. 
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. Mr. May: Yes, and we would like to do that just as soon 
us we adjourn for lunch. ' 
In the Court Room. 
Mr. Sands: I have no further questions. 
Mr. May: I have no questions at this time. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 63 ~ CHARLES H. FLEET, 
a witness introduced on behalf of the plaintiff, be-
ing first duly sworn, testified as follows : 
.DIREC'r EXA!llN.ATION 
By l\fr. Sands: 
Q. Mr. Fleet, your occupation is that of civil engineer 
and surveyorf 
A~ Yes, sir . 
. Q. And I assume that you have followed that profession 
for some years f 
A. Yes, sir, for some years. 
Q. ·wm you please state to the gentlemen of the jury wheth-
er you have had an opportunity recently of inspecting ru por-
tion of the Broad Street Hoad just this side of-a short dis-
tance from Short Pump, in which you were told by me as 
counsel that an accident had lmppened there which was the 
subject matter of litigation now pending in this Court? 
A. I was out on tlw Broad Street road vest~rdav and was 
· shown a place in the road that we measured the width of that 
road, and that point that we particularly measured was about 
nO or 60 feet beyond, that is, away from Richmond, from a 
large pine tree and a telegraph pole. It is rather hard to 
fix it, but that is the nearest I can get to that. 
Q. w· ell, now, do you recall going west from 
pag·e 64 ~ the pine tree, a little ice stand and a dwelling on 
the right-hand side of the road going out? 
A. Yes, sir, there was. 
Q. And was tl1is prn:;ition close to tlrnU 
A. It was close to that, yes. 
Q. Yes. Well, now, will you please state to the gentlemen 
of the jury the width of that hard surface road? 
A. The hard surface road, I measured it in several places; 
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this particular point, the edges have kind of squashed out, 
which makes it a: little over 21 feet. 
Q. Wel~ now, the road at tbat point: will you please de-
scribe as to the west bound and south bound or east bound 
road as far as the shoulders of the two sides, in respect to 
the hard surface¥ -
.A. Well, when I speak of ihc north bound side I have ref· 
erence to the traffic that would be leaving Richmond. 
Q. Yes. 
A. Now, on that side, there is a shoulder on that side that 
Tuns from six to eight to nine feet. wide at that particular 
point. On the south bound traffic, or the traffic headed io-
wards Richmond, there is very little shoulder. It runs from 18 
innl1es to two feet. Then there is a ditch. 
Q. About that curve, Mr. Fleet-
A. How is thatf 
}Jage 65 ~ Q. The elevation of the curve t 
A. I took no elevations, but the road is banked 
there, with about a two-foot rise across it. In other words, 
as you leave Ric.lnnond, there is a. curve to the left there, so 
the rig·ht-hand side has considerable elevation there to carry 
you around the curve without difficulty. 
Witness stood aside. 
Mr. Sands: That is about the case, if Yonr Honor please, 
mid we rest at this point, with the request that the jury, at 
some stage of the matter, now or at some other stage, as the 
Conrt wishes, will be allowed to view the premises. 
Mr. May: If Your Honor please, we should like to take 
some matters up with you at thiR time, S~r. 
Note: Certificate of qualification of plaintiff as administra-
trix marked "Exhibit X'' and filed in evidence by stipula-
tion of counsel. · 
In chambers. 
°Nir. Sands: May I say one word, Mr. May? 
"Mr. May: Certainlv, Rir. 
Mr. Sands: I just want to recall a plaintiff's 
page 66 ~ witness to testify that the girl was making $8.00 
a week, or have a stipulation of counsel. That 
really was what her snlazy was. 
l\fr. May: Yes, sir, if you have checked into that. If You1· 
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Honor please, I move the Court to strike ont all the evidence 
in the case on the gTound that there is no evidence of a 
probative nature that the defendants, or· either of them, were 
guilty <;>f negligence which con~tituted a proximate cause .of 
this collis~on. Now, Sir, we desire to present tJ1is matter' 
,shortly, but I do not want Your Honor to feel with any less 
sincerity. 
rrhe only evidence of any character at all with reference 
to being on the wrong side of the road was given by this Price. 
woman, Dorothy Price, who was riding in the back seat look-
ing at and talking to her companion in the· car. She says, 
Sir, makes one statement that the car was on the wrong side 
of the road, ours was. 
The Court: That the truck was 1 
1\fr. May : Yes, Sir, that the truck was on the wrong side 
of the road. That is her conclusion on it. Then we exhausted 
he1· store of knowleclg·e on it, and she admits very 
page 67 }- clearly, I think, to the Coul't that she didn't even 
know wha.t she was talking a~out. Now, as to the 
lig·Lts being bright, there is no evidence that her driver was 
bothered by bright lights. It is not in the case. 
The Court : vV as the driver killed i 
Mr. Ratcliffe: He is dead. 
Mr. May: Now, sir: that is an unfortunate feature of the 
case, perhaps, from tl1e plaintiff's viewpoint. If he came 
here he might have said that he was bothered by them, but 
there· is not the slig·htest evidence that he was. And that is 
a burden, Sir, wbieh falls squarely, I think, on the, plaintiff 
in the case, certainly not on the clefendanis. So, although I 
lmow the motion is not favored at this time, and if there 
can be any doubt on the point it should be overruled-
The Oourt: Well; then, I am going to ovorrnle it, because 
she testified that the car in which sl1e was riding was on the 
right side of the road coming to town, and if the truck had 
been on the other side of the road, n~suming that she is set-
ting forth the facts correctly- . 
Mr. May: She gave a conelnsion, and her further 
pag·e 68 ~ evidence shows that she dicln 't know what she was 
talking· about. 
The Court: Didn't ~he state that her car in which she was 
riding was on the right-hand side of the road? 
Mr. l\fay: She may have stated that, Sir, 'f?ut if you look 
at the other facts the Court has not p:ot to acc.ept it. In fact, 
tile Court as a matter of law should reject it. 
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·Dorothy Price.
1 
Mr. Ratcliffe: She is not the onlv witness that testiiied 
where that truck was. Collins testified .. where it was, and Ruth 
Belcher testified. 
In the Court Room. 
Mr. Ratcliffe: Mr. M:ay, can we ag;ree on the statement as 
to earnings? 
Mr. May: If you vouch for it we will accept it. 
:M:r. Ratcliffe: Gentlemen, it is understood· and ag-reed that 
the deceased at the time of her death was making $8.00 a 
week as her salary1 plus room and board as a servant--
Mr. Sands: No-
1\fr. Ratcliffe: No, just $8.00 a week, without room and 
hoard. 
page 69 ~ 
The Court: Is that the plaintiff's case! 
l\fr. Sands: Yes, sir. 
DOROTHY PRICE, 
u. witness preyiously introduc.ed on behalf of the plaintiff, 
being recalled for further cross examination, testified as fol-
lows: 
CR088 EXAMINATION 
By Mr. May: , , 
Q. Howard Kenney was · not badly hurt in this accident, 
was he? 
A. I don't know whether 11e was or not, .but he wasn't 
in the hospital. 
Q. He didn't have to g-o to the hospital? 
A. No. 
Q. Where is Howard now? Is he in town? 
A. I don't know where he is. 
Q. Have you got any. idea where you might find him? 
A·. No, I do not. 
Q. He is able to get about, isn't he? 
.A. I don't know. I haven't seen him. I haven't seen 
him. 
Q. Have you seen him since the accident? 
A. Yes, sir, I have seen him since the accident, 
psge 70 ~ once since the accident. 
Q. Diel he seem to he able to get around· all 
1~ighU 
A. Yes, he did.· 
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Q. · He wasn't suffering when you saw him, from the acci-
dent anyhow, was beJ 
A. He came to see me and he didn't say that he was suf-
fering. 
Q. You were hurt in the accident yourself a. bit, weren't 
Y(\UY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And I believe you have gotten Mr. Hicks, at the end of 
tl1e table, to represent you in that mnttcr; is that true? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 71 ~ LIN.WOOD EDW. ARDS, 
a witness introduced on behalf of the defendants, 
being first duly sworn, testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMIN ... L\.TION 
By Mr. May: 
Q. Let me ask you your full name, sir. W11at is your 
name! 
A. Linwood · EclwardR. 
Q. How ()}d are you? 
A. Thirty-four. 
Q. Did you go with Sandy Turner on the trip of this ac-
rjdent we are talking about here today? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. "Whom were you working for at that timeY 
· A. Working for Mr. Bell. 
Q. Did you work for him regularly! 
.A. No, sir. I was workinp: for Franklin Peanut Company 
ancl happened to be off that day. 
Q. Yes. ·what time did yon all lea.ve Franklin? 
A. Seven o'clock. 
Q. Do you remember what time this accident occurred Y 
A. 12:15. 
Q. H.ow far is it down there from Richmond? 
A. :b,rom Richmond? ·well, I couldn't tell you just how 
far it is, because it was my first trip that I have been up 
towards Richmond. 
P~!.?:e 72 r Q. v\71.1at were you doing on the truckt 
A. Well, l1e l1ired me to ~:o up there and unload 
Saturday morning·. 
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.A. Sanely Turner. 
Q. What stops did you make? 
A. ·we made two stops to get something· to eat. 
Q. ·where were they made Y 
it. I couldn't tell you where the two places were. 
Q. At either of them, did you purchase any beer, or did 
any of the men with you purchase any beer¥ 
A. No, sir. I clidn 't get any, and I clidn 't see them get 
anv. Q. Did you stop above 1-lichmond, after you g-ot to Rich .. 
mond! 
A. We stopped one time a little before we got into Rich-
mcnd. It was betwixt Petersburg, I think, and-
Q. And Richmond! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And then where did you stop the second time Y Do you 
· know tbe name of the man that ran the placeY 
A. No, sir, I do not. 
Q. Wbere was it with reference to R.ichmond? 
A. ·wen, what place it was, I told you I just can't recog-
nfae which place it was. 
Q. Now, getting· up to the scene of the accident-
. A. Sir? 
page 73 ~ Q. -how fa~t ·were you all traveling just 1before 
the crash occurred? 
A. Betwixt 20 and 25. 
Q. "\Vhat s_ide of the road was all of your equipment on f 
A. On the right-hand side , going- west. 
Q. Did you see the automobile prior to the accident, before 
the aooident occul'l'ed? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where was it? 
A. It was coming over a hill wlien I seed the light. 
Q. Well, now, I want yon to tell in your own words what 
happf1ncd from the time you first saw it until the time the 
colJisfon occurred. 
1:\... When I first saw it, the light poppeJ ov~r the hill, and 
by that time, about 30 or 40 yards from that time I seed 
liim coming over the wl1ite line at me, and bv that time, I 
seed he ran 't swing it, nnd then, why, it run right into him. 
He tried to pull out of the way but he couldn't get out of the 
way fast enongh. 
Q. Approximately l1ow far was the automobile when he 
first pulled away from the truck? 
A. Around 30 to 40 yardR. 
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Q. 30 to 40 yardsf 
A. Peet. · 
Lit1wood Edwards .. 
Q. Yes. What was done by the dl'iver of your truck, 'if 
anything, after that movement was made by the 
IJage 74 ~ car, after it cut out? 
.A.. I didn't 1mderstand you. · 
Q. Did your man have time to do anything at all f Sandy I 
Did Sandv have time¥ 
A. No, ·sir, he did not. 
Q. Do you know whether he made any- movement at all 
nt the wheel? 
.A.. Trying to get out of the way, yes, sir. . 
Q. ,vhat did he do then? Tell the Court just what he did. 
A. He just tried to pull the wheel, trying to get out of 
. the way, .and by that time he done hit him. 
Q. Whose side of the road did this accident happen on! 
A. On the right-hand side going west. 
Q. Do yo11 know what became of the oil or gasoline tank· 
th::it was carried on the tractor? 
A. No, sir, I don't, to tell you the truth. 
Q. Did you see anything in the road after the accident 
occurred? 
A. No, sir, I didn't. 
Q. Do you know whether any marks were m the high-
·wav1 l.' I think it. was ~ome. 
Q. Now, don't t.ell ui::i what. you think. If you know. Did 
VOU Sf\e flllV ~ ' 
., A. Yes, ~i~, I saw one or two on the right-hand side going 
,,·eRt. 
page 75 ~ 9. Were there any marks on the left-band side· 
p;omg· west? . 
A. No, sir, I didn't see any. 
Q. l show you a picture and ask you whether it is a fair· 
reproduetion of the roadbed just after the collision occurred. 
l\fr. Sands: No°", if Your Honor please, I object to tLnt, 
in the first place, because the witness has not qualified him-
self as to .familiarity with tha.t roadbed; or as to this location. 
In other words, he was there in this accident; I don't 
know whether lrn fats ever been tl1roug·h there befort--, or 
whether he was there when the picture was taken. 
The Comt: He testified that that was the first time be had 
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side of the rond going west. He testified to that and recog-
nized where the accident oceuned. 
Mr. Sands: Now, aR to lww far from the accident was this 
picture- . 
The Court·: Go ahead. 
By :\Ir. 1,1:ay: 
Q. Is that a fair picture of the scene where this thing 
happened? 
page 76 ~ .A. Yes, sir. 
:Mr. May~ T ask that the reporter appropriately mark this· 
a.ncl that it be filed in evidence as Defendants' Exhibit B, 
and passed among the jurorR. · 
Note: Photograph in question so marked and passed among 
the jurori::. 
}[r. Sands: Tf Your Honor please, I think the record OU!?;ht 
to show as to whether or not this witness was present when 
this pici.ure was taken ; whether he was present when the 
picture was taken, and I ask what opportunity he had of 
seeing· it. 
The Con rt: If he recog11izes. that the picture reproduces 
that rond there, he can testify to it. That is all there i:-; 
to it. · 
:Mr. Ratcli.ffe: 1..;Ve can examine him on that. 
Mr. Sands: That is all right. I will waive that .. That is al!. 
tight. 
Bv Mr. Miw: 
~Q. Is that a fair reproduction of your tractor after the ac-
eiclent .. ancl !Jef ore any repairs were ma~e on it f 
A. I e~, s1.r. 
M.r. ]\fay: I file this in evidence and ask that the reporter 
appropriately identify it and hand it to the nearest juror. 
page 77 ~ Note: PhotogTaph in question ,marked "Defend-
, nnVs Exhibit C," filed in evidence, and ha11decl to 
the :jurors . 
. Q. This pi~ture that I hand you: is that a. f.air reproduction. 
of the n11tomobile after the collision? 
.A. Yes~ sir. · 
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Mr. :May: I file t11is in evidence and ask that the reporter 
appropriately mark it and hand it to the nearest juror. 
Note: Photograph in question marked "Defendants' Ex-
hibit D," filed in evidence, and handed to the jurors. 
. l\f r. l\Iay: Now, Sir, can we take a few minutes off so that 
the jury can ~ee the exhibit~? 
The Court: Go ahead, Mr. May. 
Mr. May: Must I proceed now Y 
The Court: Yes, sir, and the jury will listen to you. 
Q. Very well. How far did your truck go after this col-
Ji sion occurred Y 
A. Well, I coulcln 't really . tell you, because one wheel 
co1nr from under and it drops right down. 
Q. ·what wheels came from under whaU 
A. The truck wl1eels. 
Q. ,~ereabouts? All four of them, or which one of them Y 
A. Well, dual wheels that was underneath the truck. 
Q. Do you know where the automobile came to 
page 78 ~ a stop f 
A. No, sir, I don't know. 
Q. Do you know what side of the road your vehicle stopped 
on¥ 
A. Yes, sir. Rig·ht-hand side going west. 
CR,OSS E·XAMINATION 
Rv Mr. Ratcliffe: 
·Q. You say yon are not familiar with that road, are you1 
A. No, sir, I really am not. 
Q. How can you look at this picture and say that this is a 
victure of that road,. 
A. Well, I can tell you wl1ere I seed the light. And I was 
011t thP.re the next morning. 
Q. I am asking you now how can you look at this pic-
hue-Have you seen other roads just like thaU 
A. No, sir, not li.ke that. 
Q. You haven'U 
.A. No. sir. 
Q. All rig·lit. Now, where is this? 'j 
A. "Wnere iR this? 
Q. Yes. ·1 
A. That is Route 1 going towards Charlottesville. 
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·Q. R-0ute 1 towards Charlottesville t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You didn't see an oil- tank burning out there at all, did 
Jon! 
A. Yes, sir, I seed that. 
}Jage 79} ·Q. You saw that burning·, didn't youf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q . .All :right, now show us where that was on this pIC· 
ture. 
Mr. l\tiay: The witness has stated he didn't lmo,v. Are you 
going to wring it out of him! 
.. A. I really don't know where they were setting at. 
)fr. May: I object to that-
.A.. No, sir, I know that is where the picture was, where it 
was made at. 
Mr. May: Just one moment. I object to that question, -Sir. 
The witness has stated he didn't know what side it was on 
~nd dic1n 't observe it that closeiy. 
Bv Mr. Ratcliffe: 
~ Q. Did you see the oil tank burning at all Y 
A. Yes, sir, because it was rig·ht behind the truck. 
Q. You saw that burning there? Did you see lumiber scat .. 
tered on the road? 
A. Yes, sir. I helped pick that up, too. 
Q. Which side of the road was tl1e lumber on t 
A. It was all the wav- ac.ross tlle road. 
Q. Did you see bodies lying on the road? 
A. Yes. 
Q. ·which side were they on t 
A. One man kind of in the center of the road, and ono was 
headed two or three feet on the woods. 
page 80} Q. All right. Where was that handY Was that 
on the road or not? 
A. I didn't see the hand. 
Q. You didn't see it? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You stayed there, didn't you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. .And you weren't drunk, were you t 
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A. No, sir. 
Q. And after this coIHsion occurrecl, how far did yon all 
drive that truck tl1en f 
A. I couldn't tell you, because it tore the wheels away 
from underneath of it. · 
Q. Didn't something else underneath that truck break down 
"n the ground after it was hit Y 
A. No. sfr .. 
Q. Didn't tlie rear part of this-let·s see that picture-
, didn't this-Wasn't this cut off here, the rear end-of iO 
A. No, sir, it was broke clean loose. 
Q. So that the rear got und~r it, didn't it, under there i 
A. No, sir) it was broke clean loose. 
Q·. But this went in there, didn't it 1 
A. Sure, yes, sir. 
Q. And that was broken, wasn't itf 
page 81 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that could have made scrapes there on 
the highway: couldn't it i 
A. Well, I couldn't tell you. 
Q. It was touching the highway, wasn't iU 
A. ,v ell, I didn't take time to examine about that. 
Q. You didn't examine thatf Well, did you take time to 
examine anything? 
A. No, sir, no more than trying to help them. 
Q. How do you know what made these marks tl1ere on the 
hig·hwavf 
·A. I "'don't reallv know what made them. 
Q. You don't lmow what made them t Yon won't sav the 
truck made these marks, will you? .. 
.A.. Well, I didn't see them then because thev was on the 
side we was going up on. · , 
Q. You didn't see tbem until when 1 
A. The next morning·. 
Q. So you didn't see th<'m that night, did you 1 
A. No, sir, I didn't see them. 
Q. And between the time you saw these and the time of the 
accident cars and trucks were going up and down that high-
way, weren't they~ 
.l\. No, sir, because I think the trailer stayed there that 
dav, I don't know, before I come on to Richmond. 
.. Q. You mean that highway was blocked from 
pag·e 82 ~ that time on? · 
A. No; sir. \Ve took up the lumber, throwed it 
off the highway on the side. 
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Q. And they went up and down the highway, didn't they Y 
A. I guess so. 
Q. You don't know where you stopped to get something to 
eat after you passed Rfol1mond, do you f 
A. No, sir, I don't. I don't know the place. 
Q. How far was it down the road between--
A. I don't know. . 
Q. lust one other question. You l1a.ve just got a picture 
here of the cab part of the truck; you haven't got the trailer, 
have vouf 
A. i don't think so, I haven't seen it. 
Q. That was pretty well broken up, too, wasn't iU 
A. The rear wheels of the trailer was turned some around. 
Q . .And they haven't used it since, have they? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Had you been working all that day f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. All day long? 
A. I worked until 4 :30. 
Q. W1mt time did you start that morning! 
A. Eig·ht o'clock. · 
Q. Aud worked until 4 !30 ¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
·page 83 ~ Q. And then they put you to work driving up 
here? 
A. I wasn't driving. 
Q. Well, riding. 
4. I was just helping to unload because it was Saturday 
morning. ' 
Q. Now, tell us how far down the road from the scene of 
the accident was the last stop that yon made to get something 
to eat . 
.A .. I don't know. It seems like it was around about-I 
guess around abo'!}t 15 or 25 or 30 miles, something like 
that. 
Q. 15 or 25 or 30 miles f 
A .. I don't know ex.actlv how far it was. 
Q. Was that between Richmond and Petersburg or between 
Hichmond and the scene of the accident? Had you gone 
tbroug·h Richmond? 
A. No, sir, we hadn't gone through Richmond. 
Q. All rig-ht. You stopped twice, didn't. you? 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. Tell us where you stopped the firi::t time. 
A. I told you I don't ]mo": what was the plac.e where we 
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Rtopped at, because it was the first time I had ever been up 
this road. 
Q. Didn't you testify a while ag·o that it was between Rich-
mond ancl Petersburg-? · · 
A. I think I told you between Richmond and Pet .. 
!)age 84 ~ ersburg. That is what I told you. 
Q. All right. That was your first stop, wasn't 
iU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. All right. ·where was your second stop Y 
A. I couldn't tell vou where it was at. At least I couldn't 
go to it, but it was betwixt Richmond and Petersburg, and we 
n:iade two stops. 
Q. T11ey were between Richmond and Petersburg! 
A. I think they were between Richmond and Petersburg. I 
ain't certain, because I don't know this place up here noway. 
Q. You don't know this place up here at all, do you Y 
A. No, sir, this was the first trip I have ever been up this 
way. 
Q. Which one of you ,boys were drunk? 
A. Neither one that I saw. ,vasn't nobodv drunk. 
Q. Row many were on there? .. 
A. Three. 
Q. Neither one of them were drunk? 
A. No, sir, not that I seen. Not that I know anything 
about. 
Q. Did you see that old white gentleman out in the hall 
there? 
A. No. sir. 
Q. You didn't see him f 
A. What, that man sitting back behind Y 
Q. Yes, balcl-beadecl. Did you see him that night Y 
A. No. sir. 
page 85 r Q. Didn't see him at alU He is entirely mh,-
taken, isn't he Y 
· .A. I don't know, sir. 
Q. He says you all stopped at his store. 
A. We might have stopped there. 
Mr. May: If Your Honor please, we object to one witness 
contradicting- another, to asking· if somebody else is not mis-
taken. 
Q. All right, sir. You are positive you didn't stop at his 
store? 
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A. No, sir, I am not positive. Could have stopped there, 
lJcca11s0 I don't lmow bim. 
(~. All riglit, the11. If you all did. stop at his store, and 
l1is store was out on tbe Broad Street Road., you stopped 
, on the Broad Street Road, didn't you t · 
A. I don't know, sir, about what the road was. 
Q. Do you know what road the accident happened on f 
A. Yes. sir. 
Q. All ·right, what road was thaU 
A.· Out here going towards Charlottesville. 
Q. All right. Did you stop on tl1at road Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Yon did not? You are just positive of that? 
A. Yes., sir. 
Q. Is this where the truck stopped, where you 
page 86 ~ see these two marks here 7 
A. Yes, sir, that is where-
Q. Tha.t is your conclusion; where it stopped 7 
A. Tl1at is tl1e way it was the next morning. That i~ 
where I seen it. 
Q. That is where it wast 
A. That is where the marks was. 
Q. Rig·ht over toJ) of that mark ,,1as where it was the next 
morning? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. These two marks that are shown here on the right-hand 
side of the picture; that was where the truck was standing 
the next morning when you all went there to get it 7 
A. Yes, sir. It was l,Jocking the road. 
Note : Photograpl1 ref erred to with marks on it is Def end. 
ants' Exhibit B. 
Witnes~ stood aside. 
page 87 } WILLIAM DOBIE, . 
a witness introduced on behalf of the defendants, 
1)eing first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DTRECT EXAMINATION 
Bv ]\fr. Mav: 
·Q. Wnat"is your name¥ 
A. William Dobie. 
Q. How old are you, ·wmiamT 
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.A. Twenty:.. 
Q. Did yo1;1 g·o ttp with Sanely T'tun('\r on this trip that the 
acc•i.dent .happened on j 
A. Yes1 sir .. Q. How did you happen fo go along, \Villiam f 
A. Why, I was-Mr. Bell told me to. 
Q. Yon were working for Mr. Bell t 
.A. I was working for Mr. Bell. 
Q. And l1e had you go along on tbe truck r 
A. Go along on the truck. 
Q. ,v en, now, I am g·oir1g to ask yon how many times you 
stopped before the collision occurred. 
A. Vv e stopped once, to· my remembrance .. 
Q. Where was the stop that you speak of; do you knowf 
A. I don't know exactly where it was. 
Q. Did you stop before or after you got to Richmond, do 
you remembert 
page 88 ~ A. I can't rememb~r exactly whether we stopped 
before we got to Richmond or after we got to 
Richmond. I have just forgotten that. 
Q. ,vell, wherever you stopped, what did you stop fort 
A. We stopped to get ns lunch. · 
Q. Did you get any beer or any alcol1olic drinks when you 
stopped Y 
.A.. No, sir. 
Q. Coming up to the scene of the collision : Did you see the 
otlier automobile before the accident happened T 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. How far away from you was it when you first saw itJl 
Could you tell us T 
. A. Well, when I first saw tho automobile it was about 30 
feet from us, when I first saw it. 
. . Q. Did you see the lights of it before then 'l 
A •• Yei:::, sir, I ~aw the lights of it before then, :flashing over 
·the h11I. · 
Q. Yes. Now tell in your own words what 11appened from 
the time you saw the lights fiash until the time the accident 
· happened. 
A. Well, from the time that I saw the lights flash, I still 
couldn't see the -car until about 30 feet. and Sandv ·was on 
his right-hand side going we.st. This fellow was e"'oming so 
fast that I couldn't exactly get it directly right 
.page 89 ~ whether l1e wa8 on his right ;:;ide or on our side, 
_but.what I could remember happened, Sandy pulled 
short to his right farther than he was. Just as he twisted 
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the steering wheel like that (indicating), he jammed rig·ht 
into us. (1. On whose side of the road did this accident happen Y 
A. On our side, on the right-hand side going west. 
Q. On whose side of the road did your equipment, your 
truck, come to rest Y 
A. As far as I can remember of that, it was on our side,. 
right-hand side going west. · · 
Q. How far did you go after the collision? 
A. Well, I couldn't tell yon, because I didn't take exactly 
enough attention to it. . 
Q. Do you know what became of the automobile 7 
A. Well, yes, sir. After it hit the truck it went on out 
from underneath the trnck, crossed the track, hit the tele-
graph pole, and broke it half in two, just about, what you 
might. say there. 
Q. Did it come to a stop on the road or off on one side Y 
A. Well, after it hit the telegraph post it was laying· kind 
of in the edge of the road and off of the road, part of it 
was in and part of it was off the road. 
Q. Did you see any marks in the l1ig-hway afterw~rds f 
A. Why, yes, sir. I saw some marks on the right-hand 
side of the road. 
page 90 ~ Q. Going which way ·1 
A. Going west. 
Q. Yes. Can you clesc.ribe those marks, how many you 
qaw and how long were they? 
A. No, sir, I can 1iot. 
Q. Is this Defendant's ~Jxhibit B picture a fair picture of 
what the scene looks like~? 
A. Yes, sir. This here-the trailer was in there. 
Q. Don't state what they are. Yon don't know, do you 1 
That is just your surmise. Do you see any marks on there 
that you saw in the road f 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Well, point them out to the jnry. Point them out. Turn 
jt around and show them the marks tha.t you are talking 
about. 
A. Right here (indicating). Them two, right there, right 
there and there. Them marks. 
Q. How fast were you all driving·? 
A. We was driving· 25 miles an hour, if not less. 
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CROSS EXA:MIN ... !\.TION 
By Mr. Ratcliffe: 
Q. ·when did you see these marks 1 
A. I sa.w the marks the next day after the accident hap-
pened. 
Q. Now, are the marks that you saw there on this picture, 
Defendants' ExMhit B, where the tractor and trailer were 
standing the next morning when you all went the·re Y 
page 91 }- A. No, sir, they wasn't standing there. 
Q. Where was it standing? 
A. Thev had moved it. 
Q. They had moved it f 
A. Yes, sir, they had moved it. 
Q. "\Vell, was that where the marks were when they were 
standing· there that nig·ht, where they came to rest, where 
they stopped f 
.A. I can't say. I couldn't. tell you exac.tly because I didn't 
pay that much attention to 1t. 
Q. Didn't pay tha~ much attention¥ Now, let me ask you 
this: You are familiar, you wf\re familiar with that tractor 
and trailer, weren't you, that l1ad that lumber on it? 
A. Speak that over a~rain. 
Q. You know all ahout that tractor-trailer that had tha.t 
lumber on it, don't you t 
A.. Not exactlv. I couldn't say I know all about it. 
Q. y OU know about it, don't yotl? You rode on it, and you 
work down there for Mr. -Bell f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, these wheels that came off the tractor and trailer 
-it went down on the road, clidn 't it! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. But the tractor kept pulling, didn't it, for some distance 
after the accident? Is that right? 
pa~e 92 ~ A. Not as l knows of. 
Q. You mean it stopped instantly, as soon as it 
was strnckY 
A. To mv notion, it did. 
Q. Stopped 1·ight there just as quick a~ it was struck T 
Didn't move at alH 
A. Didn't move at flll, to my notion. 
Q. To your notion Y 
A. Yes, sir, to my notion. 
Q. And then it just stopped there? It hit, and stopped 
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right there? Can yo11 tell tl1e jury, then., if it stopped right 
where it hit, what made these marks here! 
A. No, sh-, I couldn't .. 
Q. You can't tell them! 
A. I don't know where the mark of it struck, because it 
isn't-It didn't slide at all . 
. Q. You don't know whether it slid T You just testified. 
right there. 
A.. I just say, to my notion it stopped~ 
•l All right, to your notion it Rtoppcd t 
A. Yes, sir, all I can remember of it. 
Q. Now, you testified tha.t the first time vou saw this truck 
-this automobile, was when it was 30 feet away from you. 
I~ that right! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Will you look at that picture and tell "the 
pa.ge 93 } gentlemen of the jury abont bow fa.r Jlp that road 
you could see from the point along here where the 
arcidtmt bappened, or bwk of tl,e aecidenU · 
A. Well, when I first saw the lig·ht, we was somewhere 
about rig·ht a.long there (indicating). 
Q. vVell, l1ow far would you say that was from the aooi-
denU 
. A. Well, I couldn't tell you exaetly how far it was from the 
accident rig·ht then when I first saw the- light. 
Q. All right. 
A. But after-
Q. You saw the light of what t 
A. Of the automobile. 
Q. All right. 
A. After it dropped over the hill, be£ ore I could see the 
cnr, I co11ld still see the lig·ht of it. 1 couldn't see the ca.r, 
why he was running so fast- · 
Q. Going so fast that you couldn ·t ~ee the cart 
A. No. sir. 
Q. All right. 
A. Well. after, when I saw the antomobile, he was about, I 
would say, about right along there somewhere indicat-
J·no·) 
' b • ' Q. All rig·ht. Well, how far would tha.t be from where the 
marks aref Where were you when you· saw it 30 feet 
awav, 
A: l don't know exactly how far that is. 
Q. What? 
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page, 94 ~ A. I don't: know exactlv l10w far that is. 
. Q. I clon 'ti n1ean exactiy, but I mean just ap-
proximately. You hav;e testified that the car was 30 feet 
away. Did somebody tell yo1.1 that it was HO feet away! 
. • "' I 
' A. No, sir. 1 
Q. All right. Now, you can say how far the automobile 
w::i.s1 how many feet it• was .a.way from you, when you :first 
saw it. Now, can't you tell us how far you were from these 
·inarks when you first saw it f 
A. Well, when I first saw it-. 
Q. Were you ten feet, 20 feet, 30 fe('.lt, or whaU :B.,ifty f eet11 
or-t 
.A. I couldn't say exa:etly how cfo$e it was. 
Q. How can you say rxactly how far it was when yon first. 
SRW it, then y i 
A. I didu 't sav exactly. 
- 1· Q. Didn't you say 301 feet f 
A. r safd it was about 30 feet. 
Q. Well) now, tell us:. about how far it was, how far you 
were from these marks when you first saw it? 
A. Weil, it must have been somewhere around - right 
along there (indicating), I should ~ay. 
Q. You can't _tell us .in feet? You just say "right along 
there"! That 1s all you can tell us·? 
A. Right along there. 
page 95 ~ Q. And that is as near as you can get iU That 
is all yon cain say Y Have you seen this picture 
before you came into cdUl't today? 
A. No,.sir. I 
Q. What7 1 
A. No, sir, I haven't seen it 
Q. Have you seen any pictnrCls bP.fore you came in court 
todav with reference to this accident? 
A." No, sir. 
Q. Haven't seen any'f 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And you take this ,picture and say right away that that 
is the scene, do you? 
A.. I don't sav that is t]Je scene. 
Q. You say it ~s w]Jei·e the accident 11appenecl '1 
A. Sure, yes, sir. I 
Q. Yes? · 1 
A. I could tell it was the vic.inity, tell by the big tree. 
Q. You could-! 
A. And I didn 't forget that. · 
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Q. You didn't forget that? You trust to that, then, to 
sh?w that it happened there, not. to the sig1.1s up there or any-
thmg? 
A. I reckon that is the lady's house, sitting up there. 
Q. You reckon that is tbe lady's house? 
page 00 ~ A. Sitting up there in front. I saw it the n~xt 
day, I think. I am not for sure. 
Q. You are not for sure V But you iuc for sure th~t this 
is where the accident happened 1 
X. Yes, sir, I think that is where it 11appened. 
Q. You think it is? You don't know? 
A. I kind of think that is where it happened. 
Q. You kind of think, bnt do yon know f 
A. Yes, sir, I know tha.t is where it happened. 
Q. Well~ tben, do yon Jmow whether that is that lady's house 
or not? 
A. Yes, sir, I know that is that lady's house. 
Q. Then you know it now f 
A. Yes. sir. 
Q. Have you ever seen this lady right here before Y 
.A. Yes. sir, I seen her. 
Q. Did you talk to her there that nig·ht ¥ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You didn't talk to her that nig\hU 
A. No, Sir. 
Q. Now, let me see if I understood you correctly. A few 
minutes a2·0 vou stated that vou saw the car ''30 feet from 
US'' when ..... yoii first SffW it, but could not say Oll which side 
of the road it was; is that correct? 
· A. Yes, sir. I could say which side of the road 
pnfre 97 }- it was on. · 
Q. ·w11ic'h side was it on 1? 
A. It was on the right-hand side g·oing west. 
Q. Which one1 
A. The truck. 1 Q. I am asking you about the
1 
car. 
Mr. May: He told you whiC']1 on(;l. 
Q. You make the statement that ''I saw the aut-OmobUc 
a hout 30 feet from m;, but I coulcln 't say on which side .of 
the road tl1e automobile was"! 
A. Oh, now I !?,'Ct you, yes, sir. 
Q. You don't know wbic~1 sid~ that was on? 
A. I know which side the automobile was on. 
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Q. Which side? 
A. The automobile was kind of on the left-hand side com-
ing· this ,vay and kind of on the right-hand side too. He was 
kind of straddling the white line. 
Q. So now you have lclmnged your testimony with refer-
ence to that, haven't you 'l 
A. vVhat did vou savi 
Q. With refe~ence to the automol1ile? 
.A. ·what do you mP.an? 
Q. Didn't you testify on direct examination a few minutes 
ag·o that ''I saw the automobile about 30 feet from us, but 
I couldn't say which side of the road it was on"? Is that 
right or wrong f 
page 9'8 ~ A. The automobile when I first saw it? 
· Q. Yes. ! 
A. Thirty feet from nm·? 
Q. Is that right¥ i 
A. Sure it was right then, that I couldn't see which side 
of the road it was on. . 
Q. 'l'hat is right? 
A. But I could see that we was on the right-hand side go-
ing· west, with the truck. 
·Q. Yes. You have been drilled to say that, haven't youY 
A. No. sir. 
Q. All rig:ht. Now, whC'n you i-:;aw that automobile 30 feet 
from you, running so f a:st you couldn't tell which side it was 
on: Sandy Turner jerke:d that whet:,I, went over, pulled over 
to your right, all the w~}Y to his side, clidn 't he f 
A. Yes, sir. - ! 
Q. Tha.t is exactly what Sandy Turner did? 
Mr. May: You are the onlv driller I lmow of. 
Mr. Ra.teliffe: The onlv what? 
l\f r. Mnv: The onlv driller I know of. 
Mr. Ratcliffe: T think he has been mighty well drilled. 
Q. Did you see any signs on the road going up just before 
this accident? 
A. No. sir,111ot as [ remember .. , 
page 99 ~ Q. Dicin 't see a curve sign there, did you Y 
A. Not a.s Ir exactlv remember. 
(~. Did Sandy Turner work all day that day? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And then he was put on a trnck loaded with lumber to 
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William Dobie. 
A. Yes., sir. 
Q. Did you work all day that day? 
A. I worked all clav at the factorv. 
Q. But you worked all day, didn .. 't you! 
A. Yes, sir, I worked all day. 
Q. And where did iSandy work 1 
A. Sandy worked for l\Lr. Bell. 
(~. What kind of work did he <lo all day that dayt 
.A. Hauling peanuts. 
Q. He was hauling· peanuts all day, wasn't he f 
A. Yes. 
Q. ·what time did he go to work tha.t morning? 
A. Well, he didn't lia,e no special time to go to work. He 
would go to work at eight, sometimes fiye o'clock in the morn-
ing. It depended on what--
tl Do you know what time he went to work that morn· 
ing?. · 
A. No, sir, I do not. 
Q. What time did you go to work thnt morning? 
A. I went to work at 7 :00 o'clock. 
page 100 ~ Q. You went at 7 :00. Do you lmow where the . 
rest of this trnck that you all were driving is 7 
A. No, sir, I don't. 
Q. This picture doesn '! show it all, does iU 
A. Not tba.t I lmow of, no. 
Q. Well, do you know or not? 
A. No. sir, it don't show it all. Don't show the truck· 
trailer of it. 
Q. "\Vere you present when this picture was taken! 
A. Was I what? 
Q. When this picture of it was taken, were yon ther-a?· 
A.. No, sir. Don't know who made it. I don't know 
a11ything about it. 
Q. Have you seen the trailer since? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. It was wrecked so bad they had to put it on another 
trailer and carry it home, didn't theyf 
A. The trailer? 
Q·. Yes. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You were out there the next morning after this ac,. 
cident, weren't you Y 
A. Yes, sir, I was out there. 
Q. And things hadn't been moved when you got there? 
1. 
! 
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A. Radn 't been moved f1·om where! 
page 101 ~ .Q. From @ff the roacl i 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. They w~~e on the e::ide of the road, weren't they T 
A. ·what, the truck? 
Q. Yes, •the tmck and trailer. 
A. It had been moved from the side where it was hit a~ 
across on the left-hand . side of the road. 
Q. It was over there ~ecause you saw it th~ next morning-, 
didn't you f. I 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·who was with yotl ¥ 
A. M'e, William Dobie, Sandy Turner, and Linwood. 
Q. Was Mr. Bell there Y 
A. Yes, sir, Mr. Bell was the1·e. 
Q. Now, before you left there, was this trailer and truck 
taken away from there or not 1 
A. Before I left there? 
Q. Yes. I · 
A. \V ell, before I left 
I 
tbe1·e, I don ·t know really whether 
the tractor and trailer was taken away, before I left there. 
Q. Did you see any man out there taking pictures of it 
before you left? . 
A. No, sir, I did not. · 
Q. How long was it before the wreck that you stopped 
to· get something· to eat? 
page 102 ~ A. I couldn't tell you exactly. 
Q. I don't I mean exactly. Was it as much as 
15 minutes, or 30 minutes, a hal.f hour, or an hourt 
A. It was long-er thanl 15 minutes. 
Q. Well, how many minutes, would you say? 
A. I should say it was about 2Q minutes or so. 
Q. About 20 minute~? That is all. 
Witness stood aside. 
pag·e 103 ~ J. P.
1 
PETTYJOHN, 
a witness introduced on behalf of the defendants, 
being first duly sworn, testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By :Mr. May: 
· Q. Officer Pettyjohn? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. So you will know who makes so bold as to ask you 
questions about this matter, May is my name. 
A. Glad to meet you, sir. 
Q. Ho"' long have you been on the State Force, Mr. Pet-
tyjohn? 
A. A little over five years. 
,Q. At the time of this accident that we have .been talking 
about, what road did you havebl 
A. You mean what road did I reg·nlarly patroU 
Q'. Yes, sir. 
A. The Washington highway. 
Q. As a part of your duties, did it beeome necessary for 
you to investigate the scene of this accident? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When did you arrivr at the scene, sid 
A. It was approximately 12 :30. 
Q. Will you state where the vehicles were when you got 
there 1 Had thev moved the bodies¥ ' 
A ... Sir! 
pag·e 104 ~ Q. Had they moved the people who were hurt 
or killed? 
A. The people had been moved, some· of them. The ambu-
lance arrived there just about the time I did. Some of them 
were in the ambulnnce and some were lying- on the gTound, 
but as to where each oi1e was, by names, I couldn't tell you, 
because I didn't know that. The car driven by ,Tones ea.me 
to rest close to a post after the collision. 
Q. After what, sir? I didn't hear you. 
A. After the collision. 
Q. After the collision? 
A. Yes, sir. And the truck came to rest in the highway, 
the tractor-trailer. 
Q. Now, I am going to get you to tell us, where it came 
to rest with reference to particular sides of the highway. 
In telling us that, you might say Pither going to Richmond 
or going to Charlottesville, so we ean identify it. 
A. The car loaded \\Tith colored people was off on his right-
hand side of the road coming· towards Richmond, ne~r thl::, 
post, and the tmck loaded with lumber, the tractor-trailer, 
was on t}le highway headed west on its right-hand side of 
the road. 
Q. Yes, sir. , 
A. ·The tractor of the truck more or less pointing- towards 
the left of the hig;hway, the left of the front wheels trackecl 
from the center line back to its right. 
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page 105 ~ Q. From the center line back to its right V 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you see anyt.hif1g in the road indicating that a, circle 
or semi-circle had been made there Y 
A. It was indications: there in two places where the road 
had been hurned, was burned, and also a place where it was 
scrouged up where the chassis dragged on the hig·hway. 
Q. y..r ell, you say the center-that the left front wheel of 
the tractor was near the eenter of the highway! 
Mr. 1Sands: He didn't say that. 
Mr. May: I am using·im:v version of wha.t he said. 
The Court : Read the ~uestion. 
Note : Last question read. 
Q. You stated that the left front wheel-
Mr. Sands: I object to that, wl1at he stated. 'l'his is ex-
amination in chief. You can't ask questions like tbat. 
. The Court: Ask bim what he did Ray. 
I 
Q. ,vhere did you sa~r that the tractor of the truck was, 
~rt I 
A. The tractor's front left wheel was apparently on the 
center line, headed west. Left wheel was on the center 
line. 
Q. Could you tell where that wheel had come from Y 
A. No, sir. It was on the tmek. 
Q. You could not tell from what direction it 
page 106 ~ had come? 
A. It apparently came from the right, from the 
angle that the rest of the vehicle was sitting on. 
Q. That is, where the. /rest of the vehicle was? Were there 
anv markings there to indicate that? 
A. To indica te-1 1 
Q. That it had come from the rip;llt, or could you trace the 
wheel 7 I am asking· you-
A. The rest of the wheel was to the right. It was on the 
truck, pulled around. The center whee.ls of the tractor were 
off. 
Q. Now, I will get you to tell us what marks were in the 
highway. Describe thehi as best you can, and tell which 
Ai de any and a.11 of them lwere on. J m:t describe them, please. 
This scrouged UlJ place T: 
- I 
i 
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A. Two goug-ed in places wer~ on the right-hand side of 
No. 250 g·oing west, apparently made by the truck chassis, and 
there was a spot on the left-hand side of the road going 
west where the gas tank had burned, and all of that led 
from the center southward on the highway. The curve is ele-
vated-
Q. What was that, led from the center of the highway to 
the south? 
A. That is' right. 
Q. ·wbat was that 7 
A. That is the spot wliere the :fire was, the gas 
pag·e 107 } tank. 
Q. The fire to the g·as tank? This picture, 
which is Defendants' Exhibit B: Does that show the ma.rks 
vou re.f erred to 1 
· A. I c.an not say that it does. 
Q. well, do you know where the truck came to a standing 
position with reference to these marks that you see there'I 
A. The truck caine to a stopping position westward from 
these marks which you see here, and the scrouged up place 
would be ea.st of where the truck came to rest. 
Q. And how far west woulcl you say that the front of the 
tractor was from the last marks we see on the picture? 
A. It was practical1y ,,:rhere you see these marks, I would 
say, with reference to that center of those trailer ·wheels, 
to the point they were lmockecl out. . 
Q. Will you turn that to the jury and show them that? 
A. These marks here lead from the tractor-I mean the 
trailer, had four wheels under it, the front axle and the 
back ofi it. This -is apparently made from the rear axle. 
Mr. R.atcliff: We object io what he is testifying, what 
is apparently a fact. He should not say what he is guessing 
at that made these marks. 
Mr. May: We could agree on that mostly, sir. It is not 
open, I think, to arg11ment. 
Q. Just tell us what part of the vehicle was over the marks 
you have pointed out, if any. 
page 108 } A. What part of the vehicle was over the center 
line? 
Q. No, was over the marks that you were pointing out. 
A. The rear of the tractor was over these· marks here, over 
the front marks. 
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Q. Yes, sir. After th~ accident occurred, did you get close 
to this man here, Sandi Turner °l · 
A. Did I Pet close to !the man? . 
Q. Yes, sir. ; 
A. It was approximately two hours or better before I got. 
in touch with him. · 
Q. Yon didn't g-o to the l1ospital with him, did you Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. ·when you saw hi~1, did yon cletcct any evidences of his 
having- had alcoholic be:verages ! 
A. Not anv. . 
Q. He had gone to tlle hospital wlum yon arrived; is that 
•t I 
l T . • • I • f . . t· l d A. Yes, sir, that 1s tlie m orma 10n t -ia t I ba . 
Q. VVell, now, tell us where yon found various parts of the 
vehicles and which vehicles thev were. 
A. The tractor and trailer loaded' with lumber was alto-
gether except the center axle of the tractor-trailer was knocked 
clean out from under the load in the ditch, right-hand ditch, 
going west., and the car was completely demo]ished. That 
was broken up into about four parts, I would say, 
page 109 ~ scattered along the highway. The engine wa.s 
torn clean o'.ut of it, and one side came off, as if 
you stripped it off, and I just the main bed of it hanging onto· 
the wheel. 
Q. Do you know a.b011t t.he construction of tho~c bolt:-; that 
were sheared off, or was anything sheared off of the tractor 
or the trailer f 
A. Well, as we speak -0f the fifth wheel, or the axle, they 
are fastened on with U-bolts on the trailer. 
Q. What happened to tl10sc bolts 1 
A. I don't know pa.rticnlarly what ha.ppened to the bolts. 
I just know that it came apart. 
'Q. Yes, sir. Do you r~member whether anythiu~· happened 
to the stakes on the side- of the truck f · 
A.· The side stakes oni the left side of the truck, looking at 
it from the rear, were aM sheared off. . 
Q. How many of them were there? 
A. I don't know, sir. 
Q. Do you remember about how larg·e they were? , 
A. No, sir, I don't remember the size. They were large 
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CROSS EXAJ\UNATION 
By :M:r. Ratcliffe: 
• Q. l\fr. Pettyjohn, you a.rrived there, then, approximately 
half an hour after the accident i 
A. Approximately an hour. . 
Q. Approximately an hour after the accident? 
page 110 ~ A. Y~s, sir. 
Q. Did Sa.ndy Turner give you any informa-
tion as to how fast they were going when you talked to him T 
. A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. What did he tell you on that? 
A. He said before the impact he was driving approximately 
35 mile8, and at the point om impact, 30 miles an hour. 
Q. That is the information that he ga.Ye you at the time T 
A. That is right. . 
Q. Now, when you arrived there, was the oil tank burning? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, where was that with respect to the south side of 
the road? 
A. It was on the south side of the road. 
Q. Well, with respect to the center, we will say, of the 
south side of the road Y 
A. It was starting from the center line towards the south. 
Q. ·where was it lying1 
A. The tank? 
Q. Yes. 
A. I am not in a position to say where it was lying. I 
understand the tank lmd been kicked around before it g·ot 
to the-
Mr. Ratcliffe: We object to ,vhat you understand. 
Q. I am asking you where it was lying when you got there. 
A. I can not sav exacth.r. 
page 111 ~ Q. All rig·bt, sir: Did );ou make any measure-
ments with ref ere nee to the distance the auto-
mobile went after the collision, 
A. As· near as I could, I did. 
Q. All right, sir. What distanC'e would you say that went r 
A. The automobile, a::; near as I could arrive at it, went ap-
proximately 25 steps. 
Q . .All right. How far did the truck go after the colli. 
sion¥ 
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A: As near as I ,could arrive at it, approximately 26 
steps. 
Q. And the truck moved approximately 26 steps after the 
collision, as near as you can arrive at it? 
A. As near as I can arrive at it. 
Q. And that was proceeding up hill, wasn't it? 
A. Slightly. ! 
Q. Yes, sir, and this lis at tbe time it was at a standstill 
at that point where you saw it, and the left wheel was in 
the center of the road: rs that right? 
A. Approximately. · I ·· 
Q. The left front wheel of that truek was in the c.enter of 
the road after proceeding a. distance of 27-26 steps; is that 
correct? 
A. Approximately correct. 
Q. N ow-wliere is that picture ?-the automobile broke this 
pole down there. Is tha.t a small or a large pole? 
A. I don't remember the exact size of it. The 
page 112 ~ pole was a medium-sized pole. 
Mr. May: Medium-sized pole¥ 
A. I think it was crem~oted pine. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION 
Bv Mr. Ma.v : . 
0 Q. Now, 3rou have st~ted how far ·the vehicles were from 
the point of the collisioh. I want you to show us the point 
from which you located I tl1ose distances. 
A. I am unable at this time to sav l10w we arrived at th~ 
point of c.ollision. This accident is nea.rly a. year old. I ·don't 
remember the point definitely. There were several of us 
around there figuring- out the point of collision as near as 
we could, 'but I don't remember what I had to go by in the 
road at that time to justify that as being· the point of colli-
sion. 
Q. I understand, but where do you figure it to be on that 
picture! 
Mr. R.atc.liffe: He has testified that he didn't know. 
Mr. Sands : His own witness. 
Mr. Ratcliffe: You are trying to contradict y·our own wit-
ness. 
Mr. May: I am asking! if he could tell from the picture. I 
didn't know whether he I could or not. 
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A. It occurred on the right-hancl side of the road, but I 
, can't tell von a.s to how much east or west of the 
page 113 } bend the nccident occurred. 
Q. What I am asking· you, can you tell the 
point from which you stepped, from where one of them we11t 
25 steps over here and the other one went 26 steps Y 
Mr. Sands: He has stated that he c.oulcln 't tell that . 
Mr. May: I do not understand tl1at to be the case. 
· Mr. Sands: If Your Honor ple,ase--
The Court: He 1rns testified that he does not know, Mr: 
1\fay .. 
Mr. May: May I ~k him if he said thaU 
Q. Could you sa:y whether you could point out the place in 
the picture t 
A. No, not according to the picture, I can not. 
Mr. May: I quite agree with tl1e Court, then. 
·witness stood aside. 
}fote: At this point the Court recessed until 2 :00 o'clock 
P.M. · 
page 114} SANDY TURNER, 
... one of the clef endants, being first duly sworn, tes ... 
tified as follows: -
DIRECT :m:X.A.MINA.TION 
Bv Mr. 1\fav: 
·Q. Sandy, I think if you just treat that monthpiece like 
it was a telephone that probably you will get along better 
tlum anv other wav . 
. A. Yes, sir. ., 
<~. Tell the Court and jury what your full name k 
.A. My name is Sandy Turner. 
Q. How old are you, Sandy? 
A. Twenty-eight. 
Q. You' are Sandy Turner and you are 28 yen rs old? 
A. Twenty-eig·ht years last Februnry. 
Q. I believe you were the driver of th,J truck involved in 
this accident we have been talking abcuU 
.... &. .• Sure. · 
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CJ. How long have you been driving trucks'! 
.A. ·1 l1ave been drivin~· trucks for 10 years. 
Q. A re you working ![or Mr. Bell nowt 
.A. l hm n.okworking ~or Mr. Bell now. 
Q. "\Vlwre are you located nowt 
• I 
.A. 1 mu located now with "\V. H. St. John, i~ontrnctors and 
road builders:. 
page 115 t Q. Is Mr. Bell''s work seasonal? 
A. Yes, sir, Mr. Bell's work is seasonal. I work 
for f:011Je other jobs during the summer time, but practi-
ealk CYer;,- winter I am. with him. Q. Ancl • the other boy~ w"ia<) WPr<· on your truck, who te~-
tifiucl this morning: are they working for Mr. Bell now 1 
A. Not now. 
Q. "\Vlrn1 ': 
A. Not 110w. , 
Q. Not nowt What time did you leave Franklin with your 
load i [ 
A. I left F1:anklin about 7 :00 o'clock. ·· 
Q. Do you know how ;many times you stopped on the wa.y 
before the accident occurred? 
.A. I stopped one time to eat. 
Q. Do you remember where that was¥ 
.l1.. Before I reached Richmond. 
Q. Could you speak a little louder 1 
. .A. That was before I reached Richmond that I stopped to 
~l . 
Q. Did you stop after you reached . Richmond Y 
A. One time at Ric~ond, the red light at the Robert E .. 
Lee bridge. T:hat is the qnly time I stopped at Richmond. 
Q. Now, g·oing immediiately to the acyident·: · Did you see 
the other automobile before the collision? · 
A. I only saw the lights until it got in a certain distance 
of me. I couldn't see the car at first, but I sa," 
pag·e 116 ~ the lights when they first. ca.ame over the bill. 
Q. The hill that you speak of, you mig-ht see 
if you can locate that on this picture. Turn it around and 
point to it if you rec.og'tiize it. 
A. I was going· in this. direction, that is, on the right-hand 
side of Route 250. 
Q. Just point out the hill you said it flashed over. 
A.. Down here. ; 
Q. Is that as far as yau could see up there? 
A. That is as far as you could see from this point in the 
curve that I was at the time I saw the lights. 
! 
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Q. Yes. Well, now, at what rate of speed were you then 
traveling Y 
A. I was traveling juRt Rbont 35 miles an hour. I could 
have been going one or two miles over that or one or two 
under. 
Q. ·when you saw it, did you do anything with your lights Y 
A. I lowered my lights. 
Q. What do you mean lowered them f 'What happens then·? 
Just show me. I don't know anything- about that. 
A. The lights on tha.t model truck, they don't dim; they 
rise and fall. 
Q. I see. So when you lowered them, what effect did, that 
have on the lig·bts Y 
A. Well, that keeps the lights from going·, glaring in the 
man's face. 
page 117 ~ Q. Does that pull the light up in the air or 
downY 
A. Pulls them down on. the g-rotmd. 
Q. Down on the ground. What side of the road, if any, 
was your vehicle on prior to and at the time of this colU·-
sion? 
A. It was one the rig·ht-hand side of the hig·l1way. 
Q. I want you to tell th~ jury in your own words what 
happened from the time you first snw the lights flash over the 
hill until· the time the accident occurred. 1 
A. The time I first saw these lig·hts, they came over the 
hill, I didn't notice anything unusual until this car was 30 
feet of me. ,,r ell, I know he was coming pretty f~st, but 
not noticing- anything· unusual, you know, much about his 
speed, because yon meet them all the time like that. And 
about 30 feet from me I noticed this car kind of swerved across 
the center of the road. V\7 ell, hy the time it veered Jike that, 
I just attempted to cut my wheels, hnt the speed I ·was going, 
there wasn't any time to get out of liis wa.y. 
Q. Yes. · 
· A. I was already on my side of the road. I did make an · 
attempt to 'get over on tl1c shonlder and g·et somewhere to 
keep it from being hit in a collision. 
Q. "\¥hat side of the road did this collision occur on Y 
A . .It occurred on the right-l1ancl side of the road. 
Q. Going which direetion f 
pag·e 118 ~ A. In the direction of Oharlottesville, on Rout·e 
250. 
Q. How far over the center on your side was your left side, 
overhanging the wheels, whep the collision took place? 
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A. My left wheels of the trailer--I trim the edge of the road 
with my tractor. An ontfit of that length, you know, when 
it has to go around curves, I always have to be careful for 
that, to give ample space for my trailer, to get it over on my 
side of the road, and that was while taking a curve, and my 
trailer was at least two or three feet to the right-hand side of 
the white line. / 
Q. How far did you go after the collision occ.qrredY 
A. Well, it hit it, knocl~ed the tractor wheels out from under 
it. 
Q. When it knocked the tractor wheels out, what effect did 
that have on the pulling of the truck? 
A. ·well, that knocked the chassis down right where the 
fifth wheel was; dropped that right down to the tar of the 
road. 
Q. When the wheels went out, now, how far did you go 
forward? 
A. I can't say for sure, but it conldn 't have gone but just 
a few feet. , 
Q. Can the mechanisq of the truck· pnll forward after the 
back wheels have gone outY 
A. It is impossible. ! 
Q. :what happened toi the front wheels of the trailer Y 
A. Fr011t wheels of the trailer? 
page 119 ~ Q. Yes; w·ere they knocked out or were they 
leftt 
A. The back wheels of tl1e trailer was knocked loose on one 
side, sprung loose on the chassis, with the spring hanging 
on. 
Q. What was sprung loose on the clrnssis 1 
A. The leaves were slipped loose, wl1ere the spring ha.ngs 
on the chassis, on the back of the trailer; the axle was bent 
in an L shape. ! 
Q. '''hat happened to I your stakes f 
A. I had four two-by~four oak stakes on the· side of the 
body~ · 
Mr. Sands: I can't hear. 
Q. Sandy, will you try to talk out loud? 
A. I had four two-bv-four oak stakes bolted onto the side 
of the body with half-inch bolts. They were· high enough and 
strong enough to take care of the load by themselves, but 
I merely used them for the load, to straighten by, to keep 
I 
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my load straigllt. Then I had two chain binders down there, 
the same type of binder that they use for hauling logs, and 
that kept my load in perfect shape. .A.nd all of those on the 
left-hand side of the truck was stripped off, tbe bolts on the 
side of the bodY. 
Q. "Where did your tractor-trailer come to rest? 
A. On the right-hand side of the road. 
Q. Was any of it over the center? 
A. It wasn't any of it., trailer or tractor, across 
page 120 } the center of the road. 
Q. Do you know what became of your gasoline 
tank that was on your left side 1 
A. On tb~t tractor I had two 25-gaJlon tanks strapped on 
each side of the chassis with ang·le iron a.cross the top. The 
tank on the left-hand side was knocked completely loose of 
the truck out to the back end of the trailer. It exploded iu 
the road. 
Q. vVha.t side of t]rn rond did it fa11 on? 
A. I can't say exactly which side that tank fell on. When 
I went back, the first thing· I thong;ht, when I saw this light 
there, was, I thought this car had caught fire. 
Q. Was anvt11ing done to the burning . tank t 
A. Not t11at I can ·say, while I was there. 
Q. Do you lrnow whether it was moved at all? 
A. I can't sa ,r that it was movec1. I don ·'t remember see. 
in~; it moved while I was there. Q. Was anv lumber thrown near it? 
A. The lumber was spread right out across the road, but 
the lumber was n9t rig·ht at the tank where the fire was. 
Q. Now) the other automobile, where did that come to resU 
A. The other automobile went acros~ then to the right-band 
side of the road coming in towards Richmond, and hit a 
telephone post, and stopped right near this post. 
Q. Did you see any marks there afterwards? 
JJage 121 } A. No, sir. 
Q. No marks afterwards? 
A. No marks - I didn't see anv marks on the road until 
next morning. · 
Q. Why didn't you see them that night? 
A. The reason why I didn't see them that night, I came 
in to Richmond, and when I w,mt back out there - Tlhis o:f. 
fleer, if I am not mistaken, it was Mr. Pettyjohn, when he 
came to the car - I was in Mr. Griffin's car -- he brought 
me into town. The officer came to me and he said: '' That 
is all right, you just wait right here while I get everything 
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I can here,'' . and he pretty soon came baek and talked to me7 
and he brought me back into town in his car. 
Q. Did you examine the road at any later time f 
A. Didn't examine the road at all that night, not until the 
next day. 
Q. What did yon find in the roacl the next clay, if any-
thing? 
A. ·wben I went back the next morning, I went back with· 
my boss. · i 
~Q. Sandy, we have go.t to hear yon, so talk londer. · 
A. Yes, ·sir. I went back the next morning and I got out 
to the scene of the acciµent on the r.oad. · I could see where 
the tractor and the front of the trailer broke down on the 
road. But to say how 1/ar it went, it is impossible for me 
to sa.y, beep.use that whole outfit, it had been 
page 122 ~ moved the 11-ext morning. I don't lmow whether 
it wa.s taken up ~mil carried any distance or 
whether it was just dragged off the. road, and it is impossible 
for me to say how long· the marks was. 
Q. ·where were all of those marks, 011 what. part of the 
roadY 
A. On my part, on the right-hand side of the road. 
Q. In what direction? Going in what direction? 
A. Going towards Charlottesville. 
Q. Were there any at all on the south side? 
.A.. I didn't see any marks on the south side of the road, 
except up above where the accident happened, it was just 
, scratches there ,vbere thev had taken it off the road and taken 
it up on the left-hand si;a·e. 
I , 
Mr. Ratcliffe: We object to what he said was done there, 
unless he knows it. I 
II 
Q. I show you Defen~a11ts' Exhibit Band ask you whet11e~· 
you recognize the marks you lmve spoken of'? 
A. Yes, sir, I recogni~e th0m.' , 
Q. Turn it around towards the Court and sl1ow them the 
marks you are talking o,hont. 
A. This is the trailer mark here) the rear trailer wheel. 
This tire rig·ht here was left on. This one on the side of the 
' truck was lmocked completely loose from the spring. It 
was knocked loose from the r.hassis on this side. These 
' . marks right in here were the tractor wheels, that 
page 123 ~ were knocked completely from under the truck in 
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mark here~ up here, that is tho front wheel mark.· That wheei 
was the first thing, and the bumper, that was hit. 
Q. Is that ~ ,yheel ma1·k, or was it made by any part under 
the tractor h1ttmg the gronnd? I don't know myseif. 
A. There (indicating) is where the under part hit the 
ground. 
Q .. There is :where wh~U 
A. There is where the chas-siR dropped on the· ground. 
Q. There is where the r,hassis dropped on the grouncl 7 
A. Rig·ht there. 
Q. Where was the front bumper of your tractor with ref-· 
erence to the far marks that you now point -to¥ 
A. Just a little on the rigl~t-hand side of this white line. 
Q. And how far forwa.rd from those marks, from the end 
of them? 
A. From these markR 1 It wasn't verv far from these mark~ 
here. ~ 
Q. Sandy, would it he possible for you to move your entire 
truck, trailer-tractor, completely from one side of the road 
to the other in a distance of 25 feet? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How long would it fake you. even acting· as quickly as 
von could¥ 
· A. Well, my truck was about 40 feet long-, the trailer 30 feet 
itself. It was impossible for me to move that far on the 
road in 25 feet. 
. Q. Had you l1ad anything to drink of an alco-
pdge 124 ~ holic nature that nighU . 
A. No, sir, I had not. 
Q. Are you n drinking man, Sandy 7 
A. I never drink whisky. 
Q. ,vhat do you drink~? 
A. I drink beer sometimes. I don't drink that when I 
work. 
Q. On clnty1 
. A. No, sir. 
Q. Will you state wlmt lights there were on the equipment 
and whether they were lmrning, 
.A.· My truck was equipped with front running ligl1ts. What 
I mean running lights, little yellow lights on the side of the 
cab. They keep the road accidents down. In addition to 
the white light on the side and at the rear-we have the run-
ning lights on the side. They are red on the rear, and yellow. 
lights on the front of the trailer and 011 the side. Then we 
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have the stop lig·hts and signal lights and everything. Very 
well equipped with lights. 
Q .. What part of those vehicles cnme together, Sandy! 
A. Sir? 
Q. What parts of the vchieles came together in the crash? 
A. The board on the fr<?nt of this trailer - ]muling these 
-things with this trailer all the time-we have a front -0oard 
that goes over the top of the wheel, about as hig·h as from 
I 
page 125 ~ ( Skipped fo numbering.) 
I 
here to the floor. It lias red lig·hts on e-ach corner 
page 126 ~ on the top, ~m the front of this board. I 11ad my 
floor bolted I on that. vVhen those middle wheels 
were knocked fro~ under there, it dropped down, it dropped 
along like that, and this board went against the back of the 
cab and ma.shed the flares a~ainst the back of the c:ab so I 
oouldn 't get them out. : · 
Q. So where was the . fi:rst lick, on your tractor? 
A. The first lick was the front bumper, the left front 
of the front bumper. 
Q. vVas that bent? . 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What happened to your left tire on the tractor? 
A. Hit the front bumper, kuo,"!kecl the wheel to the run-
ning board, and I remember having- my glass up on my side; 
it knocked the mirror all the way through the g-lass on the 
inside. 
Q. A.re these fair reproductions of both vehicles after the 
accident and the telegraph pole you spoke on . 
A. I didn't get a very g·o0d view of the car that night, but it 
is a. fair view of the condition thev was in a.t that-one mo-
ment, excuse, please. J didn't see the wrecked car there 
that nig·ht. That is t11e icondition it was in when r saw it the 
next day. : 
Q. How about the oth;er, as to your piece of equipmentt 
A. This is the conclitibn the telephone pole was in, looking· 
towards R.ichmo11d. I 
Q. I see. i 
page 127 ~ A. The ptjle was hit, you see it was hit coming· 
from the rig·l1t. Hit the pole the same, way he hit 
me·, ft was bent that wav, bowed over in the direction of 
i • 
Richmond. , 
Q. Ts that a fair picture of your equipment? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. What is the next one 7 
A. This one - we have had all of these pictures. You 
just showed me that. I done seen them all. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Ratcliffe : 
Q. Sandy, you have been driving trucks, you say., for l10w 
longY 
A. I have been drivillg true-ks for ten years. 
Q. For Mr. Bell and other peoplel 
.A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. If you have been driving· trucks for ten years, Sandy, 
why didn't you have a permit on thi::, occasion to operate 
a motor vehicle 7 
Mr. May: If Your Honor please, we haven't had any testi-
mony of that kind. There is not the slightest suggestion that 
that is so. 
The Court: Objection sustained. 
Mr. Ratcliffe: If Your Honor please, c.an I ask him if he 
did have one t 
The Court: He can 11ot he driving without a. permit. If 
· he did, he would have ooen p:uilty of negligence. 
page 128 } 1\Ir. Ratcliffe: All rig·ht, Sir. 
Mr. May: U Y om· Honor please, there are some 
features of this matter I-would like to take up with the Court. 
In Chambers. 
Mr. May: May it please Your Honor, the nature of the ques-
tions just asked him suggests the answers. That is to say, 
that this man did not have a driver's permit. The question 
was actually put in that form: ,vhy didn't you have a driv-
er's permit t That is immaterial- to the issues of negligence, 
nnd it having been injected into the c~.se, there is no way the 
error c.an be cured except by a mistrial. We ask that Your 
Honor declare it. 
Mr. Ratcliffe: If Your Honor please, first I would like to 
sav this. Mr. Mav has put this witness on the stand and 
proven to the jury that this witness has been operating trucks 
for a period of ten years. That was simply for the purpose 
of showing· that he was a good, careful driver. That is the 
inference to be drawn, and which !fr. May will argue to this 
jury. Now, I asked this witneRs whether or not he had a 
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permit, or if he had been operating trucks "\\ritbout 
page 129 ~ it... Certainly we have a right to show the credi-
. , bility of this I witness, whether or not he has been 
operating for ten yea.rs, ~nd if he has, whether or not he has -
' be~n operating~ them without a permit: for ten years. It 
goes to ·tha.t point, it seetns to me, and we have that right to 
show it. And so far as h mistrial is concerned, to attaek his 
credibility certainly can: not call for a mistrial, where you 
attack a witness's credibilitv. Thfa is the defendant himself, 
and we certainly have a rigi1t to show it. · 
:Mr. Sands: Your Honor, you might have this thoug·ht 
hroug:ht to your attention. The purpose, undoubtedly, of 
asking as to how long he had been· chiving was· to make a 
good impression, that he, really was a man who bad an estab-
lished reputation and record behind him of being· entrusted 
with responsibility, of driving- care. Now, it could not have 
been for any other. In ?ther~ words, it is almost tantamount 
to questioning· a person, 1a.ttempting to prove good cha.racte·r. 
'Tihat is the only purpose! it could be asked for. Suppose, for 
instance, you asked hlm-L 
The Court: That is not g-ood cl1aructer. · That is not 
in issue, to sh0w that he wns a qualified driver. 
page 130 ~ Mr. Sands: Qualified driver. I know, but as to 
his qualifications~ if they question him about his 
fitness to drive; now, suppose we contradict it by that ques-
tion which was asked, if he had a permit, :md he says he 
didn't have a permit, that hiR permi:=;sion had been taken 
away from him by the State authorities. If you couldn't ask 
a question like that-
The Court: If you could show that, if you could show that 
~e had been guilty of cµreless driving and bis permit had 
been revok~d- I · 
Mr. Sands: The only ,~ay you could show tl1at would be-
The Court: No) I think that is irrele,•ant. I think that is 
improper. I do not think that qnt:'stion ha.$ any bearing· on it 
at all. The question is whether he wa~ guilty of neg·ligence 
at that time. ·That is the whole thi11g in issue. Suppose he 
didn't have a permit. Suppose he had been driving for ten 
y~ars. That doesn't disqualify him as ;1 driver, anyway. 
'the faet that he l1as a permit does not qualify him as a driver. 
· Mr . .Sands: As to this other man, the employer, if the man 
was traveling up and down the higl1ways for him, without 
any qualifica:tion, withont a permit, without ca-
pag-e 131 ~ pacity to obtkin a pt•rmit--
The Court!: The fact tlmt ,he has not gotten a 
! . 
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permit does not show that be is not qualified to. drive. It 
just shows that he is violating th() law, that is all. The State 
requires that. . 
l\fr. Sands: Your Honor knows it won't qualify a.11 drivers, . 
and when-
The Court: I don't believe so, 1\Ir. Sands. I think it is· 
irrelevant. · 
l\Ir. Sands: Well, then, of course if it is irrelevant, there 
is no harm done·. · 
'l'he Court: I am just going- to tell the jury to disregarct 
it. . 
Mr. May: Your Honor, I want to say thfa-
The Court : I overrule· the motion. 
]\fr. lVIav: Yiour Honor has already said that and told them 
that it hacl no, bearing; and I -think to telJ them anything else 
will just aggTavate the point. 
The Court: All right, sir. 
Mr. May: So I take the position it can not be righted. 
The Court: I sustain ymir objection to it, sir, on the ground 
that it is irrelevant. The question waR asked, the other side 
objected to it, and the Court sustains the objection. That is. 
no ground £01~ ordering a mistrial. 
l\fr. May: vVe resp(\ctfn~ly reserve the point.--
page 132 ~ The Court: Certainly. Yes, indeed. 
Mr. May: For not declaring a mistrial. 
Before the jury. 
By Mr. Ratcliffe: 
Q. Sandy, did you work on this particular dayY 
A. Tha.t particular day 0? 
Q. Yes. 
A. l did. 
Q. What time dia you go to work that morning? 
A. I went to work that m0rning around nine o'clock: 
Q. Were you driving thnt clay 1 
A. Part of the time I was. 
Q. Did you load this lumber? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Do yon know. how much lumber was on that truck? 
A. I do not. 
Q·. vV as it a heavily loaded truck? 
A. Pretty heavy. · . 
Q. Now, how many hoiffs clid yo11 drive that day, all told 1 
A. I drove that day all told about eight hours, altogether. 
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Q. But you had bee1~ working from nine· o'clock in the 
morning·? ! 
A. About the time I "~as working, I started work that morn-
ing at nine o'clock. I 
Q. A.nd you had been driving- that truck, with the exception 
of this one stop that you made, from seven o'clock 
pag-e 133 ~ that night op thi::, trip, hadn't you t 
A. Yes, sn·. 
Q. And this happened about what time? 
A. Around midnight. 
Q. So that was about five hours then you had been driving, 
· wasn't iU 
A. It was. , 
Q. On that one truck on this trip1 
A. Yes. 1 • 
Q. You were going on! into Charlottesville on this tripT 
A.. Yes, sir. I 
Q. :Mr. Bell knew1 of course, at the time, that you had been 
working- all dar down there, didn't he t 
A. Sure, he knew I ha'd been working from nine o'clock. 
Q. Now, were you driving this truck during that day7 
A. I was. 
Q. Now, what time did you start to loading this truckY 
-~· Started to loading 
1
this truck abont ten o'clock. 
Q. In the morning? 
A. I clicl11 't. loH<l t.ne t.r~1f~k. T nJ::1,wi tl1e t.rn~k for the load-
ing of lumber about ten I o 'elock. 
Q. ·what other truck aid you drive~ cl ming the day? 
A. I didn't drive any pther truck. 
Q. You said you ha~ been driving approximately eight 
hours; is that correct? ' 
page 134 ~ A. That is right. 
Q. If you didn't drive but approximately eight 
liours, and you started, work at nine in the morning, and you 
drove five hours on this trip up herE'- -
A. That is right. 
Q. -and you placed this truck to be loaded at ten, that 
would be a total of six hours, wouldn't it? 
.A.. That is riglit. i 
Q. "\Yell, in the other tiwo hours, whnt were you driving? 
A. From the place wel loaded lumber back to Franklin. 
Q. How far is thaU [ . . 
A. A.round about 5 mi}es. 
Q. Around about 5 miles? What place did you load this 
lumber·? 
\ 
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A. Over yonder at Boykin, ,, 1-rginia. 
Q. Were you there loading iU 
A. Sure, I was there. 
tj. ·who did the loading! 
A. The men at the p1ace, they were loading, 
Q. Didn't you help themf 
.A. ~o .. sir. 
Q. Didn't help them to load that truck 7 
A. He didn't expect it. He had experienced me there 
handling the lumber, and they did the loading .. 
Q. They handled the whole thing? 
A. Yes, sir. _ 
page 13!"> } Q. Now, 011 yom· way into Richmond, where 
.did you stou 61 
A. I stopped heyond"Petersbnrg. 
Q. Ou the other side of Petersburgf 
A. At the road - let me think, now, just a second, if I ·re-
memher what that highway fa - I for get the number of that 
l1ighway now, but it is way dovn.1 beyond Petersburg. 
Q. Way down beyond Petersburg-7 
A. W a.y down beyond Petersburg. 
Q. Approximately what time did you stop t 
A. I stopped there-it was getting pretty late, I know, 
i:hcn. 
Q. About w1rnt time? Give the jury some idea .. 
A. Aro-and nine o 'rlock, I gu~ss. Something like that. 
Q. f.\.bout nine o'l-.,Iock1 And that is the only stop that you 
made~ 
~\ .. ')·hat iR tho only stop that' I made except the one a.t the 
other end of the Robert E. Lee Bridg·e. 
Q. I nm not talking about that. I am talking about getting 
anything· to eat. 
A. I didn ~t stop except for that one time. 
Q. Do you know how many miles below Petersburg? 
A. I don't know exactly. I know where the place is, but 
how mnnY mile~. I don't know exactlv. . 
<~. I ar;1 11ot a~king you exactly, Sandy. I am asking you 
appro.ximate]y. Approxim&tely how many miles below Pet-
ersburg! 
page rnn }- .A. Fifteen miles or 20 miles. 
Q. Fifteen or 20 miles bel<:>w Petersburg? And 
vou w(n·~ driviurr at what rate of speed? 
., A ... Well, sometimes I was driving 20 miles an hour. Some-
times I was driving 30 or 35. But I wasn't making very much 
time. 
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Q. And you stopped 15 to ~O miles below Petersburgf 
.lL ] did. I 
Q,,i And from the point ~hat you stopped at Richmond it 
was behJteen 40 and 50 mies, wasn 1t it? . 
A. It couldn't havE:l lieen that fRr to about 15 · or 20 miles 
the other side- 1 
Q. Between 35 and 40? 
.!\.. It ma.y be aroun4 35 or 40, something like that. · 
Q. All rig11t, 35 to 4p. And when you got into the city,. 
how long did it take y;ou to get through Petersburg¥ 
A. I don't know exactlv. I went arouncl bv the Blann.ford , 
Cemetery. .. .. 
Mr. May: May it please Your Honor, I object to all of 
this on the ground of iµnnateriality. 
, 1\tir. Ratcliffe: I was trying to save a little time. 
The Cottrt: I sustain your ol1jection just to save time. Go 
ahead. i 
, Mr. May: Everybodj would like to get out of l1ere. 
Ry Mr. Ratcliffe : I · 
Q. You heard Mr. H~rris testify here, didn't you f 
A. I don it know that I did. 
page 137 ~ Q. You heard that stout gentleman testify, 
didn't vonf 
A. I did. .. 
Q.. Had you ever seen him before? 
A. Not that I know or. 
Q. Do you deny stopping- at his place up on the high-
wav 7 
A. I deny stopping at anybody's place after I passed Rich-
mond. 1 
Q. Were you hurt in j the, accident? . 
· A. Yes, sir, I got a se-ratch on my arm, rigllt there. 
Q .. Diel you go into Richmond T 
A. I did. I 
Q. Who did you go with Y 
A. With Mr. Griffin. I 
! Q. Why? I 
A. I went in to bring two girbr who were hurt, brought 
them in to Richmond. 
Q. You went to carry two of the injured parties f 
A. I did, in to the hospital. 
Q. Let me see if I am correct in what you said a while 
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ago. I understood you to say that your truck and trailer 
was around 40 feet .long.· 
A. It was . 
. Q. "'Whenever you make a curve, to keep that from going 
over the c.enter line, you hncl to pull it over on the-way out 
to the right; is that correr.t T · 
A. I said I drive clos€\ to the edge of the road. 
page 138 ~ Q·. Close to the edge of the road 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. If you didn't drive close to the edge of the road, then 
your trailer would go over the center? 
A. It would still be o,·er on the rig·h t-hand side of the 
road. I always drive far enoug·h to give it good space. 
Q. You didn't see any of these marks that night, did you? 
A. I did not 
Q. All of' those mark~-Dicl you help move the truck and 
trailer the next dav 7 · 
· A. I did not. i helped loacl it, but it had already been 
moved. I helped to load it to g·o back, to Franklin, but I 
<lidn 't help move- it from the road. 
Q. You didn't help move it from the road 7 
A~ Not that night. . 
Q. You didn't help move it f 
A. ·No, sir. _ 
Q. You don't know whether tbest1 marks were where the 
tractor and trailer stood or not, do you 1 Where they stopped¥ 
A. I know it is where the trailer stopped, because I was 
there when it stopped} but I wasn't there when they were 
moved. 
Q. Then that is where they actuallr stopped? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say these marks were where what stopped•t 
A. Her~ are the trailc~r w11eels (indicating). 
page 139 r Q. Tum right to thOA(l g·entleinen. 
A. Here are the traifor wl1cels. Here are the 
tractor wheels, in here. There is two black spots thel'e. That 
could be when it was struck across the front it, in back this 
wav. Here is where the trailer wbeelR was, and that i~ where 
the tractor wheels was. And all down in there, I can't say 
bv the inch or foot-
.. Q. By the inch or foot? 
A. Tlm.t is where it broke down on tl1e ground. 
Q. ,vhat.' is this mark here. do you know, along- here? 
A. Tha.t mark there? 
Q. Yes. 





.A. It is impossible· fo~· me to say what that mark is, unless 
it is where that wheel was knocked back. 
Q·. You examined tha:t, didn't you ? 
.A. I looked at all the! marks. 
Q. Well, you know this ·was the mark where the trailer 
stopped, where the trailer wheel was, don't you? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that is where you said, didn't you? 
A. In-this mark? 
Q. Yes. 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you examined that: didn't you f 
A. Yes. 
page 140 ~ Q. There wasn't any trailer or tractor standing 
there when you examined it 1 
A. No. 
Q. They had been moved away, hadn't they? 
A. They had been move.d away. 
Q. And that was after the collision, wasn't it? 
A. The next morning-. 
Q. Next morning-1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You think maybe tl1e trailer and all stopped right at 
this point where these marks show on the road 7 
A. Yes, sir, rigl1t along· in li:ere~ where these marks were. 
Q. Now, you all brought a picture here showing- the truck, 
didn't you 1 The truck part of it, not the trailer? 
A. Somebody broug·ht a picture. 
Q. Yes. Now, you ju:;;t testified tliat you had a high plank 
rig·ht at the end of your trailer where it joins onto your truck, 
didn't you? 
A. Come up ju~t about here. 
Q. Yes. 
A. When it was up.-
Q. And that is where the main collision took place, isn't 
it? 
A. The main collision took place from the beginning-, rig·ht 
over here, to the right, sort of, and under the front part 
of mv trailer. 
pag-e 141 ~ Q. ·can you tell thh~ jury why no picture of that 
trailer was taken and brought here today Y 
A. I can not. 
Q. Had you seen these pictures before? 
A. Not these. 
Q. You hadn't seen them? 
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A. I seen this one. 
Q. You had seen this one before! 
A. Yes, sir, I had. 
Q. Had you seen any of the others? 
A. Let me see tl1em. Yes, I seen this. 
Q. You had been shown al] of these pfotures 7 
A. I had been shown all of them. 
Q. Did you g·o up on the road with this picture and look 
at the road with it¥ 
A. No, sir, I did not. 
Q·. You haven't looked at the road? 
A. I know that picture is of the road. 
Q. What? 
A. I know that picture is of the road. 
Q. Did anybody tell you that these were the marks that 
were put on here! · 
A. These marks? . 
Q. Yes. 
A. No, sir, those marks were right in the spot. 
pag-e 142} Q. Nobody told you that these were the marks? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Now, will you state to this jury where that oil was 
burning when you saw it on the l:1ighway? 
A. I can't say to this jury ·exactly. 
Q. You can't exactly¥ 
A. But it was back around here. 
Q. It was burning where? 
A. In back of where these marks are. 
Q. In hack of where these marks are¥ That oil was burn .. 
ing back of them? 
A. Yes. . 
Q. ·was it on the right or left Ricle of the road going wesU 
A. I can't say for sure whether it was on the right or left-
lmnd side, but I know ·when I got out of the truck, the rig·ht-
hand side, my door was jammt~d and I couldn't get out on 
mv side; I got out on the back, on the trailer, and that is 
the first I saw this big oil fire back the1·c; I thought the car 
liad caught fire, and it was the tank. . 
Q. ·where wa.s the lumbedj 
A. The lumber w·as spreaded out on the left-hand side of 
the road. 
Q. That was over on the left, for a distance of how fart 
A. Not far. 
Q. ·wen, approximatclyl 
page 143 } A. I can't say. 
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Bv the Court: 
• Q. ·v; as it across tllis room f 
A. I won't say, because I didn't inspect that lumber close 
enough. 
Bv Mr. Ratcliffe: 
·Q. Didn't you help get it up f 
A. No, sir, I did not. 
Q. You didn't Y Dicln 't yon see it that nigllt before you 
fuftl . 
A. Not back to the scP.ne of the accident. I was instructed 
by the officer to stay rig·ht in there w]1cre I was until they 
cleared the road. 
Q. Was the lumber out on tl1e road? 
A. Yes, sir, the lnmbe:r was out on the road. 
Q. How far could you see? 
A. Quite a good little distance back. 
Q. Now, how far is the c.rest of this hill here from the 
scene of the accident T 
A. That is impossible for me to say. I don't know. 
Q. You were out ther~ in the day time, weren't you? 
A. I was out there, ha.t still I couldn't testify to that. I 
didn't measure it. I- i 
Q. I didn't ask you td measure it. Just approximately. 
I 
Mr. 1\1:av: [f...4et him finish bis answer. One of you 
. page 144 ~ at a time: I ' 
Q . .All right. 1 Have ybu finished? 
A. Sure, I :finished. I 
. Q. Now, give us approximately the dh1tance from the crest 
of this hill here down ~o the scene of the accident. 
I 
Mr. May: If Your Hohor ·please, he bas said he can not do 
it, and I submit that that is the situation. 
Mr. Sands: If Your Honor, please, on cross examination-
The Court: If he knows. he can testifv. 
Mr. May: He sa.id he didn't know. · 
A. I don't know. 
Q. You don't know? 
A. I don't know how far it is from the accident to the top 
of the hill. 
Q. Do you know approximatel~· lww far it is ·1 
l 
-1 
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A. I couldn't sa:v. 
Q. .All right. ,\rhere '\\ ere you when yon first saw the 
cart 
A. I was far enough up in here to see the crest of tbe 
hill. 
. Did you se~ , 
A. I couldn't see over the hill, but I could see to the top 
of the hill. 
Q. Did you -see the ca,_..¥ "Then you got in there to a point 
where you could see over the l1ill? 
A. I saw the lights, but I coulcln 't see the car, not until I 
got in 30 feet. 
Q. Where was the car? 
page 145 ~ A. The car, as far as I could teiI it could have 
been on its rig·ht-hancl side of the road, but when 
it got rig·ht near me it ~werved across to its left-hand side of 
t~e road, which was my right. 
Q. You say you didn't see the car until it was within. 30 
feet of yon f 
A. About 30 feet. I eoulcl see the lights -
Q. But you coulcln 't see the car? Was it coming at a fast 
rate of speed or a slow rate of speed, 
A. It seemed to be coming· pretty fa~t, but I didn't notice 
nnything so unusual al,out it until it swerved across the 
road. 
Q. Everything was apparently all right, wasn't it f 
A. So far as I know. 
Q. Until it got within 30 feet? 
A. So far as I know. 
Q. ·when it got within 30 feet~ yon jerked your c.ar to the 
right, didn't you¥ · 
A. I attempted to jerk i1 to the right. 
Q. You made an attempt to jerk it to the righU 
A. I did. . 
Q. ,v as tbis automobile traveling- fast or slow? · 
A. That is impossible for me to say, how fast it was travel-
, ing. It was traveling fast. 
Q. ·wnen dicl you determine thnt it was travel-
page 146 } ing fast? 
A. '\Vhcn I noticed the sneed that it swerved 
Rcross tbe road. ' ... , ' 
Q. That was within 30 feet 1 · · · 
A. Sure. I could tell he was comjng fast all the way from 
half way to the top of the· bill, clown there when I noticed 
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: 110 light, but just what the rate of speecl was - when he 
got within 30 feet of me~ 
Q. At what rate of speed would yon say he was coming, 
would you say, the last that yon saw? 
.A. He was - it was rtiig·hty -
Q. Could you give us! approximately the amount Y 
A. No. 1 • 
Q. You just stated it was an excessive rate of speed. 
A. Tt would take an excessive rafo of speed to cause me to 
swerve across the road like that. 
Q. Is that the basis on which you say it was an excessive 
ru te of speed 1 , 
A. I could tell it was bv the rate he veered across the 
road. · 
Q. At that rate, how [ong would you think it would have 
taken to travel 30 feet? I 
A. To travel 30 f 
Q. Yes. . 
A. I can't say how long it would have taken-to travel 30. If 
it was around 90 miles ! an hour it would travel 30 -
Q. In how much time? 
page 147 ~ A. In about half a minute. In a second, hardly. 
Mr. Mav: What is that¥ 
Mr. Ratcliffe: I can figure it out, Mr. May. The statement 
of this witness was it was 30 feet away, and I am just trying 
to ~;et at the speed. · 
Q., Don't you know that if -· You think it was going 90 
miles an hour? ! 
A. I think it was g-oi11p; at least 100, from the damage it 
• 
0 
rl to the truck. I 
Q. You think it was g·oing 100? 
A. I can't sav. 
Q. Well, at 100 miles nn 11our it would travel 30 feet before 
you could bat an eye, wouldn't it, 
A. That would be most too faRt for it to be traveling-
Q. What? 
A. It was running mighty fast ·-
Mr. Ma.y: Let him an:swer the qu~stion. 
1\fr. Ratcliffe: I asked ihim to answer it. I wasn't trying to 
stop him. I 
Mr. May: vV ell, you iitterrupt him. every time he starts. 
A. It was really coming. 
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Q. At 100 mile·s an hour, that is over a mile a minut~ isn't 
iU 
A. Yes, sir.· 
Q. Nearly a mile in three-quarters of a minute, isn't iU 
.And 5,280 feet in a mile, aren't there? 
page 148 } A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Auel 60 s(-c.onds in a. minute! 
A. Sixty seconds in a minute, thn.t is right. 
Q. So that thing· would be traveling at a terrific rate o.t' 
speed, wouldn't it f · · 
A. About a mile a second -
Q. How many poles were knocked off of your carf 
.A. Four. 
Q. How big- were theyf 
A. Two by four oak.· 
Q. Two by four oakY 
A. That is right. 
Q. Do you k;now where the collision took plaee., whether 
it took place where these marks are or not? 
.A. The collision took place· at the front end of those marks. 
· Q. At the front end? 
A. At the front end. Not the hack end of those marks. 
Q. Did your truck move forward at all after the colli-
sion? 
.A. I can't sa.v as to bow far it went. 
Q. Did it move forward at all! 
A. I can't sa.y it moved forward any, or if it come right 
down and stopped dead still. 
Q. How far apart would you say tht~se marks were f 
A. Which way? 
Q. In between. 
pag·e 149 } A. In between this wny t 
Q. Yes, going west. 
A. I don't know how far those marks are apart. Two or 
those tires, close in on each on the inside. 
Q. Do those marks represent wheels on each ·alde of your 
truck? 
A. I reckon so. 
Witness stood aside. 
I 
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· a witness introducPd on behalf of the defendants, 
being first duly sworn, testified· as follows: 
· DIRECT EXAMINATION 
Bv ~fr. Mav: 
· Q. Mrs. box, please state yonr full name .. 
A. Mrs. S. P. Cox. 
Q. And you are the wife of whom? 
A. Sidnev Cox. 
Q. ·where do you live, Mrs. Cox? 
.A. I live at Tilly's ;Kitchen, on the Broad 1Street road. 
Q. What is the name of iU Tiller's Kitchen Y 
A. Tilly's Kitchen. : 
Q. Tilly's Kitchen? ~Vhat is Tilly's Kitchen f 
.A. Tha.t is a little restaurant and service station and all 
that. . I 
Q. How late do you *ep that open at nights! 
A. V{e close at twelve o'clock. · 
Q. Do you remember lfhe night that all of'these people were 
killed somewhat east of there Y 
A. Yes·, sir. I 
Q. Prior to the actu~l collision, did any automobiles come 
up to your place! : 
A. Yes, sir, they diet · 
Q. Just state what they did when tl1ey came up 
page 151 ~ there. · · 
Mr. Ratcliffe: 'If Your Honor please, we object to any au-
tomobiles coming- up to her place. It seems to me if he 
wants to put this automohilc ·coming np to her place -
Mr. May: I can not lead the witness. I don't have any in-
tention of doing that. I am just trying not to lead the wit-
ness. . , 
The Court: "What is th~ rclevancv of all of thaU 
M:r. May: Since Your Honor asks: it was the automobile-
The Court : Go ahead. 
Q. Just state what thne. was thi.s. 
A. Well, this was around hvelve o'clock. 
Q. And just what happene¢1? 
A. vVell, I heard a hi~~ noise, and ono car came up and 
turned right around in j_the hhi:hway: didn't even pull up and 
turn around at all; just skidded rig·ht around. 
Q. Did you see it clrifve up, and turn arouncl 1 
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A. Yes, sir, I certainly did. 
Q. How fast did it come up to your place? 
A. Well, I imagine it was coming -
Mr. Sands: If Your Honor please, I submit that the ques-
tion as to how fast the automobile was going· at more than 
a mile from where this accident happened has no relevancy. 
page 15·2 ~ By the Court : 
Q. Did you see it when it turned around? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What rate of speed would you say it left your place? 
A. I imagine it left making around 40 or 45 miles an hour. 
But before it got up, there and stopped it was making at least 
65 or 70. 
Q. How far is your place from the seene of the accident'!' 
.A. About half a mile. 
The Court: It c.ould have stopped in the meantime or slowed 
down. 
Mr. Sands: "'\Vhen it got out of sig'ht. May I ask if be-
fore-
The, Court: I sustain your oibjection. 
·Mr. May: Judge, I am going to show that if you give me 
a second, Sir. 
By Mr. May: . 
Q. How fast was t1Je car goinq; when it got out of your 
sig-ht on the return trip ~1 
Mr. Sands: The point I am making, what car? There is no 
identification of tl1e car. 'rhere may have been ha.If a dozen 
cars up there. I think they could testify that one of the ears 
came up there, turned around on Br0ad Street, then turned 
around and came this way. Now, if this lady can testi-
fy how far her place is from the scene of the ac,.. 
page 153 ~ cident -
The Court: She has testified to that. 
By tho Court: 
Q. Now, could you sai1 the approximate time, within what 
time the ·accident happened, you heard the crash, after they 
left your place 1 
A. I don't g·ue,ss it was two minutes. 
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The Court: She has diven the distance. 
Mr .. Sands: ,~, ell, Ybur Honor misunderstood me as to 
the question they were ~alking· ahont, as to what identification 
she had. Did she see these .12eople in the car Y · 
' The Court: The jury can draw their conclusions as to 
whether or not this car that she saw turn around was the 
same car that was in the collisi0n. hecause vour witnesses 
testified that they turned around and came, baek to Richmond. 
The jury can draw that ;conclm~ion. Go ahead, Mr. May. 
By Mr. May: j . . 
Q .. Now, when the' c~r passed out of sight, how fast was 
it going then? 
A. Well, I guess it was making 70 mile~ an hour . 
. Q. Was the car makirm a noise, 
· A. Yes, sir, it was making a lot of noise, and it made a 
noise until I heard the crash. 
page 154 ~ Q. Was tl1ere any infarruption in the noise that 
the car made up until the crash occurredT 
A. Vl ell. not that I know of. 
Q. "\Vas 'anvone sittin:2· in vour place there? 
• 1~· • 
A. Yes, sir. , 
Q. Who was iU 
A. Mr. Cotman, he was there, and a man came up to call 
the police, and he went down to the accident after it hap-
pened. 
, Q. Did you want to g·o? 
A .. I wanted to go, b~1t my husband wouldn't let me. 
Bv Mr. Sands:' 
CROSS E·XAMINATION 
I 
·Q. Let me ask you one or two questio·ns to start with. You 
said that a car, or how many cars-? 
A. Well, I saw two. 
Q. :Saw two cars? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Which was tl1e one th8;t was puffing and blowing, mak-
ing the noise, the one ih .front or the one behind Y 
A. The one in front. I 
Q. The one in front 1 i 
A. Yes, sir. : 
Q. And where did tlmt car come from, 
A. V{ell, it came from towards Riehmond. When it was 
. r 
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going west, it turned around right in front of our 
p~ge 155 } place. · 
Q. What became of the other car? 
A. The other car was rig·ht behind, and that pulled into 
the side road and backed out info the main highway, and took 
aft~r this car again. 
Q. And took after that ca.r again? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That car, how long did t.hat car stay there t Did it 
stop, or-? 
A. No, sir., it didn't stop. 
Q. Neither car stopped¥ 
A.. N,o., sir. 
Q. Now, .did you see the people in the cars? 
A. No, sir, I didn't see the people at all. 
Q. ·where were you, in your place T . 
A. Yes, sir. I heard them coming up so fast, I ran to the 
:front door to see them, and saw them when they turned 
around. 
Q. And you say they turned around in front of your place f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you think tl1ey·were traveling how fast! 
A. I imagine they ·were traveling- at least 60 miles an 
hour, you know, before thoy turned around. 
Q. Anybody in your place at the tune! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You were waiting on people? , 
· A. No, sir, there wasn't any custome1·s at all. 
page 156 ~ We were getting ready to close up. 
Q. Getting ready to close up t 
A. Yes. sir. 
Q. No cars in the yard there? 
A. No, sir, no car at all. 
Q. Is there much travel down. that road i 
A. Yes, sir, it is right mueh. 
Q. That is a very popular highway, isn't it f 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And when you heard a noise, then you jumped at the 
caonclusion that it was one of those cars that was in the ac-
cident! ls that the conclusion· that vou reached? 
A. ,v ell, I knew it was, because there wasn't any other, 
there hadn't any other cars passed by before that. 
Q. None of the others l1ad passed byf 
A. No, sir. 
Q·. Did you notice the ear when it passed f 
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A. We · were standing: at the door and I noticed it, yes, 
sir. . I 
Q. You live how far £rom the place of the aceidenU 
· A. W ~11, it might not lbe half a milP, but I will say half ~ 
mile. I don't know for , sure. 
Q. You figure it took two minutes before they got there, 
going west? 
A.. Well, I reckon so. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 157 ~ Note : ·witness recaIIed to the stand. 
i 
RE-DIRFrCT EXAMINATION 
By :Mr. May: i . 
Q. Let me ask you this. Did any other cars go by at the 
time, vehicles of any kind? 
A. Well, ~fter the accident a truck went down the road 
loaded up with apples. . 
Q. Did anything· go by between the time that they turned 
,around and the time of the crash¥ 
A. No, sir. 
Witness stood aside. 
I 
pag·e 158 ~ R., N. GRH,FIN, 
a witness introduced on behnlf of the defendants, 
being first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIREGT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Mav: . 
·Q. Will 3;ou state your full name, sir7 
A. Robe,rt Nelson Griffin. 
Q. What ·do you do, ~.fr. Griffin Y . 
A. I am a contractor.! 
Q. Did you come on a. collision up on 250, seven or eig-ht 
miles from Ricl1mond, on the night of September 27th lasU 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you examine the liighway that nig-ht at the scene 
of the accident? 
A. I noticed it. 
Q. Did you notice any marks 0f any kind in the high-
wav? 
A. Skid marks, yes. j 
Q. ,vhere were they, I and tell the nature of them. 
. I 
I 
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A. They were on the rig·ht-hand sid(' g·oing west, apP'roxi-
mately near the bend of the road, about four feet long,. or 
possibly a little longer. 
Q. Do you remember how manv of them vou saw 1 
A. Well, I saw a very distinct set on the westbound -
western end, and then a less distinct set on the eastern end. 
Q. Were any of those marks yon described on 
pag·e 159 ~ either the center or th(' south side of the high-
way? · 
A. No, they were well to the right of the road. 
Q. Do you remember whether anyone was there when you 
arrived except the vehfoles themselve3 in the collision Y 
A. There were other people there. I don't recall who they 
were, other than those involved in the wreck. 
Q. Did you start to the hospital with anybody that figured 
in it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you remember who they were 7 
A. I don't remember their names. I remember the name 
of one person, the truck driver of the lumber truck, who was · 
with me in the front of my car, and the uegro woman, whose 
name I don't know? between us, and another negro womau, 
whoAe name I do not know, in the back of the car .. 
Q. Two of the injured parties, bN,ides the truck driver, 
were with vou? 
.A. ~rhat is correct. 
Q. Are you in a position to tell whether the truck driver 
bad been drinking- prior to the time of the r.ollision, or prior 
to the time he wa.s with you? 
A. I don't think he was drinking. 
Q. Do you remember ho".: long yon stayed at the scene 
before you left for the hospital with these peo-
pag·e 160 ~ pie? 
A. No, I do not. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 161 ~ .T. ,~v. SADLER., 
a witness introrlucecl on hehalf of the .ief endants, 
being first duly sworn, testified a.s follows: 
I 
DIREC'r EXAMIN.A.TION 
Rv Mr. Mav: 
. Q. Will you please state your full name, sir Y 
A. J. W. Sadler. 
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. Q. Are yon connectecl with the County in any way, and if 
so. wha.tr I 
A. Police officer for this County. 
Q. How long have yqu been with th~ County in that capa-
city! 
A. Fourteen years last 1September. 
Q. As ·such, does it become your duty to examine the scenes 
of wrecks and thing·s of that <!harneterY 
A.. I have been in that for 14 years. I have been thrown 
in with a whole lot of them, of all kinds and types. 
· Q. Did you go to th~ scene of the accident we are talking 
about toda:y-1 I · 
A. Yes, sir, I did. 
Q. ,Just tell th~ Coud and jury what you found when you 
got there. You might state when you got there, too. 
A. I don't recall exactly at what point that I w~nt from or 
what road I was on at the tim,~. I don't rememl,er whether 
I was on Broad Street road, down in here-
page 162 ~ The Court: That is immaterial. 
I 
A. It was onlv a few minutes from the time I e-ot the call 
., I '-' 
before I was at the scene, an,1 stopped ~my peopl~ traveling 
the roadway. I was the first officer or ambulance or any~ 
thing to arrive, and when I g·ot there, people was crowding 
around, and the entire 'rond wu.-; bloakcd rip. And before w~ 
~ou ld get the road open i o let trrrffic through, I reckon traffic 
from Richmond was blorked ns far as from here to Main 
lumber had been knocked loose, threw the entire load of lum-
ber tl1at was on this traile1·, when the stakes that held this 
lnmher had been knock~d loose, threw the entire load of lum-
ber acr,oss the road, thr rest 01' the road, blocking the entire 
roadway. This tract01~-tr!liler was on its rig·l1t-hand side go-
ing west, and the car that wai:;1 invohTed in the collision had 
come farther down tl1e 1 rou.d, in towa.rds Richmond, and into 
a telephone pole. And as neA.r as my recolleetion of it is at · 
present, I think it was practically, you might say, at little 
east of this llOle. 'rhe clriYP- slmft and the re:n~ wheels and 
axle of that car ha.d been }mocked loose and was laying back 
there in the ditch. in the edge of the bushes, from under the 
oa.r. The motor that 'fas in the car-
Q. Just let me interl·upt you: Is this tbe automobile you. 
are talking· about f 
A. The ·automobile-the motor in the car was •thrown out 
I 
1 
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and was laying over maybe 'Six or eight feet in 
page 168 } the -edg-e of the bushes, ,back over , in t)le ditch. 
.A.n.d bodies o.f the people were scattered up and 
down the road, and cut all to pieces. As: soon! as we got those 
in the ambulance and sent them away we began to clean the 
road up. As far as the c~llision is eonoorned, if you don't 
mind, I could give a little demonstration to show exactly about 
, how, as near as I could figure, how this thing took place. 
Mr. Ratcliffe: We certainly object t.o him figuring how it 
took place, if Your Honor please. · 
The Court: What is that f 
Mr. Ratcliffe: I say, we object to him :figuring how it. took 
place. 
The Court: Objection sustained. 
.J3y Mr. May: 
Q. Just st.ate what else you found, Mr. Sadler. 
A. As I stated, I saw that this truck, the tractor-trailer 
job, was on the rig·ht going west. The dual wheels that was 
under the rear of the tractor were knocked completely out 
and were over in the ditch on the right-hand side going west. 
The point of impact, which was the left front wheel of the 
tractor, and continued to slide down the entire -side of it, 
knocked out four pieces of two by-four-
Mr. Ratcliffe: If Your Honor please, l1e can tell what he 
found, but he cannot tell what slid down the 
page 164 ~ down the side, and so forth. . 
The Court: Mr. Sadler, you don't know whether 
it was the automobile that went· down there or not, do youf 
The '\Vi bless: '\Vell, I can't say anything else done it. 
Mr. Ratcliffe: 1,Ve certainly ol,ject to what he figures, if 
Your Honor please .. 
The Court: Just tell what vou saw on the truck. You 
have described that, that four pieces were knocked' out. Any-
thing elsef 
A. As I stated, the point of impact. was the left front, com- · 
in~ down, knocking the four dual wheels from under the rear 
of the tractor, and hack to the re-ar of the tractor, and the 
four wheels there, which were dual wheels, were turned the 
same way the tractor was, making the wheels cross ways. In 
the condition it was in, the left front wheel of the traetor was 
either on the white line in the roa:c;l., or may have been a :foot 
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to the left of the white line. The point it was wrecked, the 
tires · had been knocked ~own i it indicates coming· over. the 
line a little bit, it may h~ve been over it or just on t11e line.. 
I 
Bv the Court: 
·Q. \'\1here were the wI1eeJs, on the liner 
A. The whee~ of the tractor were in the-ditch on the right 
going west. . · 
. · Q. Where was the tractor Y 
pag·e 165 ~ . .A.. ·The rear part of it was sitting on its right-
h"and side g-oipg west. 
Q. Was that .... at an angle or straight up and down the road T 
A. It would be just a fright angle .. 
The Court: Go ahead, Mr. May. 
By Mr. :M:ay: 
Q. How were these stakes made fast 6l How were they con-
structed t . 
A. There was some stakes on the 'trailer that held the 
lumber. It was a piec.e of iron a quarter of an inch thick, 
two inches wide, that w,
1
as bolted to the chassis, that they 
fitted down in. 
Q. What happened to them Y 
A. All f onr of those had been broke off. That is what 
unloaded the lumber over into the road. 
Q. Do you know wheth~r there was any pulling· power left 
when the four wheels vou described were knocked off of the 
equipment? " 
A. There was nothing left to pull it with. That is all the 
driving· power, just the motor and those four wheels, and 
when the four wheels are knocked out, there is no more pulling 
power. 'I (i,. Did yon get close to the truck driver of the lumber 
truck? ' · 
A. I talked to him after he come bar.k out there. Wben Mr. 
Pettyjohn was there, he and I talked to him. 
· Q. Did you have any reaf,;011 to believe he had 
page 166 ~ been under the influence of any alcoholic bever-
ages, or that J1e had be<'n drinking·? 
.A.. Npne whatever. He appeared to be just as normal as 
·he does today. I didn't see anv difference in him from what 
I see t~day. · He appeaied to 'l;e just as normal as he does 
now. I · 
I 
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CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Sands : 
Q. Mr. Sadler, let me ask you about this print that has beel.l 
introduced here, Defeudanh1' Exhibit B. Come over here. 
I want to ask · you over here. Now, this ice house right 
over here, that little ice stand that is up there, ri'ght at 
this home of this family, they live right there; isn't that 
true? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now over here, that road is about 20 feet wide, the hard 
surface, isn't iU 
A. Ye,s, sir. 
Q. And isn't it true that there is a pine tree, a large pine 
tree, over here to the rig·ht, almost immediately across from 
where that telegraph pole was hit, as shown by this testi-
mony, over here, a la.rge }Jine tree? 
A. Yes. sir .. 
Q. Situated over her~. Isn't that tn1e. 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 167 ~ Q. And now this curve sign. You noticed a 
curve sign aEl you came on down the road, possi~ly 
150 feet below1 nearer to Richmond, on the rig·ht-hand side, 
for persons to see if they were going towards Charlottes-
ville 1 
A. Yes, that is right. 
Q., You recall it? 
A. It is some distance down tho road. 
Q. Some distance down the road there. ,On the opposite 
side of that bend there, isn't it tme that there is a shoulder 
almost equivalent to a hard surface for anywhere from five 
to six or eig·ht feet, earrying that from the bend there and 
going on un some little distance towards the ice house 7 In 
other words, it is a very wid(1 shoulder on the right-hand side 
·going towards Charlottesville. 
The Court: Are yon making a statement or asking a ques-
tion? 
Mr. Sands: Your Honor, i am asking him. 
A. You mean to this bend here, over in here Y 
Q. Yes, over in there. 
A. I didn't measure that shoulder. I couldn't say what 
the width of it was. · 
Q. But you do know, from the bend there, taking on up 
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t,owards the ice house, or where th1s truck came to rest, that 
there really was a very witle shoulder all through that section 
there? 
pag·e 168 ~ A. I traveled that road, and been traveling it 
. for years. : T f there iH anything· unusual about 
that shoulder along· the:n,, I have ·not noticed it, to be frank 
with you. I 
Q. I see. -v.,r e will hav~ time and we will see it for our-
seh;es. · Now, on the other side, over here, isn't it true that 
there is a ditch, that is, on the west bound traffic lane, there 
is a ditch that comes almost within a yard, no shoulder, prac-
tically, on this side at alH Isn't t]iat true? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q., And this car had bBen driven or thrown across the 
ditch and hit that teleg~·aph pole! It was on the other s~!:' 0 
·of the ditch, wasn't it? 1 
.A.. That is rig·ht. No;_ 
Q. In order to-
A. No, sir, I think you are mistaken about that. 
Q. You thl:nk I am mistaken a.bout that? 
A. The ditch, if you Fill let me explain to you, the ditch 
goes off in the woods ~ere, before you get to the telegraph 
pole. 
Q. The ditch goes off before you get to the telegraph pole, 
is your idea? But. doesn't that trace or go right straig·ht 
down beyond the telegTaph pole? Isn ·t there a slight level 
space there¥ 




page 169 } Q. · There ~sn 't any space in there to amount to 
anything'? Aud there is no shoulder on this side, 
a.nvhow? 
A. The shoulder is very narrow on that side. 
Q. Yes. Not 18 inches, is it? 
A.. In some places not 18 inches. And there is a traffic 
fence on that shoulder I that was put there for driving· this 
wav. 1 Q. Yes, sir. • 
A. The ditch leads off here and g·ocs down in the woods. 
Q. There is a creek down there, but I am talking about 
from the road down to the telegTapl1 pole. Didn't the car go 
over that ditch and hit this telegraph pole? 
A. No, sir. , 
Q. That is not your rc~collection Y All right, sir. Now, 
-
~! 
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when you got there that night, did yon see any injury to the 
hard surface on the left-band side of the road going north? 
A. The only ma.rkings a.t all th.at was on this left-well, 
the bend may have some up in, here, but the only markings ot 
it where this car come across this point to that pole, if you 
will look a.cross there-
Q. The question I asked you was, wasn't that a question of 
burnt oil and-burnt oil on the hard. surface on that side, 
aero ss tha.t line there f 
A. That burnt oil, if I am not mistaken, is that indicatlOll 
right there. 
page 170 ~ Q. That up there? In other words, you ad-
vance-the pine tree you leave in the distance and 
you get up here almost to the entrance of that-is tha.t a 
church over there, that point there, from that light, or a 
home? 
A. Just a home there. 
Q. Just a home that i,;hows that lighU 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you place that some distance up the road from the 
position across from the telegraph pole and the big- pine 
tree? 
A. You mean the burning of the tanks f 
Q. Yes. 
A. Yes, sir, it was some distance up the road. 
Q. Some distance up the road 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And whereabouts was that tank? 
A. That tank was laying-it was moved about, in back 
there, a man walked down and kicked it up there, right on 
over here, kicked it over a little farther. It was burning 
a.t the gas cap where you fill it at. 
Q. Now, did yon see any evidence of repaired surface on 
the left-hand side of the road? 
A. What do you mean repaired surface 7 
Q. I mean, tin or iron cutting down into the conorete. 
A. No, sir, I did not. 
Q. You did not! 
page 171 ~ A. I did not. 
Q. Now, as to the other side, :did you ·see a.ny 
such! 
A. Oh, yes. 
Q. You did? 
.A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. And w]iat d~pth was that! 
A. I could not say depth. I didn !t measure the depth of 
it. · tl ust ~omething cl ragged in there.. It may have cut in 
an inch or two. · It might go in three. 
Q. How· wlde:, was that cut in thcre1 
A. It looked like sorhe pi(.lce o:t' · metal or something had 
dragged in thel'c. Now, I c~n ~t give you the width of it. I 
didn't havo a rule to measm·e it. 
Q. Did you take a11y mcasnreluf.mts that night at all Y 
A. I didn't do any meaRuring at all, because, to be frank 
with you, I guess my att
1
ention was put on g·etting· these people 
away from there, ancl !from that time on, to get this road-
way op<m and get traffic moving. Officer Pettyj~hn took 
do"\\'ll the measurements a1id stnff, and I dicln 't take any. 
Q. Didn't you take any measurements at all! 
.A. I did not. 
Q. Now, you say, 1:io~ long after the accident do you think 
you got there 1 i 
A. I would sav about 15 or 20 minutes. 
• 1 · • Q. About 15 or 20 minutes, and traffic was so 
page 17:2 ~ gTeat coming down to Charlottesville, and book 
· that way, yon say traffic had gathered there which 
reuched from here to the Old Market V 
A. Before I could get the traffic open, going out of Rfoh-
mond. I . 
Q. That WAS traffic going out of Richmond 7 
A. Yes, sir. · · 
Q. And the traffic tha.t was coming in through here Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. :rhat was coming-: inta Richmond, traffic: out of and in 
the direction of Ricl1tµo11d ! 
A. Yes, sir. ! 
Q. You stopped the~ all 1 




By Mr. ~fay: I (i. I want to ask you about the width of that road. You 
~aicl the width of the road was 20 feet 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
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RE-CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Ratcliffe: 
Q. That is the hard surface there T 
.A. Yes, sir . 
.. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 173 ~ "\V .• J. EACHO, 
a witness introduced on bel1alf of the defendants, 
being first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
Bv the Court: 
WQ. Do you know anything about this accident that Mr. Sad-
ler has not said f 
A. No, sir. Mine would b~ practically the same thing. 
Q. Practically the same thmg? 
Mr. Tulay: We shall not examine him if he wou]d testify the 
same thing· as Mr. Sadler. Just stand aside, sir. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 174 ~ SHEPPARD C. BELL, 
one of the clcfl•ndants, being recalled to the stand, 
testified further as follows: 
DIRECT EXAl\UN.ATION. 
By Mr. May : 
Q. Please state your full name: sir . 
.A . .Sheppard C. Bell. 
Q. You are the Mr. Bell who is one of the defendants in 
this case? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you own the equipment, I believe? 
.A. Yes,. sir. . 
Q. Did you give the make- of the tractor-trailer? 
A. I don't think I did. 
Q. "\Vhat were they? 
A. It was a Ford tractor and a Fruehauf trailer. 
Q. I believe you g-ave all of the dimensions, didn't you, and 
weights, this morning f 
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A. Yes, sir. i 
Q. It would serve no useful purpose to go over those again. 
'Where were you when this accident happened t 
A. I was in Franklin. 
Q. ·when did you get to the scene, if at all Y 
A. Sandy- ealled me about one, I believe it was, 
pag·e 17'5 ~ and I le.ft Franklin immediately and came right 
on to Richmond. I expect I was at the scene of 
the accident about thre'e or three-thirty. 
Q. )Vas the equipment moved by the time you got there? 
A. The lumber wa.s out of the road, the trailer pulled to 
the left side of the road going from here to Charlottesville .. 
''Tihey had wreckers just pull it off the road in order for these 
peo,ple to get by. Thei pulled it all the way across the road. 
And the tractor had oeen ca.rried--broug·ht into Ricpmond. 
Q. What was the co11dition of the trailer! 
A. Well, the trailer, the rear wheels were knocked around 
cross ways, and the axle was bent in probably a U shape, 
and two tires were blown, and the chassis was sprung. 
Q. What became of the trailer, sir? 
A. That trailer was sold. I don't know what hap,pened 
to it, whether they junked it or what happened. 
Q. Did you use it any more at all? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Was it in condition to be used before it was fixed t 
A. No, sir. 
Q. As Sandy has testified, was he working for you and 
performing his duties at the time this accident occurred? 
A. Yes, sir.. I 
Q. Were you present wh~n these pictures were taken! 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 176 ~ Q. Are they fair reproductions? 
:A. Yes, sir. 
Q .. vV e have no further questions. 
A. The pictures wero taken the same afternoon. I stayed 
therer all day long·. Inf fact, I loaded a trailer and sent it to 
Charlottesville and stayed there until the trailer got back, 
and I loaded my other :one on it. 
Note : At this point the Court and counsel r~tired to cham-
bers. 
I 
In Chambers. I . 
1\fr. Sands : Now, this trailer-the picture was not taken. 
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What happened when. that car came in eontact with that 
trailer was a vital question in this case. The whole theory, 
point .of the case, is largely dependent on what mig,ht be 
shown, as to what was the condition of that trailer. So, 
knowing that fact, immediately after this matter I made this 
request to have photographs, or for our inspection. They 
garaged it out of town that evening, and now thev have sold 
it. Now, I ·sayJ under those circumstances, that I have a 
rig·ht tot ask him as to whether or not a request was not made 
for us to inspect or photograph 'that trailer, and whether 
he did not undertake to give that evidence to the 
page 177 } case. 
Mr. Goddin: .. Judge, that is not evidence. 
Note: Here f ollowecl a.rg·ument. 
The Court: I am not going to punish him on account of 
advice of counsel. . Counsel has taken full responsibility f Qr 
it. He advised him not to do it, and he was conducting the 
ease. And I think, since counsel who defended him told him 
not to do it, representing· the insuraµce company which in-
sured him, he was justified in not doing it. · 
Mr. 1Sands: I except to Your Honor's ruling for the rea-
sons stated. 
If Your Honor please, counsel for the plaintiff at this time 
desires to ask the Oourt t.o allow a view. Personally, I have 
been on the scene up there three times. I don't believe that 
,descriptions which are given here will suffice, that they and , 
the one photograph which wa:s taken would in any way sat-
isfy the requirements in order for the jnry to correctly un-
derstand the situation, having asked the witnesses in refer-
ence to the subject of the shoulclP.r of the road, the question 
of the repair of the road, where it took place, the locations 
of certain vital points in the case, which would be thoroughly 
understood if the jnry went there and saw them. 
page 178} The Court: I will tell you what I will do. I 
will put it to t11e jury. 
Mr. Sands : Judge, the only question is this, if Your Honor 
please. If you put it up to the jury, I really would r:ather · 
have you deny it. 
Note: After further cUscussion, the motion was denied. 
Before the jury. 
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CROSS ~-UMINATION~ 
Bv Mr. Ratcliffe: 
· Q. Mr. Bell, yon wer~ presE1nt, you say, when these pie-
tures were taken T ! 
A .. Yes, sir. ' 
Q. ·where were they taken f 
A. What d·o you mean, what position in the road? 
Q. Where were they wl1en the pictures were taken f Where 
wns yonr truck at the titµe the pictures were taken t I mean. 
the road picture, not the picture of the two automobiles. I 
don't mean the automobile and truck. I mean the road pic-
ture. You were present when the road picture was madet 
A. Yes, I was on the hig·hway when they were taken or 
focussed, that _afte1noon.
1 Q. You h~d a picture I taken · of your tr.actor, didn't you¥ 
A. Yes, sir. : 
Q. You didn't have orie taken of the trailer, did you? 
A. No, sir. 
page 179 ~ Q. Why didn't you have one of the trailer show-
ing that condition f 
A. I didn't ha.ve the 1trailer, or the photogTapher either. The trailer was on the Junk yard, and we didn't have a·pho-
tographer in Franklin. 
Q. You don't have a photographer in Franklin? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Were those taken before the trailer went iback to Frank-
lint : 
A. The trailer was Iorded and probably on the way when 
they were taken. . 
Q. .And this was pulled into Richmond and taken Y-
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that is the renson, you say, it wasn't taken? 
A. Yes, sir. i 
Q. You had a camera out there before they loaded the 
truck~ before they ever left, didn't you Y 
A. Before what left 1 
Q. Before the trailer and the tractor. 
A. No, sir. The tractor was corried in that night. 
Q. Broug·ht into tow11 that night? 
A. Into Richmond, y~R. 
Q. Wasn't it broug·ht; in the next day¥ 
A. Brought in that night, I think . 
. Q. Now, the testimony here before us is it was brought 
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in the next ~ay. Both of them were out. there the next morn-
mg. 
pag·e 180 }- A. I think that testimony is wrong. 
Q. You think it is wrong1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say there were no photographers in the town. of 
Franklin? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You tell the Court that l 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How big a town is Franklin Y 
A. About thirty-five hundred. 
Q. You are positive that is the only reason that no pic-
ture was taken¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
lvlr. Ratcliffe: Your Honor rules that we cannot ask this 
other question at this time 7 All ria:ht, Sir. 
Mr. May: '\Ve have no other questions. 
Witness stood aside. 
The Ma.y: That is the defendants' case, Sir. 
The Court: Defendants rest. 
pag-e 181 ~ MISS UUTH BELCHER, 
a witness previously introduced on behalf of the 
plaintiff, being recalled on rebuttal, testified further as f.ol-
lows:. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By :Mr. Ratcliffe: . 
Q. You testified this morning, didn't you Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you talk to eit.her of the roys out there that nig·ht 7 
A. I talked to one of the boys that was on the truck. 
Q. Did he tell you whether or not he had been drinking~ 
Don't answer until the Judg·e tells vou to answer. Which 
boy did you talk to 7 - .. 
A. The boy sitting· ove.r there 'on the inside. 
Q. Wl.1ich one, the dark one on the inside? 
A. The smaller of the two bovs. 
Q. Were any statements made by him-don't answer yet--
as to whether any drinking was done? 
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I 
The Oourt: "\;vhat wks that? 
Q. Any statement made by him as to whether anybody had 
been drinking 1 ' 
Mr. May: If Your Honor please~ the one they pointed to 
is not either of the de~endants in the ca.se, and neither de-
fendant is bound by thl3 testimony, because it is hearsay as 
to each of them. 
page 182 ~ Mr. Sands: I woulcl like to say this, that Your 
Honor will recall that Mr. May, in examining that 
witness, asked him as to whether or not he had been drinking, 
and whether or not ::M:r. Harris-he had been drinkin~ at 
Mr. Harris 's, ac_c.ordin~ to my rec.ollectfon, and therefore we 
can ask him whether or! not-
The Court : Go ahead~ 
By Mr. Ratcliffe: 
Q. Did he make any statement as to whether .or not he had 
ibeen drinking, or any qf them had been drinking? 
A. Yes, sir, he did. i 
Q. ,vhat statement did he make t 
A. I asked him was any of the boys drinking, if they had 
been drinking, and I asked him if he was on the truck. He 
said, no, they only had some beer. 
Q. Out, there on the ~cene of the accident did you see any 
gouges -in the road f i 
A. There was sometliing;-
. Q. Which side were the'v on? 
A. They were on the 1 11oi-th side. 
Q. The north side? ' 
A. Going· out of Richmond. 
Q. The goug;cs wl1ich you saw on theroad? 
A. Yes, s~r. . 
pag·e 183 ~ Q. Do yop know wl1ether they have been re-
paired or not 1 
.A. Yes, sir, they ha,~e been repaired. 
Q. Sometime after tbe wreck 7 
A. They were repain~d the next clay, but you can still see 
the places in the road. 
Q. Can you point out; any gouges on this photograph? 
' A. It is hard to tell I from this, but there were gouges. in 
here, in the highway. 1 
Q. Just show the jury where they were. 
A. In here, from this center line. 
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:M:r. May: If Your Honor please .. this is evidence in chief. 
1\Te object to it. 
Mr. Sands; If Yiouz· Honor please., this is rebuttal evi-
dence. I asked him wl1ether or not the gouges were on thi.s . 
side of the road a.nd he said no. Now., this young· lady is 
prepared to testify that- , 
The Court-: If it is to contradict a witness, it is rebuttal 
Mr. May: I do say this, Your Houor, that the ffl:tness 
stated there was a mark and stated where it came fr.om .and 
where it went. 
Bv Mr. Ratcliffe: 
WQ. Now, will you show them wl1ere the gouges were·? 
· A. R,ight from here, in the. center of the road, to the side, 
to the north side. 
page 184 } Q. From the center of the road to the north 
side7 
A. Yes, sir. 
·witness stood aside. 
page 185 } CLARA KEN1'TEY, 
the plaintiff, being recalled to the stand ·on re· · 
huttal, testified further a.s follows! 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By l\fr. Sands: 
Q. Clara., there is testimony in the case that there w:as, 
another Kenney in the car, some boy . 
.A. Yes. 
Q. He is not your son T 
.A. No, sir. I don't hardly know him. 
Q. You don't hardly know him? 
A. No~ sir. 
Q. Wliat is the name of your son ! 
A. Thomas. 
Q. Thomas Kenney? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And he was not in the car? 
A._ N.o, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By :M:r. May: 
Q. "\Vhere is Howard nowY 
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A. Where is whof 
Q. Where is Howard Kenney now 1 
A. 4ordy, I don't know anything about it, no, sir. 
I 
vVitness stood aside , 
page 186 ~ Mr. Sands: If Y onr Honor pfoase, that is the 
case. And on behalf of the plaintiff we would 
like to renew the rcqu(\st for a view. Of conrse I appreciate 
that to ask that the Codrt and jury go out and look at it to-
day is almost a cruel reque~t to make, but it seems to me that 
it would be very, very helpful in t]1eir consideration of the 
case.· It i~ suggested that with car5 w·e could get there, I 
imagine, in certainly 25 or 30 minutes, unless we strike the 
traffic, the five o'clock triaffic. Of conrse there-is some ;repair-
ing going on on Broan Street road, which might make it 
long-er. The reason I mention that in detail as to giving the 
time is that we would like very much to have a view. 
The Court: I think there has be.en so much evidence, i\fr. 
Sands, as. to the condition of the road. Mr. Fleet, ,vho was 
a.ssocia:tecl with counsel ~ere, saw that with his own eyes, and 
he desc.ribed the road there in detail. I do not see whv it 
would be necessary to have a view. .. 
In Chambers. 
I 
:Mr. :Mav: I renew the motion to strike ma(le at the end 
of the plaintiff's fostin1011y, for the reasons there stated. 
The Court: Motion overruled. ' 
:Mr. Mav: Exeeotion noted. 
page 187 ~ Mr. Sand~: If Your Honor please, about this 
testimonv that I want to ~et in the rec.ord. 
The Court: I wHi allow you to pnt "that in if you want to. 
Note: The f ollowin~ cvidencao of Sheppard C. Rell was 
taken in the, absence of the jury. 
. SHEPP ARD C. BFJLL, 
one of the defendants, lbeing further examined in chambers, 
testified as follows: 
DIRE1CT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Sands: 
1 Q. Now l\fr. Bell, will you please state whether vou 1·ecol-
leet having received this letter from me, this lette~ of Octo-
: ! 
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her 4th, addressed to you, last year, in_ which letter I asked 
the privilege of inspecting or having· a photograph taken 
of that truck? Did you receive such letter? 
A. Just a minute and I will tell you. 
Q. Sir? 
A. .Just a minute anrl J will .tell you if this is the one. I 
think that is the one there. ·-
Q. Well, now, will you please look at this letter of October 
14th and state whether that was your first answer, sir7 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 188 ~ Note: Carbon copy of letter addressed to 
Sheppard C. Bell, dated October 4, 1940, marked 
"Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 1, rejec.ted." 
Letter dated October 14, 1940, addressed to l\f r. Alexander 
H. Sands by Sheppard C. Bell, marked ''Plaintiff's Exhibit 
No. 2, rejected." 
Q. ·wm you please state as to whet.her you sold or had 
that tractor junked after the passage. of those, letters? 
A. It was after that. 
Q. After tha.t 1 Will you look at this letter of October 17th 
and state as to whether that is your letter recal1ing the privi-
lege which you l1ad previously given me? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Note: Letter in question marked '"P]aintiff's Exhibit No. 
3, rejected.' ' · 
].fr. Sands: If Your Honor please, for the record I assert 
that they are material and ask that they be inserted. 
The Court: Motion overruled. 
l\lr. Sands: I note an exception. 
End of testimony. 
IN~TRUCTIONS. 
The following: instructions, granted or refused at the re-
queRt of the plaintiff and the defendants, as here-
page 189 ~ inafter noted, are a.11 of the instructions that were 
granted or refused on the trial ~f the ease. 
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A. GRANTED FORI THE PLAINTIFF. 
Jnisf;,ntcf.ion No. 1. 
I 
The Court instructs the jury that nnder the laws of the 
State of Virginia a person operating a motor vehic,le on the 
higfavay is required to drive the same at a careful and pru-
dent speed not p;reater than is reasonable and proper having 
due regard to the traffi;c, surf ace and width of the hig·hway 
and of any other eonclitions then e~isting; to keep a proper 
lookout and to keep hi$ vehicle nnder reasonable control at 
all times; and if operating in the nighttime· to control the 
lig'hts of such motor vehiele so driven by shifting, depressing 
or tilting· or dimming· the headlight beams thereof so as not 
to project into the eyes of the driver 0f any oncoming vehicle . 
a dazzling or g·laring ,light or to drive to the left of the 
center of the road upqu which the operator of such motor 
vehicle is driving·, and ~f you find from the evidence that the 
defendant, Sanely Turner was at the time of the accident men-
tioned in the ·Notice of !fotion upon which this action was 
brought employed by and was operating the motor vehicle 
mentioned in the Notice of l\fotiou for the defend-
page 190 ~ ant, Sheppard C. Bell, and you further find from 
the evidence that. the defendant, Sandy Turner, 
was guilty of any violation of the laws of Virginia as here-
inJoof ore set f ortb, such! vi elation on his part constituted neg-
, lig·ence, and such.negligence, if you bolieve that such existed, 
is imputed to the def erida11t, Bell:· as the 'employer of Sandy 
Turner. And if you fui-ther believe that such negligence con-
stituted a proximate or contributin~ cause of the collision 
you should find in favor of the plaintiff. 
The defendants ohje~.ted to the giving of the plaintiff's In-
struction No. 1 upon tlie f ollowin2.· ~rounds: 
I . ,;:., ... , . 
(1) There is no evi~lence of a probative nature that the 
defenda:nts1 or eitl1er of them were guilty of negligence which 
constituted a proximate cause of the collisiop. 
(2) There is no evidenee of a failure· on the part' of the 
defendants, or either of them, to keep a proper lookout. 
(3) rrhere is no evidence tlrn.t the lig·hts on the defendant 
.Bell's truck produced k dazzling· or glaring light. 
( 4) There is no evirlm1cfl that the opr.rator of the defend-. 
ant Bell's truck drove I to the left of tl1e center of the lligh-
way. 
11 
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r (5) There is no evidence that the defendants, 
page 191 } or either of the clef endants1 failed to keep the 
truck under reason.able control. 
·The Court overruled the objections made by the defendants 
to the plaintiff's Instruction No. l, and to the overruling 
of the· said objeetions the defendants excepted on the grounds 
set out in making the objections. 
lnstru,ction No. 2 .. 
The Court 1instructs the· ;jury that if they. find for the 
plaintiff they may assess the damages in such sum as they 
may deelllj fair and just in all the circumstances of the case, 
such damages not to exceed the amount sued for, and may 
direct in wba.t proportion any damages whfoh they may as-
sess may be distributed to the mother and brothers of· the 
said decedent. 
The defendants objected to the giving of the plaintiff's 
Instruction N·o. 2 upon the ground thnt there is no evidence 
of a probative nature that the defendants, or either of them, 
were guilty of negligence which constituted a · proximafo 
cause of the collision. 
The Court overruled th{) objection made by the defendants 
to the plaintiff's Instruc.tion No. 2, and to the overruling 
of the said objection tho defendants excepted on the grounds 
set out in making the objectiomi. 
page 1'92 } B. GRANTED FOR THE DEFEND~.t\.NTS. 
· Instruction, No. ll. 
The Court instructs the jury that at the time and place 
of the collision in question the following state statutes were 
in full force and effect: · 
'' 2154(109). RestrictionA as to speed; other acts declared 
misdemeanors.-N o perAon shall 
(5) Drive a.ny passenger motor vehicle at a speed in e~-
eess of fifty-five miles per honr. 
"2154(108). Reckless driving .. -(a) Irrespective o:f the 
maximum speeds herein provided. any person who drives a 
vehicle upon a highway recklessly or at a speed or in .a man-· 
ner so as to endanger · or be likely to endanger life, limb or 
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property of any person ~ha.11 be: guilty of reckless driving." 
I 
.And the Conrt tells tI1e jniy tl1af if you believe from the evi-
dence that the driver of the car in which the plaintiff's in-
testate wa.s riding violated eitller ·of the statutes set out and 
such violation constituted tl1e sole pro-ximate cause of the 
injuries and death to the s·aid intestate, you should find in 
f avot· of the defendnnts.1 
lnst-mction No. 4. 
The Court instructs the jury tlla.t at the time and place 
of the collision in qne~i~m the following state statute- was. 
in full force and effect: I 
"2154(115):. Passing vehicles proceeding in 
page 193 ~ opposite directions.-Drivers of vehicles proceed-
ing in opposite directions sl1all pass each other 
to the right, each giving to the other, as nearly as possible,. 
one-half of the main trare]ed portion of the roadway.'' 
And the Court tells thJ jury that if you believe from the 
evidence that the driver of the car in which the plaintifPs 
intcsfate was ridine- violated the statute set out, and such 
violation constituted the ,sole proximate cause of the collision,. 
you should find in favor of the defendants. 
I 
ln.~tmcfion No . .5 • 
. The Court instructs the jury· tlmt it was the duty of the 
driver of the car in which the plaintiff's intestate was riding 
to keep his car under reasonable control and to maintain 
a reasonable lookout ahead. And the Court tells the jurv 
that if you believe froth the evidence tha.t the said ddve·i~ 
failed in either respect ~nd such failure was the sole proxi-
mate cause of the co11ision in question, you should find in 
favor of the defendants. 
Instruction No. 6. 
I 
The Court instructs the jury tl1at no presumption of neg-
ligence on the 1mrt of !the defendants arises upon a mere 
showing that the plaintiff's intestate was injured and died 
in the eollision in que:-;tion. The hnrclen of proof in this 
case is upon the plaintiff to establish bv a. nre-
pag:e 194 ~ ponderanee of the evidence that the defendants 
were guilty I of neg:ligence, which constituted a 
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proximate ca.use of the injm:ies complained of. If you are 
undecided whether such a case has been made out, you 
-should find for the defendants. A verdict should not be 
based on speculation, surmise, c.onjecture or sympathy, but·. 
should rest entirely upon the evidence in the case and the 
instructions of the Court. 
C. R,EFUSED FOR THE PLATNTH,F. 
No instructions which were r'3qn('sted by the plaintiff were 
refused. 
D. REFUSED FOR THE DEFEND.A.NTS. 
The following instruction was requested by the defend-
ants:· 
Instruction No. A. · 
The Court instructs the jury that the plaintiff's intestate 
in this case was required to exerciRe reasonable care for her 
own safety. In the event the driver of her car operated it 
in a negligent manner or at an excessive rate of speed and 
tha.t such fact or facts were known by the plaintiff's intestate 
or in the exercise of reasonable care should have been known 
by her, it was lier duty. if tlie time were adequate, to protest 
such driving. Should you belie-ve from the evidence that her 
driver opernfod in such manner or speed and 
page 195 ~ that she did not protest hut.abandoned her safety 
entirel)r to his keeping, you should find in favor of 
the defendants if you believe that surh driving either proxi-
ma.tely caused or contributed to cause injury and loss of life 
to the plaintiff's intestate. 
The defendants urged the Court that Instruction No. A 
should have been given because the evidence wa.s that the 
<'ar which the plaiiitiff's intestate was in ran. up to Tilly's 
Kitchen a.t such a rate of 8peed m; to cause Mrs. Cox to come 
out of the house, and i~ aleo left there at a. fast rate of speed, 
making• 70 miles an hour, the phy~ical circumstances and the 
testimony of other witnesses RlRO indicating- that SUCb a Speed 
was, maintained at the time ancl place of the accident. It is 
urg·ed that a guest cannot sit idly by in sucl1 an instance, 
and that the question of her contributory negligence should 
be submitted to the jury. · · 1 , 
T:he Court refused to give the def enclants' Instruction No. 
A, to which action of the Court the defendants excepted for 
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the reasons stated in Jging .that 'the. instruction be given. 
I 
I • } Note: The case was argued by counsel for both parties, t 1e 
jury retired to consider of their verdict, and, 
pag-e 196 ~ after some time returned into the Court with the 
following verdict: 
I .· 
.' ')Ve the jury on the issue joined find for the plaintiff and 
fix the damages at $3;q00.00 to be awarded solely to the 
mother of the decedent.'' 
rl'hereupon the defondauts moved the Court to set aside 
the verdict of the jury ,nd enter up final judgme.nt for them, 
or, in the alte,mati.ve, a[\vard them a new trial upon the fol-
lowing· gTounds : I 
First. that the verdict is contrarv to the la.w Rnd the evi-
dence and without evidence t,o supi)ort it. . 
Second, that the ver4ict is without probative evidence to 
support it. 
1 Third, for the- g-ranting and refusing of instructions. 
Fourth, for the admi~sion and non-admission of testimony. 
Note : The motions were docketed for argument. 
pag·e 197 ~ 
I 
I, tT ulien Gunn~ Judge of the Circuit Court of Henrico 
County, who presided over the foregoing· tl'ial, do certify that 
the foregoing, with the 'exceptions denoted in this certificate. 
is a true and correct copy or report of the testimony and ot11er 
incidents of the trial of the case of Clara Kenney, Admin-
istratrix of the Estatel1 of Katherine Theresa Kennev. de-
eeased, v. Sheppard C. Bell and Sandy Turnr.r, tried hi the 
Circuit Court of HenrifO County on ,July 31 and .AuguRt 1, 
1941, and that the atto:uneys for the plaintiff had reasonable 
notice, in writing of the time and place, when said report of 
the testimony and other incidents of the trial would he ten-
dered and presented to the undersigned for verification. 
I furthei: certify that upon request of counsel for the de-
fendants I have certifiekl and forwarded to the Clerk of the 
Supreme Court of AppJals the followjng original exhibits: 
Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 1 ( Carbon copy of letter to Rhep-
pa.rd .C. Bell dated October 4, 1940) Rejected. 
Plaintiff's Exhibit No~ 2 (Letter to Mr. Alexander H. Sands 
dated October 141 1940)f Rejected. · 
I 
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Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 3 (Letter io :Mr. Alexander H. Sands 
dat.3d October 17, 1940) Bejected. 
Defendants' Exhibit A ( Photograph sho"ring broken tel-
ephone pole). 
Defendants' Exhibit B (Photograph showing 
page 198 ~ roadbed after accident). 
Defendants' Exhibit C (Photograph showing 
tractor after accident). 
DP.fendants' Exhibit D (Photograph showing automobile 
after accident). 
Given under my l1and this 10th day of Decembe.r, 1941. . 
. JULIEN GUNN, 
Judge~ 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, M. vV. Puller, Clerk of the Circuit Com·t of Henrico 
County, do hereby certify that the .foregoing copy or report 
of the testimony and other incidents of the trial of the case of 
Clara Kenney, Administratrix of the Estate of Kat~erine 
Theresa Kenney, deceased, v. S.heppard C. Rell and Sandy 
Turner. wais filed with me as clerk of said Court on the 10th 
day of December, 1'941. 
M. W. PULLEH, 
Clerk. 
CL~JRK'8 CER'J~IFICATE 
I. :M. W. Puller, Clerk of the Circuit Court of Henrico 
Count~r, Virginia, do hereby certify that the fo·regoing is a 
true transcript of the record in the above-entitled 
page 199 }- action, ex(•ept certain exhibits hereinafter denoted 
in this certi:fica.te, wherein Clara Kenney, Ad-
ministratrix of the Estate of Katherine Theresa. Kenney, de-
ceased, is plaintiff, and Sheppard C. Bell and Sandy 'J:urner 
are defendants, and that the plaintiff had due notice of the 
intention of the defendants to apply for such transcript. 
I further certify that the following original exhibits, cer-
tified by the J udg·e, have be,~n delivered to counsel for the 
defendants herein to be transmitted by llim, together with the 
transcript of this record, to the Clerk of the Supreme Court of 
Appeals: 
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Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 1 (Carbon copy of letter to Shep-
pard C. Bell dated October 4, 1940) Rejected. 
Plaintiff's Exhibit No~ 2 (Letter to Mr. Alexander H. Sands 
dated Octcber 14, 1940)1 Rejected. 
Plaintiff's Exhibit No~ 3 (Lettrr to Mr. Alexander H. Sands 
dated October 17, 1940) Rejected. 
Defendants' Exl1ibit A (Photog1.·aph showing broken tele-
pl1one pole). 
Defenda-11.ts' Exhibit B (Photograph showing roadbed after 
accident.). I 
Defendants' Exhibit b (Photograph showing tractor after 
accident). 
Defendants' Exhibit D (Photograph sho"t.ving automobile 
a.fter accident). 
i furthe) certUv that the defendants have ex-
page 200 ~ ecnted a suspendin~ bond in accordance with the 
provisions .of Seet1on 6338, as amended by the 
Acts of the General .Assembly of 1934, conditioned as re-
quired for a su.persedeas bond in Section 6351 of the Code,. 
as amended, in the pe~alty of Three Thousand, Nine Hun-
dred ($3,900.00) Dollars. · 
Witness my hand this 13th clay of ,January, 1942. 
:E'ee for Transcript : $25.00. 
A Copy-Teste: 
I 
M. vV. PULLER, 
Clerk. 
M. B .. WATTS, 'C. C. 
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